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Continuation of Revocable Permits for Water Use for the Islands of Maui, Hawai’i and 
Kaua’i. See Exhibit 1 for list of Revocable Permits. 

Issuance of Revocable Permit for Water Use to Ka’u Mahi, LLC from Moa’ula Gulch 
Tunnel, Ka’u Forest Reserve, Ka’u, Island of Hawai’i, Tax Map Key (3) 9-6-006:0 10. 

BACKGROUND 

For the past three years, the Board has approved the holdover of revocable permits for water use 
statewide pursuant to Act 126, Session Laws of Hawaii 2016. The legislature passed Act 126 in 
response to a decision by the Circuit Court of the First Circuit (Circuit Court) regarding litigation 
of the water permits held by Alexander & Baldwin, Inc. (A&B) and East Maui Irrigation Co., 
Ltd. (EMI). The Circuit Court invalidated the revocable permits on the basis that the 
uninterrupted use of the land by A&B/EMI was not a “temporary” use authorized under Sections 
171-10 and 171-55, Hawaii Revised Statutes (HRS). Act 126 authorized the holdover of 
revocable permits for the use of water under certain conditions. Under the Act, the Board could 
authorize three consecutive one-year holdovers. Pursuant to its terms, Act 126 was 
automatically repealed on June 30, 2019. For further reference, Board approvals of the 
holdovers for 2019 are attached as Exhibits 2 and 3, providing a history regarding the water 
permits as well as a discussion of the legal issues. 

On June 18, 2019, the Intermediate Court of Appeals (ICA) issued an opinion vacating the 
Circuit Court decision and remanded the case back to the Circuit Court. Of note to the present 
action, the ICA concluded that the wording in Section 171-55, HRS, that applied the section 
“notwithstanding any law to the contrary” authorized the Board to continue the revocable 
permits despite the one-year term prescribed by Section 171-58, HRS. The ICA also noted that 
the revocable permits must be temporary and issued under such conditions and rent which would 
serve the best interests of the State. The ICA determined that whether these requirements were 
met were genuine issues of material fact and should not have been resolved by the Circuit Court 
via summary judgment. Additionally, the ICA affirmed the Circuit Court’s conclusion that 
Chapter 343, HRS is not applicable to the holdover of the water permits. The ICA reasoned that 
the Section 17 1-55, HRS authorizes the Board “to issue a temporary permit in the interim while a 
permittee pursues a long-term lease, for which an environmental review process under HRS 
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chapter 343 must be undertaken.” However, an exemption notice for the continuation of the 
revocable permits is included for the Board’s review and approval, out of an abundance of 
caution. The time for a writ of certiorari to the Supreme Court for the ICA decision has not 
expired. The ICA decision is not final. 

DISCUSSION 

Through April and May of 2019, the Department sent letters to the permittees summarizing the 
leasing process and requirements per Section 17 1-58, HRS, and the Department’s understanding 
of the proposed amount and use of water sought by the permittees under a water lease. The 
permittees were then requested to confirm the Department’s understanding, as well as their 
understanding of the water leasing process. Additionally, the Department offered to work 
closely with the permittees to fulfill those requirements. The major outstanding issues for the 
Department to resolve are the development and implementation of the watershed management 
plan pursuant to Section 171-58(e), HRS, and determining the value of water as required by 
Section 171-17, HRS. 

At its meeting on March 22, 2019, the Board deferred action on item D- 11, which sought 
approval for a watershed management cost share formula and contribution for water leases. The 
Board requested staff to consult with the Attorney General to determine to what extent the Board 
can act without rulemaking or whether rulemaking is required. The Board also asked that, to the 
extent rulemaking is not required, staff return with the suggested minimum requirements for the 
watershed management plan and identify the existing watershed and forest reserve management 
plans to use as a basis for the watershed management plans, and how they meet the proposed 
minimum content requirements. Staff will bring the watershed management plan requirements 
and watershed management plans before the Board for review and approval in a separate action. 
For the determination of the value of water, the Department is seeking to retain the services of a 
legal consultant with national experience on water rights, as well as a local appraisal consultant. 
The goal is for the consultants to assist the Department in its development of a valuation 
methodology for water. 

The current submittal seeks approval for the continuation of the water permits for 2020 on a 
temporary basis that will allow the applicants to continue to work in good faith with the 
Department to complete the requirements of the water leasing process. Also, where appropriate, 
the Board is requested to impose additional conditions on the continuation of revocable permits 
that will serve the best interest of the State. The submittal also includes a status update and 
discussion of water permits/lease applications by island, including any staff recommendations to 
the Board. 

MAUI 

The four revocable permits for the island of Maui are RP S-7263, S-7264 and S-7265 to A&B 
and S-7266 to EMI. In addition to the use of water and the irrigation system, the permits cover 
four license areas consisting of approximately 33,000 acres of the Ko’olau Forest Reserve and 
the Hanawi Natural Area Reserve under the DLNR Division of Forestry and Wildlife (DOFAW). 
At its meeting on November 9, 2018 under agenda item D-7, the Board approved, as amended 
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the holdover of all four permits. Sierra Club of Hawaii (Sierra Club) verbally requested a 
contested case at the meeting and submitted a written petition thereafter. At its meeting on 
December 7, 2018, the Board voted to deny the contested case. Sierra Club did not appeal the 
Board’s decision but instead filed an original action against the State, alleging public trust 
violations regarding the Board’s approval of the 2018 holdover. The case is scheduled for trial 
in May 2020. 

Originally, the Board had placed these four permits into holdover status as a result of the original 
contested case requests. The Board has maintained its position that these permits were correctly 
placed into holdover status. Act 126 authorized a statutory holdover of these permits. Although 
the Board is continuing the revocable permits pursuant to section 17 1-55, HRS, and the ICA 
decision in Carmichael, the Board maintains that these revocable permits remain in holdover 
status as the contested case hearing has not yet been resolved and the Board has not acted to take 
these permits out of holdover status. 

In addition to the conditions that were contained in the original permits, over the course of the 
holdover approvals between 2016 and 2018 pursuant to Act 126, the Board imposed the 
following additional conditions that are currently in effect: 

1. Require the holdover of the revocable permits to incorporate the June 20, 2018 order of 
the Commission on Water Resource Management (CWRM). There shall be no diversion 
from the streams listed in the CWRM order, and the timing for stopping the diversions 
shall be in accordance with the aforesaid CWRM order;1 

2. There shall be no waste of water. All water diverted shall be put to beneficial agricultural 
use or municipal use; 

3. Any amount of water diverted under the revocable permits shall be for reasonable and 
beneficial use and always in compliance with the amended interim instream flow 
standards (IIFS); 

4. The holdover shall comply with all conditions required by the CWRM’s Amended IIFS 
decision 

5. Permittee shall provide a specific report on the progress regarding the removal of 
diversions and fixing of the pipe issues before the end of the holdover period 

6. Permittee shall cleanup trash from revocable permit areas starting with areas that are 
accessible and close to streams; 

7. The revocable permits shall be subject to any existing or future reservations of water for 
the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands (DHHL); and 

CWRM issued orders addressing diversion modifications and abandonment dated February 19, 2019 and August 
29, 2019 for Category 2 and 3 diversions respectively. CWRM will issue future decisions to address Category 1 and 
4 diversions. 
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8. Establish an interim committee to discuss water usage issues in the license area. The 
committee shall consist of five members, representing Alexander & Baldwin, Farm 
Bureau, Office of Hawaiian Affairs, the Native Hawaiian Legal Corporation and the 
County of Maui. The interim committee shall meet once a month for the first quarter, 
then at least quarterly thereafter, more often as useful. 

Since the Board’s prior holdover approval, A&B has sold most of its former sugar cane lands in 
central Maui and a portion of the ownership in EMI to Mahi Pono, LLC (Mahi Pono). Mahi 
Pono’s goal is to engage in diversified agriculture on the former sugar cane lands. At this point, 
A&B and EMI remains as the revocable permit holders, as well as the applicants for the water 
lease. On September 23, 2019, a Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the water 
lease was published in the Office of Environmental Quality Control’s (OEQC) The 
Environmental Notice. Upon completion of the public comment period and subsequent revision, 
the Final EIS will be brought before the Board for review and acceptance. The Draft EIS can be 
accessed through the link below: 

http://oecic2.doh hawaii.gov/EA ElS Library/20 1 9-09-23-MA-DEIS-East-Maui-Water-
Lease.pdf 

Staff met with representatives from A&B/EMI and Mahi Pono to discuss issues regarding the 
continuation of the revocable permits. A&B/EMI has submitted a status report on compliance 
with the terms and conditions of the revocable permit, attached as Exhibit 4. In addition to the 
pre-existing requirements, staff desires to include additional requirements to the revocable permit 
which were discussed with A&B/EMI and Mahi Pono. Staff believes that certain issues can be 
addressed now rather than deferring until the lease is considered due to their significance in 
fulfilling public trust obligations. Staff suggests the following additional conditions be imposed 
in connection with the continuation of the revocable permits: 

1. First, the Board should impose reporting requirements regarding the use of water under 
the revocable permits. It is an essential component to the Board’s stewardship of the 
water resource to understand how much water is being diverted. 

2. Second, the Board is requested to approve the withdrawal of the Hanawi Natural Area 
Reserve from the revocable permit license area. Additionally, A&B/EMI shall continue 
discussions with DOFAW to identify additional forest reserve lands to be removed from 
the license areas to be implemented in connection with the issuance of a water lease, if 
any, or sooner. 

DOFAW has major concerns with the vast amount of forest reserve land included in the 
revocable permits as from what is being used by the irrigation system (including access to the 
system). DOFAW desires to reduce the four license areas by removing significant portions of 
the forest reserve and natural area reserve lands from the license areas that are not managed by 
A&B/EMI or required by A&B/EMI to operate, maintain and repair the system. DOFAW would 
then assume management of public access to those lands, including working with A&B/EMI and 
stakeholders to manage public access consistent with protecting the forest reserve’s sensitive 

https://hawaii.gov/EA
http://oecic2.doh
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resources. A&B/EMI expressed concerns about the impact on their ability to manage the system 
that may result from a sudden, significant reduction in the license areas. However, A&B/EMI 
understands that ultimately, the license areas will be reduced for the eventual water lease. 

In the short term, A&B/EMI is agreeable to removing the Hanawi Natural Area Reserve from the 
license areas. This area consists of approximately 7,500 acres, however, it should be noted that 
the natural area reserve is “landlocked” within the Nãhiku license area, so it is unlikely that this 
will provide for immediate increased public access to the area. A&B/EMI have pledged to 
continue discussions with DOFAW to identify additional areas for withdrawal, with 
considerations to manage public access and operational and security concerns regarding the 
system. Therefore, the Board is requested to approve the withdrawal of the Hanawi Natural Area 
Reserve from the revocable permit license area, as well as require A&B/EMI shall continue 
discussions with DOFAW to identify additional forest reserve lands to be removed from the 
license areas to be implemented in connection with the issuance of a water lease, if any, or 
sooner. 

Staff also noted that with the issuance of the water lease, or sooner if necessary, staff will seek 
the Board’s approval to require A&B/EMI provide water in a minimum amount of 5 million 
gallons per day (mgd) to serve various State projects at Pulehunui, Maui and the County of Maui 
Department of Water Supply for municipal purposes, including domestic use. The water will be 
used to serve both public trust uses of water and public purposes. Those projects include the 
Department’s proposed industrial and business park and a Department of Hawaiian Home Lands 
(DHHL) project for agricultural homesteads, as well as a commercial/industrial leasing 
component that would generate much needed income for future homestead development. 
Additional state lands in this area currently house or will house the National Guard Armory and 
the new Maui Community Correctional Facility to address public safety concerns, and the Maui 
County Raceway Park that would provide recreational opportunities for residents. 

The Board has the authority to take such action. Section 171-58(d) reads in part: 

“Any lease of water rights shall contain a covenant on the part of the lessee that the lessee 
shall provide from waters leased from the State under the lease or from any water sources 
privately owned by the lessee to any farmer or rancher engaged in irrigated pasture 
operations, crop farming, pen feeding operations, or raising of grain and forage crops, or 
for those public uses and purposes as may be determined by the board, at the same rental 
price paid under the lease, plus the proportionate actual costs, as determined by the board, 
to make these waters available, so much of the waters as are determined by the board to 
be surplus to the lesse&s needs and for that minimum period as the board shall 
accordingly determine; provided that in lieu of payment for those waters as the State may 
take for public uses and purposes the board may elect to reduce the rental price under the 
lease of water rights in proportion to the value of the waters and the proportionate actual 
costs of making the waters available.” 

The Department’s project is an appropriate public purpose. It is a use of State lands that 
provides a public benefit by generating public funds from State lessees that will be used to fund 
the essential functions of Department (e.g., conservation and forestry management, game 
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management, etc.). The Department’s proposed industrial and business park site is located on 
former sugar cane land, entitling DHHL to 30% of the Department’s lease revenues as well. The 
remaining 70% income generated by the Department’s project would remain within the 
Department to fund water resource management as well as other resource management and 
protection programs, including wildland firefighting, dam safety and conservation district 
regulation. Additionally, staff emphasizes that allocating 5mgd for State and County use would 
not result in a greater cumulative amount of diverted water requiring an amendment of the IIFS. 
Rather, the 5mgd of water would be apportioned from the amount that A&B/EMI is allowed to 
divert under the current amended IIFS, or in other words, if such option is exercised by the 
Board, A&B/EMI would have 5mgd less available water to use. 

Staff from the Department also met with representatives of the Sierra Club at their request to 
discuss their concerns regarding the revocable permits. Sierra Club provided a list of conditions 
to be required as part of an approval for continuation of the revocable permits, which is attached 
as Exhibit 5. In review and consideration of the Sierra Club’s comments, as noted previously, 
staff concurs that a reporting requirement be incorporated as a revocable permit condition. 
Information that would be provided in the reports would reasonably assist the Board in its 
decision making regarding the future allotment of water, as well as determining current 
reasonable and beneficial use of water. As Mahi Pono has completed a farm plan, providing 
more detailed information regarding diversified agriculture uses of water is an appropriate 
requirement. Staff addresses these issues in recommendations that follow this discussion. 

Additionally, the Board is recommended to impose a limit on the amount of water that may be 
diverted through the revocable permits not to exceed an average of 35mgd per month. Although 
a higher amount of water can be diverted under the amended IIFS, staff understands that does not 
nor should it serve as a license to completely divert all water from the streams in question when 
the need to do so has not been shown. Staff determined this recommended amount by 
calculating a daily average based on the six individual months where the highest amount of water 
was diverted from the period of January 2017 to April 2019, which resulted in an average of 
33.45mgd. Additionally, in an article from Pacific Business News dated May 8, 2019, Mahi 
Pono stated that EMI “estimates usage this year to be approximately 30 million to 35 million 
gallons per day, which includes water used by about 35,000 residents in Upcountry Maui that are 
served by the county’s water system, Mahi Pono and other users served by EMI.” This limit 
would be compliant with CWRM’s amended IIFS. The farm plan does not currently justify the 
use of a greater amount of water. Staff notes however, that this amount may be further limited 
subject to the reasonable and beneficial use of the water. If~, in the implementation of the fanu 
plan, it is determined that more water is required, then the parties may request the Board to 
increase the limit, to be decided in a Board public meeting. 

Staff does not recommend imposing any conditions that would interfere with CWRM’s 
regulatory authority, including the IIFS determination and diversion abandonment processes. 
According to the CWRM amended IIFS decision, evaluation of instream uses included such 
considerations as maintenance of fish and wildlife habitats, outdoor recreational activities, 
maintenance of ecosystems such as estuaries, wetlands and stream vegetation, aesthetic values 
such as waterfalls and scenic waterways, navigation, instream hydropower generation, 
maintenance of water quality, conveyance of irrigation and domestic water supplies to 
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downstream points of diversion, and the protection of traditional and customary Hawaiian rights. 
It appears that requiring A&B/EMI to conduct a new study to address many of these issues, in 
addition to the Draft EIS, would be duplicative of past efforts. Furthermore, it is unclear as to 
how such a study would provide additional useful information for the Board’s decision making. 

If the Sierra Club believes that the 12 streams that were not included in the CWRM order 
warrant further protection, then the appropriate action would be to file a petition to amend the 
IIFS for those streams. The Board does not have the expertise to evaluate the necessary flow 
standards to protect instream uses. That expertise lies with the CWRM. If the CWRM fails to 
act on petitions filed for those 12 streams, then the Board may look to act. In addition to its 
regulatory authority, CWRM and its staff possess the knowledge and expertise to thoroughly 
evaluate the factors and determine an IIFS. If CWRM deems it appropriate to amend the IIFS, 
then the matter can be brought before the Board to determine any allocation issues that may 
result. For item 8, staff has consulted with CWRM and have been informed that A&B/EMI are 
compliant with the amended IIFS order and are working in good faith to comply with the 
diversion abandonment permitting process. Considering that diversion abandonment is a 
complex process that may require additional approvals from such agencies as the State 
Department of Health and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, imposing a deadline may serve to 
conflict with obtaining such approvals. Staff will continue to consult with CWRM on this issue, 
and if warranted, return to Board for further action as appropriate. 

Finally, as part of its 2018 approval, the Board authorized the adjustment of revocable permit 
rent to account for CPI. The 2019 revocable permit rents are as follows: 

RP S-7263: $2,478.15 per month 
RP S-7264: $9,613.65 per month 
RP S-7265: $5,073.15 per month 
RP S-7266: $2,082.07 per month 

Adjusted for CPI calculated from September 2018 to August 2019, the 2020 rents are as follows: 

RP S-7263: $2,518.59 per month 
RP S-7264: $9,831.49 per month 
RP S-7265: $5,155.93 per month 
RP S-7266: $2,116.04 per month 

Therefore, staff recommends that, in addition to any pre-existing requirements, the Board 
approve the continuation of the revocable permits subject further to the following requirements: 

1. Permittees shall provide quarterly written reports to the Board containing the following 
information: 

a. The amount of water used on monthly basis, including the monthly amount of 
water delivered for: the County of Maui DWS and the County of Maui Kula 
Agricultural Park; diversified agriculture; industrial and non-agricultural uses, and 
reservoir/fire protection/hydroelectric uses. Also, provide an estimate of the 

https://2,116.04
https://5,155.93
https://9,831.49
https://2,518.59
https://2,082.07
https://5,073.15
https://9,613.65
https://2,478.15
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system loss for the EMI ditch system and the A&B field system. Diversified 
agricultural uses shall also provide information as to location, crop, and user of 
the water. Industrial and non-agricultural uses shall specify the character and 
purpose of water use and the user of the water. 

b. For each stream that is subject to the CWRM order, a status update as to the 
degree to which the flow of each stream has been restored, and which artificial 
structures have been removed as required by CWRM. 

c. Update on removal of trash, unused man-made structures, equipment and debris 
that serve no useful purpose, including documenting any reports of such items 
received from the Department, other public or private entities and members of the 
general public and action taken by Permittee to remove the reported items. 

d. The method and timeline for discontinuing the diversion of water from Waipio 
and Hanehoi streams into Ho’olawa stream, including status updates on 
implementation. 

2. The permittee may not divert an amount of water per month exceeding an average of 
35mgd, further subject to all water diverted shall be for reasonable and beneficial uses. 

3. For RP S-7266, the area identified as the HanawT Natural Area Reserve shall be removed 
from the revocable permit premises. Additionally, A&B/EMI shall continue discussions 
with DOFAW to identify additional forest reserve lands to be removed from the license 
areas to be implemented in connection with the issuance of a water lease, if any, or 
sooner. 

4. Approve the revocable permit rental amounts as follows: 

RP S-7263: $2,518.59 per month 
RP S-7264: $9,831.49 per month 
RP S-7265: $5,155.93 per month 
RP S-7266: $2,1 16.04 per month 

ISLAND OF HAWAI’I 

For the island of Hawai’i, approval is requested to continue five water permits. RP S-7463, is 
issued to Hawai’i Electric Light Co., Inc. (HELCO) for hydroelectric power generation purposes 
on the Wailuku River in South Hilo, Hawai’i. The permit requires all water used under the 
permit to be returned to the Wailuku River at convenient points. The hydroelectric facility and 
various water dispositions to allow it to operate have been in place for many decades. The 
remaining requirements for this water lease request are the determination of upset lease rent and 
the watershed management plan. 

The other four revocable permits are located in Ka’u, Hawai’i, by smaller diversified agriculture 
users. Previously, Hawaiian Agricultural and Hutchinson Sugar Company, both subsidiaries of 

https://5,155.93
https://9,831.49
https://2,518.59
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C. Brewer & Co., Ltd., developed a system of tunnels, flumes and ditches in Ka’u in the 1900s, 
using the water primarily for fluming sugarcane and for wash water in the mills. Beginning in 
the late 1990s, some of the tunnels and transportation systems were converted to provide water to 
farmsteads and diversified crop endeavors. Diversified agriculture, livestock pasturage, orchard 
and field crops have expanded within the Ka’u District since that time. 

The four revocable permits are as follows: 

1. RP S-7054 to Kapapala Ranch for watering livestock purposes. 

2. RP S-7267 to Wood Valley Water & Farm Co-op for public drinking water, irrigation 
and watering livestock purposes.2 

3. RP S-7426 to Kuahiwi Contractors, Inc. for watering livestock purposes. 

4. RP S-7432 to Edmund C. Olson, Trustee of the Edmund C. Olson Trust No. 2 for 
irrigation and watering livestock purposes. 

As previously directed by the Board, on July 5, 2019, Land Division staff as well as the First 
Deputy, CWRM Deputy and a Board member met with the permittees to review the water 
leasing process, discuss the status of the water lease applications and resolve the outstanding 
water lease issues. Staff also had a follow up meeting on July 18, that included DHHL staff to 
discuss the water reservation and beneficiary consultation. DHHL beneficiary consultation was 
conducted on August 22, 2019. Staff also conducted site visits to the Wood Valley Water & 
Farm Co-op and Kuahiwi Contractors on July 18 and August 23, 2019, respectively. Staff notes 
that the Ka’u permittees are working in good faith to comply with the water leasing 
requirements. 

Finally, as part of its 2018 approval, the Board authorized the adjustment of revocable permit 
rent to account for CPI. The 2019 revocable permit rents are as follows: 

1. RP 5-7054 (Kapapala Ranch) 
$41.53 per month or $8.20 per million gallons (whichever is greater) 

2. RP S-7267 (Wood Valley Water & Farm Co-op) 
$41.53 per month or $6.71 per million gallons (whichever is greater) 

3. RP S-7426 (Kuahiwi Contractors, Inc.) 
$96.35 per month 

4. RP S-7432 (Edmund C. Olson, Trustee of the Edmund C. Olson Trust No. 2) 
$41.53 per month or $6.14 per million gallons (whichever is greater) 

5. RP 5-7463 (HELCO) 
$1,887.82 per month 

Adjusted for CPI calculated from September 2018 to August 2019, the 2020 rents are as follows: 

2 Permittee had a second water permit, RP S-7234, which they elected not to continue. The Board did not approve 

the holdover of this revocable permit as part of its 2018 approval. 

https://1,887.82
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1. RP S-7054 (Kapapala Ranch) 
$42.21 per month or $8.33 per million gallons (whichever is greater) 

2. RP S-7267 (Wood Valley Water & Farm Co-op) 
$42.21 per month or $6.82 per million gallons (whichever is greater) 

3. RP S-7426 (Kuahiwi Contractors, Inc.) 
$97.92 per month 

4. RP S-7432 (Edmund C. Olson, Trustee of the Edmund C. Olson Trust No. 2) 
$42.21 per month or $6.24 per million gallons (whichever is greater) 

5. RP S-7463 (HELCO) 
$1,918.62 per month 

In addition to the four Ka’u revocable permits, another entity that has applied for a lease is Ka’u 
Mahi, LLC (Ka’u Mahi). Given the time it has taken to complete the water leasing process and 
the current clarity provided by the ICA decision, the Board is requested to approve a revocable 
permit to Ka’u Mahi for their use of water from the Moa’ula Gulch Tunnel located on Tax Map 
Key (3) 9-6-006:0 10 within the Ka’u Forest Reserve. 

Water from the Moa’ula Tunnel was used primarily to irrigate sugarcane fields owned by the 
Hawaiian Agricultural Company. After the plantation ceased sugarcane cultivation, Moa’ula 
Tunnel water serviced coffee farmers, cattle ranchers, and macadamia nut farms, which moved 
into the former sugarcane lands. Water is transported from the Moa’ula Tunnel by Ka’u Mahi 
via an above ground transmission and distribution system. Ka’u Mahi uses a maximum of about 
150,000 gallons per day, or 0.l5mgd, which is the current yield from the Moa’ula Tunnel. 

The water from the Moa’ula Tunnel is used by Ka’u Mahi to supply water to approximately 30-
40 coffee farm tenants on approximately 2,050 acres owned by K&u Mahi. The water is used 
for ancillary purposes and irrigation for initial crop plantings but the amount of water is not 
sufficient for irrigation purposes. The coffee farmers rely primarily on rainfall to provide water 
for regular crop irrigation. Ka’u Mahi’s long-term plan is to create an agricultural subdivision 
and offer lots to their tenant farmers at discounted prices. Ka’u Mahi does not foresee any 
changes to the current use and amount of water for the long-term lease, except to assign the lease 
to a planned agricultural water cooperative formed by users of the system. 

In addition to Ka’u Mahi, other users of the system who are located makai of Ka’u Mahi include 
two lower Moa’ula agricultural homesteads, three ranchers and Royal Hawaiian Orchards, LP, a 
350-acre macadamia nut orchard. With the exception of the homesteads, the water is used for 
ancillary purposes3, not irrigation. Rather than execute separate revocable permits for all the 
parties, staff recommends that the revocable permit be issued to Ka’u Mahi with the expectation 
that Ka’u Mahi work with the other users to provide them water. As the amount of water used is 
minimal and consistent with past agricultural uses, staff recommends that the Board declare that 
the revocable permit is exempt from the preparation of an environmental assessment. Staff also 
recommends that the revocable permit rent be set at $42.21 per month, which is consistent with 
the other Ka’ u agricultural users. 

Such ancillary uses include hand washing or cleaning equipment, stock water for cattle and horses and mixing crop 
protection chemicals. 

https://1,918.62
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Therefore, staff recommends that the Board approve the continuation of the water use revocable 
permits for the island of Hawaii, subject to previously approved requirements and rents as 
follows: 

1. RP S -7054 (Kapapala Ranch) 
$42.21 per month or $8.33 per million gallons (whichever is greater) 

2. RP S-7267 (Wood Valley Water & Farm Co-op) 
$42.21 per month or $6.82 per million gallons (whichever is greater) 

3. RP S-7426 (Kuahiwi Contractors, Inc.) 
$97.92 per month 

4. RP S-7432 (Edmund C. Olson, Trustee of the Edmund C. Olson Trust No. 2) 
$42.21 per month or $6.24 per million gallons (whichever is greater) 

5. RP S-7463 (HELCO) 
$1,918.62 per month 

Additionally, the Board is requested to approve the issuance of a revocable permit for the use of 
water to Ka’u Mahi, LLC to divert water from the Moa’ula Gulch Tunnel located on Tax Map 
Key (3) 9-6-006:010 within the Ka’u Forest Reserve at a rent of $42.21 per month. 

KAUA’I 

The Board is requested to approve the continuation of two revocable permits. RP S-7088 to 
Jeffrey S. Lindner allows for the use of water from State land in Kawaihau, Kaua’i, specifically 
from Moloa’a Well No. 1. Portions of this water are delivered to users that cannot be 
accommodated by the County of Kaua’i and the Moloa’a Irrigation Cooperative (MIC), as well 
as used by Mr. Lindner on his private property. The MIC provides water for both irrigation and 
domestic use. The water system has been designated as a public water system by the Hawai’ i 
Department of Health Safe Drinking Water Branch, requiring the water to be treated prior to 
reaching the MIC and other users. On March 1, 2019, staff from Land Division, DOFAW, the 
Attorney General and DHHL met with Mr. Lindner and conducted a site inspection. Staff 
understands that Mr. Lindner is currently in discussions with DHHL regarding access to water 
for their nearby lands. 

RP 5-7340 was issued in 2003 to Kaua’i Island Utility Cooperative (KIUC) for water diverted 
from the North Fork Wailua River and the Waikoko Stream to operate two hydroelectric plants. 
Members of the public have written to the Department expressing their concerns with this 
permit. The comments appear to focus on an alleged failure by KIUC to comply with various 
regulatory requirements to obtain a lease of water rights, the initial approval of the permit being 
based on a non-consumptive use which was incorrect, such consumptive use of the water being 
inconsistent with the public trust, and the diversion of water by KIUC resulting in a negative 
impact on the downstream environment. The commenters requested that the Board reconsider its 
approval of the permit based on their comments. 

As part of its 2017 holdover approval, the Board required that: 

1. KIUC shall provide to the Board within one year a proposal that involves the restoration 

https://1,918.62
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of stream flows to the North Fork Wailua River (which could be satisfied by the adoption 
of interim instream flow standards). 

2. Department staff work with landowners on what is expected for the watershed 
management plan. 

3. KIUC shall consult with DHHL to honor DHHL’s reservation rights under the law. 

At its meeting on August 21, 2018, CWRM considered a staff recommendation to amend the 
IIFS for Wai’ ale’ ale and Waikoko streams. However, there is currently a contested case 
regarding the CWRM staff proposed amended IIFS. As part of its 2018 holdover approval, the 
Board imposed a limit on the amount of water allowed to be diverted under the revocable permit, 
based on the proposed amended IIFS developed by CWRM staff, as a temporary measure to 
restore stream flows while the parties resolve the contested case petitions and an amended IIFS 
can be ultimately approved by CWRM. Additionally, the Board included a condition that KIUC 
was to invite Earthjustice, Kia’i Wai 0 Wai’ale’ale, Sierra Club, Grove Farm, and the 
Department of Hawaiian Home Lands (together, the “Working Group”), to participate in a 
facilitated discussion regarding their respective positions on KIUC’ s request to use State water 
for its hydroelectricity plants in the permit area, as well as any other relevant matters they choose 
to discuss. The Working Group could invite other individuals or organizations to participate in 
the discussion. KIUC was to report back to the Board on the progress of the discussions in three 
months. KIUC provided a briefing to the Board at its meeting on April 26, 2019. 

Based on public testimony presented at that meeting, as well as additional comments received by 
the Department since then, there continue to be complaints that KIUC is failing to comply with 
the requirements of the revocable permit. In response, staff consulted with CWRM staff and 
they confirmed that KIUC is compliant with the stream flow restoration requirements. Another 
issue that has been raised is whether KIUC is using the diverted water for reasonable and 
beneficial purposes. Staff understands that the entirety of the diverted water is used to power 
KIUC’ s two hydroelectric plants, consistent with the revocable permit. Moreover, KIUC states 
that all of the water available for diversion is needed to power the hydroelectric plants. KIUC 
has prepared a draft environmental assessment (EA), which should be published for public 
review and comment by the end of this year. Pursuant to the ICA opinion, the continuation 
provides KIUC the opportunity to complete its water leasing requirements, including 
environmental review under Chapter 343, HRS, development of a watershed management plan, 
determine the DHHL water reservation, and establishing the amended IIFS. The Board will 
ultimately determine whether the proposed water lease meets public trust requirements at the end 
of this process. A status update from KIUC is attached as Exhibit 6. 

RP S-7310 was issued in 2002 to the East Kaua’i Water Users’ Cooperative (EKWUC) for 
irrigation purposes over a system that had previously been used for sugarcane plantations. The 
permit restricts the use of irrigation water to those agricultural lands presently served by the 
system, or that had been served in the past. During the 2019 legislative session, EKWUC 
supported passage of Senate Bill 223 which proposed to transfer operational authority of the 
irrigation system to the Hawaii Department of Agriculture (DOA), as well as provide DOA with 
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staff and funding for management of the system. The bill failed to pass out of conference 
committee. 

As a result, EKWUC voted to not request renewal of the revocable permit. EKWUC has 
previously stated that they lack the resources to comply with the water lease requirements as well 
as serve as a long-term operator of the system. EKWUC’s intent was to serve as an interim 
operator of the system until the system could be transferred to DOA. A letter from EKWUC 
explaining their decision is attached as Exhibit 7. The Department has met with DOA to discuss 
long term management and operation of the system. DOA has stated firmly that without the 
funding and additional staff provided by the proposed legislation, they do not have the resources 
to assume management of the system. 

Staff acknowledges EKWUC’s position and recommends that the Board not approve 
continuation of this revocable permit. Staff will work with EKWUC on closing the system 
intakes to stop the diversion of water into the system. For the long term, if the management 
issues cannot be resolved, the Department intends to permanently shut down the system, 
including removal of the Wailua and Upper Kapahi Reservoirs. Funding is needed to conduct 
planning and studies for the closure of the irrigation system. 

Finally, as part of its 2018 approval, the Board authorized the adjustment of revocable permit 
rent to account for CPI. The 2019 revocable permit rents are as follows: 

1. RP S-7088 (Lindner) $320.43 per month 
2. RP S-7340 (KIUC) $4,315.76 per month 

Adjusted for CPI calculated from September 2018 to August 2019, the 2020 rents are as follows: 

1. RP S-7088 (Lindner) $325.66 per month 
2. RP S-7340 (KIUC) $4,386.18 per month 

Therefore, staff recommends that the Board approve the continuation of the water use revocable 
permits S-7088 to Jeffrey S. Lindner and S-7340 to Kaua’i Island Utility Cooperative, subject to 
previously approved requirements and rents as follows: 

1. RP S-7088 (Lindner) $325.66 per month 
2. RP S-7340 (KIUC) $4,386.18 per month 

Public Trust Doctrine 

Title to water resources is held in trust by the State for the benefit of its people. Pursuant to In re 
Water Use Permits, 94 Hawaii 97, 9 P.3d 409 (2000), and In re Wai ‘ola 0 Moloka ‘i, Inc., 103 
Hawai’i 401, 83 P.3d 664 (2004) the Hawai’i Supreme Court has identified four public trust 
purposes with respect to water: 

1. Maintenance of waters in their natural state; 

https://4,386.18
https://4,386.18
https://4,315.76
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2. Domestic water use of the general public, particularly drinking water; 

3. The exercise of Native Hawaiian and traditional and customary rights, including 
appurtenant rights; and 

4. Reservations for Hawaiian home lands. 

In order to satisfy its public trust obligations, the Board must balance the proposed use of water 
against the foregoing public trust purposes, as well as competing uses. 

Of these four purposes, domestic water use is implicated in two of the current revocable permits: 
S-7088 to Mr. Lindner, and S-7267 to Wood Valley Water and Farm Cooperative. The 
remaining revocable permits are for agricultural use or hydroelectric power generation. With 
respect to the agricultural use of water, the Hawai’ i Constitution provides: 

The State shall conserve and protect agricultural lands, promote 
diversified agriculture, increase agricultural self-sufficiency and assure the 
availability of agriculturally suitable lands. 

Hawai’i Constitution, Article XI, Section 3. 

The public lands shall be used for the development of farm and home 
ownership on as widespread a basis as possible, in accordance with 
procedures and limitations prescribed by law. 

Hawai’i Constitution, Article XI, Section 10. 

In staffs view, making irrigation water available to farmers and ranchers supports the long-term 
viability and security of local agricultural operations and is critical to the State’s compliance with 
the constitutional mandates of Article XI. It also allows for the local production of food, 
supporting the goal of food sustainability and food security for Hawai’i. It may also translate 
into lower prices for consumers when produce does not have to be shipped to Hawai’i from 
outside of the state. Any tension between identified public trust uses of water and the 
constitutional mandates above will be resolved in the process of issuing water leases, because 
Section 17 1-58, HRS, requires the joint development of a water reservation to support current 
and future DHHL homestead needs. 

For the east Maui revocable permits, the use of diverted water for agriculture in consideration of 
competing uses and public trust purposes has been extensively discussed previously, with 
appropriate recommendations presented. For the agricultural users on the island of Hawai’ i, the 
only apparent competing use would be to leave the water in its natural state, with no diversion. 
However, the amount of water diverted is minimal, especially in comparison to the available 
amount of water. The permittees collectively use less than lmgd, against a sustainable yield of 
the source aquifer at over lOOmgd. Furthermore, as opposed to east Maui, the Ka’u permittees 
are diverting groundwater, not surface water. Also, the permittees are working in good faith to 
convert their revocable permits to long term leases. In view of these considerations, staff 
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believes that allowing the revocable permits to continue on a temporary basis in support of the 
State’s agricultural goals is consistent with the public trust. 

The hydroelectric use of water allows utility companies to provide clean energy to domestic and 
commercial users. This method of energy production also supports Hawaii’s Clean Energy 
Initiative, which sets goals for the state to achieve 100 percent clean energy by 2045 coming 
from locally generated renewable sources. Although hydroelectric projects are not an identified 
public trust use of State waters, the public trust concerns will be addressed in the processing of 
the water lease applications under Section 17 1-58, HRS. 

HELCO has completed most of the water leasing requirements, including an environmental 
assessment with a finding of no significant impact for the project. Further, the HELCO 
hydroelectric project returns the diverted water to the same stream source from which it was 
drawn and is considered non-consumptive. For the KIUC project, as the use of water is 
consumptive, the competing uses would be to leave the water in its natural state, and other 
downstream uses. Staff does not believe that not allowing any diversion is appropriate in 
consideration of the State’s renewal energy goals, but rather diversion in an appropriate amount. 
As the revocable permit is subject to a diversion amount limit that would restore stream flow 
consistent with the CWRM staff proposed IIFS, staff believes that this condition addresses the 
competing uses. Staff also notes that KIUC is in the process of completing a Draft EA, working 
to complete other lease requirements, and participating in a contested case regarding the IIFS. If 
the contested case results in a different IIFS, the allocation will be adjusted accordingly by the 
Board for the long-term lease. In view of these considerations, staff believes that allowing the 
revocable permits to continue on a temporary basis in support of the State’s renewable energy 
goals is consistent with the public trust. 

Finally, continuation of the revocable permits pursuant to staff’s recommendations would be 
consistent with the ICA requirement that they be temporary and under such conditions and rent 
which serve the best interest of the State. All of the permittees have taken significant steps to 
convert their permits to long term leases, including working with the Department and DHHL 
regarding DHHL’s water reservations, seeking or obtaining an IIFS determination from CWRM, 
and compliance with Chapter 343, HRS, including conducting environmental studies where 
appropriate. Additionally, through this submittal, staff seeks to implement additional 
requirements where appropriate to ensure that the terms of the revocable permits serve the best 
interest of the State. 

RECOMMENDATION: That the Board: 

1. Find that the continuation of the revocable permits listed in Exhibit 1 is consistent 
with the public trust doctrine; 

2. Declare that, after considering the potential effects of the proposed dispositions as 
provided by Chapter 343, HRS, and Chapter 11-200.1, HAR, these projects will 
probably have minimal or no significant effect on the environment and are 
therefore exempt from the preparation of an environmental assessment; 
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3. Subject to the terms and conditions noted in this submittal, approve the 
continuation of the revocable permits listed in Exhibit 1 on a month-to-month 
basis for another one-year period through December 31, 2020, except for permits 
that are in arrears of rental payment for more than 60 days and/or have been 
approved for forfeiture by a separate Board action. Permits in arrears of rental for 
60 days or more and/or approved by the Board for forfeiture shall not be renewed; 
and 

4 Authorize the issuance of a revocable permit to Ka’u Mahi, LLC covering the 
subject area for water use purposes under the terms and conditions cited above, 
which are by this reference incorporated herein and further subject to the following: 

a. The standard terms and conditions of the most current revocable permit 
form, as may be amended from time to time; 

b. Review and approval by the Department of the Attorney General; and 

c. Such other terms and conditions as may be prescribed by the Chairperson 
to best serve the interests of the State. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

Ian flirokawa 
Special Projects Coordinator 

APPROVED FOR SUBMITTAL: 

/ ‘0 ~1A 
Suzamv D. Case,’ h~person 
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Regarding the preparation of an environmental assessment pursuant to Chapter 343, Hawaii 
Revised Statutes (HRS), and Chapter 11-200.1, Hawaii Administrative Rules (HAR): 

Project Title: 

Project Location: 

Project Description: 

Chap. 343 Trigger(s): 

Exemption Class No. 
and Description: 

Cumulative Impact of 
Planned Successive 
Actions in Same Place 
Significant?: 

Action May Have 
Signfficant Impact on 
Particularly Sensitive 
Environment?: 

Holdover of Revocable Permits for Water Use for the Islands of Maui, 
Hawai’i and Kaua’i; Issuance for Revocable Permit for Water Use to 
Ka’u Mahi, LLC from Moa’ula Gulch Tunnel, Ka’u Forest Reserve, 
Ka’u, Island of Hawai’i, Tax Map Key (3) 9-6-006:010. 

Statewide. 

Revocable permits for interim water use by water lease applicants. 

Use of State Water (Land) 

In accordance with HAR § 11-200.1-15 and the Exemption List for the 
Department of Land and Natural Resources reviewed and concurred on 
by the Environmental Council on June 5, 2015, the subject request is 
exempt from the preparation of an environmental assessment pursuant to 
Exemption Class No. 1 that states, “Operations, repairs or maintenance 
of existing structures, facilities, equipment, or topographical features, 
involving negligible or no expansion or change of use beyond that 
previously existing,” and Item 51 that states, “Permits, license, 
registrations, and rights-of-entry issues by the Department that are 
routine in nature, involving negligible impacts beyond that previously 
existing.” 

No, this action applies only to pre-existing diversions, and will not 
serve to authorize any new diversions of water beyond that currently 
occurring. 

No. To the extent this may be relevant to certain revocable permits, 
those applicants are conducting environmental reviews. 
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Analysis: The State Intermediate Court of Appeals has determined that pursuant 
to Section 171-55, HRS the Board may issue a temporary permit in the 
interim while a permittee pursues a long-term water lease. For all of 
the revocable permits, the proposed use will involve negligible or no 
expansion or change of use beyond that previously existing. 

Consulted Parties: Department of Hawaiian Home Lands, Department of the Attorney 
General 

Recommendation: That the Board find this project will probably have minimal or no 
significant effect on the environment and is presumed to be exempt 
from the preparation of an environmental assessment. 
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Permittee Location Proposed Use of Water Consumptive or Non- Notes 
consumptive 

ALEXANDER & BALDWIN, INC. Hana, Maui; (2) 1-1-001:044; Irrigation and other uses. Consumptive Est. total water use from May 2018 
(RPs 7263, 7264 & 7265) and 1-1-001:050; 2-9- through April 2019= 9723.01 
EAST MAUI IRRIGATION CO. 014:various; 1-1-002:002; 1- million gallons. Average of 
LTD. (RP7266) 2-004:005 & 007 26.64mgd. 
HAWAII ELECTRIC LIGHT CO., South Hilo, Hawaii; (3) 2-6- Hydroelectric power Non-consumptive, 
INC. (RP7463) 009 generation. except for system 

losses 
KAPAPALA RANCH (RP7054) Kau, Hawaii; (3) 9-8-1:3,9,10; Watering livestock and Consumptive Est. total water use from January 

9-7-1:1 wildlife. 2019 through June 2019= 4.627 
million gallons. Average of 
0.0257mgd. 

KUAHIWI CONTRACTORS, INC. Kau, Hawaii; (3) 9-7-1:1,15 Watering livestock. Consumptive Est. total water use from December 
(RP7426) 2018 through June 2019= 13.396 

million gallons. Average of 
0.0638mgd. 

OLSON, TRUSTEE, EDMUND C. Kau, Hawaii; (3) 9-6-6; 9-6-7; Irrigation and watering Consumptive Est. total water use from December 
(RP7432) 9-6-8; 9-7-1 livestock. 2018 through June 2019= 3.195 

million gallons. Average of 
0.Ol52mgd. 

WOOD VALLEY WATER & FARM Kau, Hawaii; (3) 9-7-001:001 Public drinking water, Consumptive Est. total water use from January 
COOPERATIVE (RP7267) irrigation and watering 2019 through June 2019= 4.288 

livestock, million gallons. Average of 
0.0238mgd. 

KAUAI ISLAND UTILITY Lihue, Kauai; (4) 3-9-001:001 Hydroelectric power Consumptive. Est. total water use from June 2018 
COOPERATIVE (RP7340) generation. Although this is a through May 2019: North Wailua 

hydroelectric project, Ditch (Waikoko Stream)= 3261 
the water is not million gallons; (North Fork Wailua 
returned to the same Stream)= 2351 million gallons. 
stream from which it Total average of 15.38mgd; 2019 
is diverted, average of 11.34mgd. 
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LINDER, JEFFREY S. (RP7088) Kawaihau, Kauai; (4) 4-9- County water supply and Consumptive No reporting requirement in permit 
001:001 irrigation purposes. but estimated average use is 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 0.l5mgd. 
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Holdover of Revocable Permits S-7263 (Tax Map Key (2) 1-1-001:044), S-7264 (Tax 
Map Keys (2) 1-1-001:050, 2-9-014:001, 005, 011, 012 &017) and S-7265 (Tax Map 
Key (2) 1-1-002:por. 002) to Alexander and Baldwin, Inc., and S-7266 (Tax Map Keys 
(2) 1-2-004:005 & 007) to East Maui Inigation Company, Limited, for Water Use on the 
Island of Maui. 

Pursuant to Section 92-5(a) (4), Hawaii Revised Statutes (HRS), the Board may go into 
Executive Session in order to consult with its attorney on questions and issues pertaining 
to the Board’s powers, duties, privileges, immunities and liabilities. 

LEGAL AUTHORITY: 

Section 171-58, Hawaii Revised Statutes (HRS), as amended. 

BACKGROUND: 

At its meeting on December 11, 2015, under agenda item D- 14, as amended, the Board of 
Land and Natural Resources (Board) directed Land Division staff to submit annual 
revocable permit renewals by county over four meetings, with an explanation of why a 
revocable permit is the appropriate disposition and how the rent was set. At its meeting 
on June 24, 2016, under agenda item D-7, the Board further approved the 
recommendations of the Department of Land and Natural Resources Revocable Permit 
Task Force, as amended, requesting all divisions to notate any non-compliance issues and 
pending litigation in the renewal request. In compliance with these directives, staff 
presented the revocable permits for land uses by county over four separate meetings in 
2016. However, staff omitted revocable permits for water use from the renewal requests 
because of the complex issues they present. At its meeting on December 9, 2016 under 
agenda item D-11, the Board approved, as amended, a one-year holdover of the existing 
water permits on the island of Maui pursuant to Section 171-58, HRS, as recently 
amended by Act 126 Session Laws of Hawaii 2016 (Act 126). The Board imposed 
additional conditions in granting its approval: 

1) To require the holdover of the revocable permits to incorporate the 
July 18, 2016 order of the Commission on Water Resource 

D-7 
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Management (CWRM). There shall be no diversion from the 
streams listed in the CWRM order, and the timing for stopping the 
diversions shall be in accordance with the aforesaid CWRM order; 

2) There shall be no waste of water. All diverted water shall be put to 
beneficial agricultural use or municipal use; 

3) Honomanu Stream shall also be designated as a stream from which 
no water diversion shall be permitted; 

4) A maximum of 80 million gallons per day (mgd) on average shall 
be permitted for diversions to central Maui. The permittees can 
apply for the diversion of additional water if necessary during the 
term of the permits; 

5) The permittees shall remove (from the no-diversion streams) the 
dry areas of streams that are created by erosion caused by a 
diversion, as mentioned on pages 10-11 of the DAR report, as part 
of the restoration of streams; and 

6) The permittees and taro farmers shall each designate a point-of-
contact for their respective groups who will exchange phone 
numbers and communicate concerns from their group to the point-
of contact for the other group. 

At its meeting on November 9, 2017, the Board approved the continued holdover of the 
permits for an additional year but added additional requirements as follows: 

1) The holdover shall comply with all conditions required by the 
CWRM’s Interim Instream Flow Standards decision; 

2) Permittee shall provide a specific report on the progress regarding 
the removal of diversions and fixing of the pipe issues before the 
end of the holdover period; and 

3) Permittee shall begin cleanup of trash from revocable permit areas 
starting with areas that are accessible and close to streams. 

4) Reword the previous condition 5 so it addresses the ability of 
stream biota to move upstream. 

Staff now brings the existing water permits on the island of Maui to the Board for 
approval of an additional one-year holdover. The status as to the Board’s additional 
conditions is addressed in the Remarks section. 
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REMARKS: 

On July 1, 2016, Act 126 became law, amending Section 171-58, HRS. The amended 
section provides in part: 

Where an application has been made for a lease under this section to 
continue a previously authorized disposition of water rights, a holdover 
may be authorized annually until the pending application for the 
disposition of water rights is finally resolved or for a total of three 
consecutive one-year holdovers, whichever occurs sooner; provided that 
the total period of the holdover for any applicant shall not exceed three 
years; provided further that the holdover is consistent with the public trust 
doctrine.... 

A copy of the full text of Act 126 is attached as Exhibit 1. In the present matter, 
applicants Alexander & Baldwin, Inc. (A&B) and East Maui Irrigation Company, Limited 
(EMI) come before the Board to request that the Board consent to the pre-existing 
holdover status of the revocable permits issued to them, as explained in the following 
section. 

Procedural History 

On May 26, 2000, the Board approved the issuance of revocable permits to A&B and 
EMI to take water from four license areas on Maui. The diverted water is transported to 
central and upcountry Maui for agricultural and domestic purposes. Four revocable 
permits were issued for four license areas, respectively, S-7263 (Honomanu), S-7264 
(Huelo), and S-7265 (Keanae) to A&B, and S-7266 (Nahiku) to EMI. See maps attached 
as Exhibit 2. 

On May 14, 2001, A&B and EMI filed an Application for Long Term Water License with 
the Board. The application sought a continuation of the existing diversions for the same 
agricultural and domestic uses through a 30-year lease of water originating from state 
lands. At its meeting on May 25, 2001, the Board heard the request, which included the 
continued issuance of interim revocable pennits on an annual basis pending the issuance 
of a long-term disposition. During the meeting, there was a request for a contested case 
hearing to challenge the legality of the long term license by Na Moku Aupuni 0 Ko’olau 
Hui (Na Moku), which was granted by the Board. Pending the outcome of the contested 
case, the Board deferred action on the request and granted holdover revocable permits to 
A&B and EMI. In addition to the contested case hearing on the long term water license, 
Na Moku also filed petitions with CWRM to amend the Interim Instream Flow Standards 
(IIFS) for certain East Maui streams. The IIFS petitions resulted in litigation and a 
contested case hearing. 

The Board affirmed the holdover status of the water permits at its meeting on May 24, 
2002 and its intention to preserve the status quo until the resolution of the contested case. 
The water license contested case also led to litigation and ultimately resulted in the Board 
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issuing a Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Decision and Order on March 23, 
2007. The intent was to provide interim relief until the IIFS petitions were resolved, 
requiring A&B and EMI to decrease diversions on Waiokamilo Stream to allow for more 
water to flow downstream to the local taro growers.1 The March 23, 2007 decision 
acknowledged that the environmental review and IIFS would likely take years to resolve, 
and that the holdover was essential to the Board’s proper discharge of its public trust 
responsibilities. 

In 2015, Na Moku filed a separate action with the First Circuit Court challenging that the 
annual renewal of the revocable permits did not undergo the appropriate environmental 
review under Chapter 343, HRS. The court decided that the continuance of the revocable 
permits was not an action subject to Chapter 343, HRS. However, the court, independent 
of any claims made by Na Moku, determined that the Board exceeded its authority under 
Sections 171-10 and 171-55 HRS, in placing the revocable permits into holdover status 
for 13 years, and declared the revocable permits invalid. The decision is currently on 
appeal in the Intermediate Court of Appeals (ICA) by the County of Maui, A&B, EMI 
and the State. The Board reaffirmed that the permits were in holdover status at its 
meeting on December 11, 2015. Na Moku filed another action with the State’s 
Environmental Court challenging the December 11, 2015 reaffirmation. That matter has 
been stayed pending resolution of the appeal at the ICA. 

On June 20, 2018, CWRM issued its Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law & Decision 
and Order in the contested case hearing regarding the petition to amend the IIFS for the 
27 East Maui streams that were subject to the petition. Of those 27 streams, 10 were fully 
restored, with no diversion of water allowed. In determining the IIFS, CWRM noted that 
it was its duty to protect instream values to the extent practicable and to protect the public 
interest. However, CWRM must also weigh the importance of off-stream uses of water, 
including the economic impact of restricting those uses. CWRM also determined that the 
off-stream use of water in preserving agricultural lands and assuring adequate water 
supplies for Maui was in the public interest. CWRM’s Findings of Fact, Conclusions of 
Law & Decision and Order is available through the following link: 

http://files.hawaii.gov/dlnr/cwrmlcch/cchmal/CCHMAWRM.pcjf 

The Department considers the revocable permits to be in continued holdover status, until 
the resolution of the pending contested case before the Board on the water license.2 
Although the permits were invalidated by the Circuit Court, the ruling was stayed pending 
the appeal. Therefore, the permits remain in holdover status until that time. However, in 

A&B eventually ceased all diversions of Waiokamilo Stream in 2007. 
2 As noted above, the Board approved the revocable permits to be in holdover in 2001, then 

reaffirmed the holdover status in 2002 and again in 2015. The holdover status was also validated 
by the hearings officer in the 2007 contested case decision. Only the 2015 decision was 
challenged by Na Moku. The inclusion of the revocable permits in the annual renewal for all 
revocable permits brought to the Board was simply to address the annual rent, not to reconsider 
the holdover status of the permits. 

http://files.hawaii.gov/dlnr/cwrmlcch/cchmal/CCHMAWRM.pcjf
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an abundance of caution and in the event the decision is upheld on appeal, staff 
recommends that the Board approve the written request submitted by A&B and EMI 
(attached in part as Exhibit 33) to authorize the continued holdover of the revocable 
permits in compliance with Act 126. Staff takes the position that, despite the revocable 
permits already being in holdover status, the Board authorizing the continued holdover 
would comply with Act 126. As noted previously, Act 126 allows the Board to authorize 
annual holdovers where an application for a lease has been made to continue a previously 
authorized disposition of water rights. The Board did previously authorize the initial 
revocable permits in 2001, which have been in valid holdover since. Furthermore, A&B 
and EMI submitted their lease applications in 2001, and are currently proceeding with 
their environmental impact statement. The applications are attached as Exhibit 4. 

In their request to approve the holdover, A&B and EMI contend the holdover is 
consistent with the public trust. Specifically, the continued diversion of water through 
the ditch system is necessary to preserve the operational integrity of the ditch system, 
which will in turn keep A&B’s former sugar cane lands in central Maui viable for future 
agricultural uses, including diversified agriculture.4 Additionally, a portion of water 
diverted through the ditch system is utilized by the County of Maui to service the Nahiku 
and Upcountry Maui communities. 

In previous approvals for holdovers, the Department has noted that title to water 
resources is held in trust by the State for the benefit of its people, and with respect to the 
agricultural use of water, the Hawaii Constitution provides: 

The State shall conserve and protect agricultural lands, promote diversified 
agriculture, increase agricultural self-sufficiency and assure the availability 
of agriculturally suitable lands. 

Hawaii Constitution, Article XI, Section 3. 

The public lands shall be used for the development of farm and home 
ownership on as widespread a basis as possible, in accordance with 
procedures and limitations prescribed by law. 

Hawaii Constitution, Article XI, Section 10. 

Considering the foregoing constitutional provisions and in the absence of compelling 
evidence to the contrary, the Department fmds that the justification provided by A&B and 
EMI is sufficient to recommend that the requested holdover is consistent with the public 
trust doctrine. Given the short term, one-year holdover period, Staff acknowledges the 
need to ensure the continued operation of the ditch system to provide water for the 
County of Maui to deliver to its residents, at a minimum. Since the IIFS has now been 

3 Due to the length of the request document, its attachments have been omitted. 
~‘ A large portion of A&B’s lands in central Maui has been designated as Important Agricultural 

Lands (IAL). 
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amended by CWRM, there is greater assurance that the use of water under the revocable 
permits would be consistent with public trust responsibilities. Additionally, staff 
recommends that the Board affirm that the diversion of water under the revocable permits 
be subject to compliance with the amended IIFS. However, staff emphasizes that such 
fmding is based solely within the context ofAct 126, and further inquiry and analysis are 
required to determine whether a long term lease would be consistent with the public trust 
doctrine. 

As part of its 2017 approval, the Board set a maximum diversion amount at 80 million 
gallons per day (mgd). As the amended IIFS has been established, the Board is 
recommended to forego the 80 mgd limit, but instead require that any water diverted 
under the revocable permits shall be for reasonable and beneficial use and always subject 
to compliance with the amended IIFS. 

The rent or fee to charge for water use is another issue. Standard appraisal methodologies 
may not work well in establishing a charge for water. There are few comparables that an 
appraiser could look at, and other types of appraisal methodology are ill-suited for 
determining a cost to charge for consuming a resource. It is even more difficult to 
appraise the non-consumptive use of water involved in hydroelectric uses. 

Land Division staff has met with the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands (DHHL), the 
Office of Hawaiian Affairs (OHA) and the Office of Environmental Quality Control 
(OEQC) regarding the processing of water lease applications. All agencies are interested 
in devising a method of charging for the use of water in a way that will help to sustain the 
resource. As several applicants are making progress in meeting the statutory 
requirements for a water lease, staff intends to hire an appraiser to address the valuation 
issue. 

The current rents for the revocable permits are as follows: 

RP S-7263: $1698.32 per month 
RP S-7264: $6588.40 per month 
RP S-7265: $3476.72 per month 
RP S-7266: $1426.88 permonth 

Staff has previously recommended keeping the current rents for holdover revocable 
permits in place. However, pursuant to further meetings between DLNR and DHHL 
staff DHHL raised concerns that revocable permit rents have been static for an extended 
period of time with no adjustment and has advocated that, at a minimum, rents be 
adjusted for inflation. Acknowledging the difficulty in appraising a holdover revocable 
permit, staff concurs with DHHL’s recommendation as an interim measure, and that the 
Board approve adjusting the rents accordingly. As the permits were originally granted in 
the year 2000, the original rents have been adjusted by CPI to the approximate value as of 
August 2018. The adjusted rents are as follows: 

RP S-7263: $2478.15 per month 
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RP S-7264: $9613.65 per month 
RP S-7265: $5073.15 per month 
RP S-7266: $2082.07 per month 

In addition to the rent issue, DHHL has commented that pursuant to HRS 171 -58(c)( 1), 
any holdover be “consistent with the public trust doctrine”, and furthermore that all 
revocable permits shall be subject to any existing or future reservations of water for 
DHHL. Staff concurs with DHHL’s comments and recommends that the Board 
incorporate them into approval of any holdover. A review of the files shows the 
permittees are compliant with the permit terms. Staff believes that a one-year holdover of 
these revocable permits is appropriate under Section 171-58, HRS, and Act 126. 
Additional agency comments were not solicited for this action since the revocable permits 
are limited term holdovers. Furthermore, as all permit holders subject to this approval 
have applied for water leases, there will be numerous opportunities for government 
agencies and general public to provide input during the Chapter 343 HRS environmental 
review process and any Board approval for a public auction for the water leases. 

Since the Board’s prior approval of the holdover, A&B and EMI have proceeded with 
conducting their Environmental Impact Statement. An Environmental Impact Statement 
Preparation Notice (EISPN) was published in the Office of Environmental Quality 
Control Environmental Notice on February 8, 2017. A number of comments were 
received, with many expressing concerns about the proposed water lease. A&B and EMI 
will address the comments as part of the EIS. Additionally, A&B and EMI have taken 
action to address the additional conditions imposed by the Board pursuant to the prior 
holdover approvals in 2016 and 2017. A summary of the actions taken is attached as 
Exhibit 5. 

In consideration of the foregoing, the Board is recommended to approve the holdover of 
the revocable permits, subject to all previous conditions that remain consistent with the 
June 20, 2018 CWRM Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law & Decision and Order. In 
addition, previous conditions required by the Board that are inconsistent with the CWRM 
decision have been deleted from the recommendations. 

RECOMMENDATION: That the Board: 

1. Find that the holdover of the subject revocable permits is consistent with the 
public trust doctrine; 

2. Approve the holdover of the subject revocable permits on a month-to-month basis 
for another one-year period through December 31, 2019, at the adjusted rent 
amounts previously identified; 

3. Require the holdover of the revocable permits to incorporate the June 20, 2018 
order of the Commission on Water Resource Management (CWRM). There shall 
be no diversion from the streams listed in the CWRM order, and the timing for 
stopping the diversions shall be in accordance with the aforesaid CWRM order; 
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There shall be no waste of water. All diverted water shall be put to beneficial 
agricultural use or municipal use; 

Any amount of water diverted under the revocable permits shall be for reasonable 
and beneficial use and always in compliance with the amended IIFS; 

The holdover shall comply with all conditions required by the CWRM’s Amended 
IIFS decision; 

Permittee shall provide a specific report on the progress regarding the removal of 
diversions and fixing of the pipe issues before the end of the holdover period; 

Permittee shall cleanup trash from revocable permit areas starting with areas that 
are accessible and close to streams; and 

The revocable permits shall be subject to any existing or future reservations of 
water for DHHL. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

Ian Hirokawa 
Special Projects Coordinator 

APPROVED FOR SUBMITTAL: 

~ Suzanne,~. Case, hairperson 

Land Board Meeting: November 9, 2018; D-7: Approved as amended. 

Approved as amended. See attathed page. 



Land Board Meeting: November 9, 2018; D-7: Approved as amended. 

Approved as amended. The Board established an interim committee to discuss water 
usage issues in the license area. The committee shall consist of five members, 
representing Alexander & Baldwin, Farm Bureau, OHA, Native Hawaiian Legal 
Corporation and the County of Maui. The interim committee shall meet once a month 
for the first quarter, then at least quarterly thereafter, more often as useful. 

Sierra Club verbally requested a contested case after the Board’s approval. 
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CT 
RELATING TO WATER RIGHTS. 

BE IT ENACTED BY TIlE LEGISLATURE 01? THE STATE OF HAWAII: 

1 SECTION 1. Section 17:1-58, Hawaii Revised Statutes, is 

2 amended by amending subsection (c) to read as follows: 

3 “(c) Disposition of water rights may be made by lease at 

4 public auction as provided in this chapter or by permit for 

5 temporary use on a month-to-month basis under those conditions 

6 which will best serve the interests of the State and subject to 

7 a maximum term of one year and other restrictions under the law; 

8 provided that [a~y]: 

9 (1) Where an application has been made for a lease under 

10 this section to continue a previously authorized 

11 disposition of water rights, a holdover may be 

12 authorized annually until the pending application for 

13 the disposition of water rights is finally resolved or 

14 for a total of three consecutive one-year holdovers, 

15 whichever occurs sooner; provided that the total 

16 period of the holdover for any applicant shall not 

17 exceed three years; provided further that the holdover 

18 is consistent with the public trust doctrine; 

HB2501 CD HMS 2016-3425 
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1 (2) ~ disposition by lease shall be subject to 

2 disapproval by the legislature by two~thirds vote of 

3 either the senate or the house of representatives or 

4 by majority vote of both in any regular or special 

5 session next following the date of disposition; 

6 [providcd furthc~ that aftcr] and 

7 (3) After a certain land or water use has been authorized 

8 by the board subsequent to public hearings and 

9 conservation district use application and 

10 environmental impact statement approvals, water used 

11 in nonpolluting ways, for nonconsumptive purposes 

12 because it is returned to the same stream or other 

13 body of water from which it was drawn, and essentially 

14 not affecting the volume and quality of water orbiota 

15 in the stream or other body of water, may also be 

16 leased by the board with the prior approval of the 

17 governor and the prior authorization of the 

18 legislature by concurrent resolution.” 

19 SECTION 2. The department of land and natural resources 

20 shall prepare and submit annual reports to the legislature no 

21 later than twenty days before the convening of each of the 

HB25O1 CD1 HMS 2016-3425 
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1 regular sessions of 2017, 2018, 2019, and 2020. The reports 

2 shall include: 

3 (1) The status of applications to continue previously-

4 authorized dispositions of water rights; 

5 (2) Actions taken on the applications during the fiscal 

6 period of July 1, 2016, to November 30, 2016, fiscal 

7 year 2016—2017, fiscal year 201’7—2018, and fiscal year 

8 2018—2019, respectively; and 

9 (3) ~ny relevant recommendations for legislative action or 

10 appropriation. 

11 SECTION 3. Statutory material to be repealed is bracketed 

12 and stricken. New statutory material is underscored. 

13 SECTION 4. This Act shall take effect upon its approval, 

14 and shall apply to applications for a lease to continue a 

15 previously authorized disposition of water rights that are 

16 pending before the board of land and natural resources on the 

17 effective date of this Act or filed with the board of land and 

18 natural resources on or after the effective date of this Act, 

19 but prior to June 30, 2019; provided that: 

20 (1) This Act shall be repealed on June 30, 2019, and 

21 section 171-58(c), Hawaii Revised Statutes, shall be 

HB2501 COl HMS 2016-3425 
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2 

3 

4 

S 

(2) 

reenacted in the form in which it read on the day 

prior to the effective date of this Act:; and 

Any holdovers first applied for under this Act prior 

to June 30, 2019, may be reauthorized, as provided in 

section 1 of this Act, beyond June 30, 2019. 

HB2501 CD]. HMS 2016-3425 
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Report Title: 
Water Rights; Holdover 

De~ c~iption: 
Requires that where an application has been made for a lease to 
continue a previously authorized disposition of water rights, a 
holdover may be authorized annually until the pending 
application for the disposition of water rights is finally 
resolved or for a total of three consecutive one-year holdovers, 
whichever occurs sooner. (HB2SO1 COl) 

The summary description of legislation appearing on this page is for informational purposes only and is 
not legislation or evidence of legislative intent. 
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ALEXANDER & BALDWIN 
PARTNERS FOR HAWAII 

October 24, 2018 

VIA E-MAIL and U.S. MAIL 

Ms. Suzanne D. Case 
Chairperson 
State ofHawaii 
Department of Land and Natural Resources 
P.O. Box 621 
Honolulu, HI 96809 

RE: Authorization of Holdover Status of Revocable Permits Nos. S-7263. S-7264, and 
S-7265 issued to Alexander & Baldwin, Inc. and Revocable Permit No. S-7266 issued to 
East Maui Irrigation Company. Limited for purposes of Compliance with Act 126 

Dear Ms. Case: 

The purpose of this letter is to formally request the Board of Land and Natural Resources 
(“BLNR”), pursuant to Haw. Rev. Stat. § 171-58, to review and authorize the holdover status of 
Revocable Permits Nos. S-7263, S-7264, and S-7265 issued to Alexander & Baldwin, Inc. 
(“A&B”) and Revocable Permit No. S-7266 issued to East Maui Irrigation Company, Limited 
(“EMJ”) for purposes of Compliance with Act 126. 

Background 

This is A&BIEMI’s third Act 126 request to BLNR for review and authorization of the 
continued holdover status of these four Revocable Permits (hereafter, the “East Maui RP’s”). 
EMI’ s first request was made by letter dated November 23, 2016, and its second request was 
made by letter dated October 24, 2017. Copies of both letters are enclosed, with the November 
23, 2016 letter providing a background of the East Maul RP ‘s. 

The second holdover request was considered by the BLNR at its November 9, 2017 
meeting and approved subject to conditions recommended by Department of Land and Natural 
Resources (DLNR) staff (see pages 6-7 of the Staff Submittal for item D-5, attached) as well as 
certain conditions imposed by the BLNR (the “RPAdditional Conditions”), enumerated on 

‘1 

822 Bishop Street HonoLuLu, Hawaii 96813 p (808) 525-6611 f(808) 525-6652 atexanderbatdwin.com 

https://atexanderbatdwin.com
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page 13 of the minutes of the meeting, which were approved on December 8, 2017, a copy of 
which minutes is also enclosed. 

Holdover of EMI’s permits continues to be consistent with the Public Trust Doctrine 

As recognized by BLNR when it granted EMI’s first and second requests to authorize the 
continued holdover status of the East Maui RP’s, the holdover of EMI’s permits is consistent 
with the Public Trust Doctrine. Water collection enabled by the East Maui RP’s continue to serve 
the needs of the public water system that serves Upcountry Maui, owned and operated by the 
County of Maui Department of Water Supply, as well as increasing diversified agricultural 
activities in Central Maui. Maintaining these Central Maui lands in agriculture is consistent with 
the state’s constitutional mandate to protect important agricultural lands, as well as the Hawaii 
State Plan, Maui Countywide Policy Plan, Maui Island Plan, and Maui community plans. These 
uses of East Maui stream water are further recognized and confinned by the June 20, 2018 
Interim Instream Flow Standard (“IIFS”) decision issued by the Commission on Water Resource 
Management’s (“CWRM”) for East Maui streams, 24 of which are within the area covered by 
the East Maui RP’s. Any extension by BLNR of the holdover status of the East Maui RP’s will 
be subject to the CWRM’s recently issued IIFS decision. 

BLNR’s conditions have been met 

A status report of A&B/EMI’s compliance with the conditions imposed by the BLNR in 
2017 for the second holdover request was recently provided to the Department of Land and 
Natural Resources, Land Division, a copy of which is also enclosed. Since our submittal letter, 
we have received all of the required regulatory approvals to proceed with work of permanently 
abandoning 15 of the taro stream diversions. That work will proceed immediately. 

EISfLease process proceeding 

Lastly, work on the Environmental Impact Statement (“EIS”) that BLNR ordered A&B 
to prepare in its July 8, 2016 Order Re Alexander & Baldwin, Inc.’s and East Maui Irrigation 
Company, Limited’s Submission of Environmental Impact Statement Scope of Work filed 
June 9, 2016 has continued throughout the year, to the extent possible pending the CWRM’ s East 
Maui IIFS decision. With the issuance of the HFS decision in June, the maximum amount of 
water that could be diverted pursuant to the state water lease could be defined, in turn enabling 
studies of the corresponding impacts to proceed. The current projected timeline estimates that the 
Draft EIS will be provided to the DLNR for its review, prior to publication, within the second 
quarter of 2019. Assuming no undue delays or challenges, the Final EIS should be able to be 
provided to the DLNR by the end of 2019, enabling the lease process to be initiated. 

{00128792-1} 
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In light of the above, EMI respectfully asks the BLNR to re-authorize the holdover of 
Revocable Permits Nos. S-7263, S-7264, S-7265 and S-7266 and to declare the holdover to be 
consistent with the public trust doctrine. 

Ve~~ 

Darren Strand 
General Manager, Diversified Agriculture 

Enclosures 

cc: Linda Chow, Esq. 
Summer L. H. Sylva, Esq. 
Camille K. Kalama, Esq. 
Isaac Hall, Esq. 
Patrick K. Wong, Esq. 
Caleb P. Rowe, Esq. 
Kristin K. Tarnstrom, Esq. 
Robert H. Tomas, Esq. 
Russell Tsuji 
Kevin Moore 
Ian Hirokawa 

{00128792-1} 
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May 14, 2001 

BY liA1b~D DELP/ERY 
Board ofLand and Natural Resources 
State of Hawaii 
P.O. BoxE2l 
Honolulu, Hawaii 9680g 

Re: Sale ofLease (Water License) at Public Auction, Koolau Pore~t 
Reserve ~nd Hanawi Natural Area Reserve, Hana and Makawac, 
Maui 

Lsdles end Gentlenien 

Alexander & Baldwin, Inc. end its subsidiary, East Maui Irrigation Company, Lftnited, 
request sale of a tease at public auction of the Koolau Forest Reserve and Eanawi Natural Area 
Reserve, Hana and Makawao, Maui, in accordance with the following~ 

Chapter 171, HR~ generally; SectIon 171-58(c), IIRS. 

Lotioii~ Portion of the government land within the Koolau Forest Reserve and the Hanawl 
Natural Area Reserve generally Identified as the Nahiku, Knanae, il-ado and 
Honomanu License areas. 

Tax Map Keys 1-1-01, 1-1-02, 1-2.04, 2-g-14 

Nahflcu 10,111.22 acres, more or less 

Ke~nse 10,768,00 sores, more or less 

Buelo 8,752.69 sores, more or less 

Honomanu 3,381.00 acres, more or less 

Total Lease Area 33,012.91 acres, more or lass 

CThe total area shall be subject to review and confirmation by the Department of 
Accounting and General Services, Survey Division) 

Nahiku encumbered under Revocable Permit No, 8-7266 

Keanac encumbered under Revocable Permit No. 5-7265 

Huelo encumbered i~nder Revocable Permit No. 5-7263 

Hoxiamanu encumbered under Revocahie Permit No. 5-7264 

EX 

https://33,012.91
https://3,381.00
https://8,752.69
https://10,111.22
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~ndT1tle: Subsection 5(b) of the Admissions Act 

State Land ties Commisslon~ Conservation 

~i~a&e: l~1ght, privilege and authority to enter and go upon the above-described areas for 
the purpose of developing, dlvertlng~ transporting and using government-owned 
waters. 

lorm: ‘ThIrty (30) years, commencing sixty (60) days from pubilo auction, 

Minimum Rental to be determined by appraisal, subject to review and acceptance 
by Chairperson. Minimum Rnntal shall be subject to reopening end 
redetermination at the end of the tenth (lOth) and twentieth (2Dm) years ofthe 
term; such redetermination to be made by appraisal. 

A performance bond shall be posted to the extent required by atatute. 

All bidders shall prepare and file with the Office ofEnvironmental Quality 
Commission an Environmental Impact Statement with respect to the proposed 
use. Disposition of the cost of the BIS shall be detemilned at a future date. 

1. The lease shall be subjeot to that certain Indenture dated March 18, 193R, 
by end between the Territory of Hawaii and Bust Maul Itrigation 
Company, Limited, as amended by Correction Agreement dated 
March24, 1938. 

2, Lessee shall maintain roads, trails and the water system. 

3. The State shall have limited rights, to be ~pecLfled In the lease, to 
withdraw water for domestic purposes and for emergency purposes. 

4. Public bunting will be allowed, subject to reasonable restrictions to be 
contained in the lease and consistent with June 5, 1995 VehIcular Access 
Agreement. 

5. The lease shall be Issued subject to Instreexn Plow Standards as 
subsequently determined by the Conunisalon. on Water Resource 
Management. 

6. Lessee shall continue to stipply ofwater for domestic purposes to the 
Maul County Board of Water Supply pursuant to the April 13, 2000 
Memorandum of Understanding between BWS and A&B. 

7, Other relevant terms as reflected in the existing revocable permits and 
expired license agreements shall be included. 
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~pmmazy: We request the Board to take the following antion; 

A Authorize the sale of a lease (water license) at public auction covering the 
area in question under the above-listed terms and conditions which are by 
reference incorporated herein and, in addition, under the following 
conditions: 

I. Provision for proper maintenance of the water system, 

ii. Compliance with all applicable laws, rules and regulations. 

iii. t)isapproval by the State legislature following date of sale. 

iv. ~fling of an Environmental rmp~t Statement by all bidders, 

v, Other terms and conditions as Chairperson may prescribe. 

B. Authorize temporary continuation of the year#o.year revocable permit for 
existing pennlttees (the Nahiku revocable permit to Alexander & Baldwin, 
[no. and the Honomanu, Huelo and Keanne revocable permits to East 
Maui Irrigation Company, Limited for fiscal year 2001/2002) pending 
issuance of the lease. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request. 

Very truly yours, 

Alexander & Baldwin, Inc. 

By~
Its Vice President 

East Maul Irrigation Company, Limited 

ByQ~ti’~
Its ‘y{ce President 



HOLDOVER OF EAST MAUI WATER PERMITS 
2017 BLNR CONDITIONS: STATUS OF COMPLIANCE 

OCTOBER 16, 2018 

CONDITIONS PER 11/9/17 STAFF SUBMITTAL (pp. 6, 7) 

3. To require the holdover of the revocable permits to incorporate the July 18, 2016 order of the 
Commission on Water Resource Management (CWRM). There shall be no diversion from the 
streams listed in the CWRM order, and the timing for stopping the diversions shall be in 
accordance with the aforesaid CWRM order. 

Status: The CWRM’s July 18, 2016 order has been complied with. Streams that were ordered to 
remain undiverted were undiverted as total needs from the East Maui watershed remained at 20-25 
million gallons per day (MGD). The CWRM’s July 2016 order has now been superceded by the 
CWRM’s June 2018 East Maui IIFS decision. 

4. There shall be no waste of water. All diverted water shall be put to beneficial agricultural use or 
municipal use 

Status: Total water diverted from East Maui streams approximated 20-25 MGD throughout 2018. All 
water was used to meet the needs of the County of Mauifor its Upcountry and Nahiku public water 
systems, the Kula Ag Park, andfire suppression needs, as well as for diversified agricultural needs on 
former sugar lands in Central Maui. 

5. Honomanu shall also be designated as a stream from which no water diversion shall be permitted 

Status: Ailfour sluice gate diversions on Honomanu Stream have remained open to-date, and no 
water is being diverted from this stream. 

6. A maximum of 80 million gallons per day (mgd) on average shall be permitted for diversions to 
central Maui. The permittees can apply for the diversion of additional water if necessary during 
the term of the permits 

Status: As mentioned above, total water diverted for use in Upcountry and Central Maui has 
approximated 20-25 MGD this past year. 

7. The permittees shall remove (from the no-diversion streams) the dry areas of streams that are 
created by erosion caused by a diversion, as mentioned on pages 10-11 of the DAR report, as part 
of the restoration of streams 

Status: See response to question 2 below, in “Additional Conditions”. 

{00128745-1} L)l1 ~ 



BLNR ADDITIONAL. CONDITIONS (pg 13, 11/9/17 BLNR Meeting Minutes): 

1. The holdover permit shall comply with all conditions required by the Commission on Water 
Resource Management’s Interim lnstream Flow Standards decision 

Status: The Commission on Water Resource Management (CWRM) issued its East Maui Interim 
Instream Flow Standard (“IIFS”) decision on June 20, 2018. No appeals were filed at the end of the 
30-day appeal period, rendering the decision final. In that the current need for water from the East 
Maui streams averages 20-25 million gallons per day (MGD), only that amount of water is being 
diverted from the East Maui watershed—well within the bounds of the June IIFS decision with 
respect to total quantity as well as the use of specific streams. This water is being used to supply the 
County of Maulfor its Nahiku and Upcountry Maui water systems, the Kula Ag Park, as well as fire 
suppression needs, and for agricultural uses in Central Maui. The Permittee is also in the process of 
submitting a proposed compliance plan to the CWRM staff to outline the diversion modifications that 
will be made to ensure compliance with the IIFS decision once irrigation demands increase, as is 
expected over the coming months and years. 

2. Reword Condition 5 [sic] so it addresses the ability of stream biota to move upstream. 

Status: (NOTE: Our response to this condition assumes that a typo was made, and that this 
condition in intended to refer to rewording condition 7, rather than condition 5. We assume the focus 
was to address the need to create pathways to allow for the upstream movement of stream biota.) 

A number of modifications have been made on the EMI ditch system tofacilitate the upstream 
movement of stream biota, as follows: 

• Hanawi Stream: Modifications were made at the intake to ensure a constant wetted path 
across both sides of the dam diversion, via a pipe extending over the dam. 

• Waiohue Stream: A two-inch pipe was installed to divert water from the upstream waterfall 
to the dam to create a wetted path across the dam. 

• East Wailuaiki Stream: A two-inch pipe was installed to bring water from upstream across 
the top of the dam to create a wetted path across the dam. 

• West Wailuaiki Stream: A two-inch pipe was installed between the upstream waterfall and 
the dam, to provide a wetted path across the dam. 

• Honopou Stream at Haiku Ditch: Rocks were concreted in place next to the pipes in the dam 
to create a wetted path for upstream migration 

• Puoloa Stream at Lowrie Ditch: The 8” pipe that carries water over the top of the ditch was 
extended to reach the small pooi below the ditch to provide connectivity. 

These actions have removed physical obstacles to upstream movement and/or provided wetted 
areas around dams. In addition, in our implementation of the June IIFS decision, we will be 
addressing the movement of stream biota as needed. 

{00128745-1} 



3. Need a more specific report on progress regarding removing diversions and fixing pipe issues 
before the end of holdover period 

Status: We believe the pipe issues referred to above related to a pipe at Puolua Stream at the Lowrie 
Ditch. As mentioned in the last bullet point above, the pipe was extended to provide wetted 
pathways for the movement of stream biota. 

As for the removal of diversions on the seven taro streams that A& B earlier volunteered to restore, 
permit applications have been submitted to the CWRMfor the work necessary to permanently 
modify and abandon some 70 diversion structures on the EM! system and we are awaiting their 
approval. Additionally, approval has been sought from the Office of Conservation and Coastal Lands 
(OCCL) for work on diversions located within the Conservation District. Note that we have already 
sought and received concurrence from the Army Corps of Engineers and the County of Maui that 
Section 404 and Special Management Area (SMA) permits are not required for this work. Once 
approvals are received from the CWRM and OCCL, we will proceed with the planned work. Please 
note that pending this ‘final work” to permanently abandon these diversions, we have been able to 
accomplish the return of more than 90% of the waterformerly diverted from these taro streams by 
making operational adjustments to the system, such as the opening of sluice gates, etc. 

4. A&B needs to clear up their debris starting with more accessible areas and along streams. 

Status: We have removed an abandoned tractor along Pi’ina’au Road, afterfirst checking with the 
State Division of Forestry and Wildlife (DOFA W). Ownership of the tractor was unknown, but 
DOFAW had no objection to our removing and disposing of the item. There was little other debris 
specifically identified, however existing operating procedures which require the removal of all 
construction equipment, forms and tools when doing maintenance work on the ditch system have 
been reinforced with EM! crews, as well as the removal of any debris they may find during the course 
of their work. We also urge that if anyone has information about debris in the watershed area, 
please let us know and we will take action to remove the items. 

{00128745-1} 
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STATE OF HAWAII 
DEPARTMENT OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES 

Land Division 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813 

December 14, 2018 

Board of Land and Natural Resources 
State of Hawaii 
Honolulu, Hawaii Hawaii and Kauai 

u_~ ~ 
Holdover of Revocable Permits for Water Use on the Islands of Hawaii and Kauai. See 0 z 
Exhibit 3 for list of Revocable Permits. o 

~ ~ 
— 

LEGAL AUTHORITY: z 

Section 171-58, Hawaii Revised Statutes (HRS), as amended. D 
>z’,) 

HRS CHAPTER 343 - ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT: ci 

In accordance with the Exemption List for the Department of Land and Natural 
Resources, approved by the Environmental Council on June 5, 2015, the subject action is 
exempt from the preparation of an environmental assessment pursuant to Exemption 
Class 1, “Operations, repairs, or maintenance of existing structures, facilities, equipment, 
or topographical features, involving negligible or no expansion or change of use beyond 
that previously existing.”, Item 51, “Permits, licenses, registrations and rights-of-entry 
issued by the Department that are routine in nature, involving negligible impacts beyond 
that previously existing.” See Exhibit 1 attached. 

BACKGROUND: 

At its meeting on December 11, 2015, Item D- 14, as amended, the Board of Land and 
Natural Resources directed Land Division staff to submit revocable permit renewals by 
county over four meetings, with an explanation of why a revocable permit is the 
appropriate disposition and how the rent was set. At its meeting on June 24, 2016, Item 
D-7, the Board further approved the recommendations of the Department of Land and 
Natural Resources Revocable Permit Task Force, as amended, requesting all divisions to 
notate any non-compliance issues and pending litigation in each renewal request. In 
compliance with these directives, staff has presented the revocable permits for land uses 
by county over four separate meetings in 2016. However, staff omitted revocable permits 
for water use from the renewal requests because of the complex issues they present. At 
its meeting on November 10, 2016, under agenda item D-3, the Board approved the one 
year holdover of nine water revocable permits on the islands of Hawaii and Kauai 
pursuant to Section 171-58, HRS, as amended by Act 126 Session Laws of Hawaii 2016 

D-13 
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(Act 126). 

At its meeting on December 8, 2017 under agenda item D-4, the Board approved as 
amended the continued holdover of the revocable permits until December 31, 2018. 
Additional conditions imposed by the Board were the following: 

With respect to all revocable permits covered by this action with the exception of RP S 
7340: 

A. Department staff shall explore working with permittees statewide to clarify 
lease requirements in HRS section 171-58 in regards to compliance with 
Chapter 343, HRS and the development of a watershed management plan, 
specifically whether certain leases may be exempted from an EA/EIS and 
whether existing watershed management plans are sufficient to meet the 
requirement of the statute. 

B. With regard to Kau (Waiohinu), Department staff shall work with DHHL 
and the County of Hawaii Department of Water to explore releasing and 
separating the part of the water spring source that is the county water 
system, and determine whether there is any part over which DLNR may 
issue water leases to DHHL beneficiaries. 

With respect to Revocable Permit S-7340: 

A. Applicant Kauai Island Utility Cooperative (KIUC) shall provide to the 
Board within one year a proposal that involves the restoration of stream 
flows to the North Fork Wailua River (which could be satisfied by the 
adoption of interim instream flow standards). 

B. Department staff work with landowners on what is expected for the 
watershed management plan. 

C. KIUC shall consult with DHHL to honor DHHL’s reservation rights under 
the law. 

REMARKS: 

On July 1, 2016, Act 126 became law, amending Section 171-58, HRS. The amended 
section provides in part: 

Where an application has been made for a lease under this section to 
continue a previously authorized disposition of water rights, a holdover 
may be authorized annually until the pending application for the 
disposition of water rights is finally resolved or for a total of three 
consecutive one-year holdovers, whichever occurs sooner; provided that 
the total period of the holdover for any applicant shall not exceed three 
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years; provided further that the holdover is consistent with the public trust 
doctrine. 

A copy of the full text of Act 126 is attached as Exhibit 2. 

By letter dated July 20, 2016, Land Division notified its current water permit holders on 
the islands of Hawaii and Kauai of the enactment of Act 126, and asked them to submit 
applications for water leases if they intended to seek a holdover of their water permits. In 
response, DLNR received eight applications for water leases from seven of its current 
water permittees. Additionally, Kauai Island Utility Cooperative (KIUC) has a pending 
application (received July 20, 2001) for an existing hydroelectric power project in Lihue, 
Kauai. KIUC is relying on its prior application for this use. 

The list of revocable permits for water use on the islands of Hawaii and Kauai that staff 
recommends be held over for 2019 is attached as Exhibit 3. Included in the exhibit are 
the revocable permit numbers, permittee names, locations with tax map keys, State Land 
Use District of the land where the water source is situated, commencement date of the 
permit, land area, and comments. Copies of the maps from the revocable permits to be 
renewed are attached as Exhibit 4. Staff reviews the nine water permits by island below, 
followed by a discussion of the public trust doctrine as it relates to the permits. 

Hawaii 

Of the nine water permits that are the subject of this submittal, five are located in Kau, 
Hawaii. Hawaiian Agricultural and Hutchinson Sugar Company, both subsidiaries of C. 
Brewer & Co., Ltd., developed a system of tunnels, flumes and ditches in Kau in the 
1 900s, using the water primarily for fluming sugarcane and for wash water in the mills. 
Beginning in the late 1 990s, some of the tunnels and transportation systems were 
converted to provide water to farmsteads and diversified crop endeavors. Diversified 
agriculture, livestock pasturage, orchard and field crops have expanded within the Kau 
District since that time. 

At its meeting of January 11, 2008, under agenda Item D-8, the Board approved the 
withdrawal of the irrigation water system from the Kau Forest Reserve (KFR) and the set-
aside of the system, along with other irrigation systems located outside of the KFR, to the 
Agribusiness Development Corporation (ADC). The staff submittal identified 
approximately 30 tunnel sources and systems to be set-aside to ADC. The approved 
Board action required ADC to survey the tunnels and water systems so the State Surveyor 
could prepare the official CSF maps to be included with the set-aside. 

ADC provided the survey maps and descriptions to Land Division in 2015. As Land 
Division continued to process the approved disposition, it consulted with the Division of 
Forestry and Wildlife (DOFAW) on the survey maps and the status of the withdrawal 
from the KFR. DOFAW advised Land Division that DOFAW was opposed to the 
withdrawal of the water system from the KFR, but would be agreeable to an easement in 
favor of ADC over the portions of the irrigation system located in the KFR. 
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To address DOFAW’s concerns, staff prepared a draft Board submittal to rescind the 
Board’s prior action of January 11, 2008, Item D-8, and authorize instead the grant of a 
perpetual non-exclusive easement to ADC for the irrigation systems located in and 
outside of the KFR. The draft Board submittal would also have transferred the existing 
water permits and irrigation infrastructure to ADC. When the draft submittal was 
circulated for agency review in June 2016, however, it was opposed by the Department of 
Hawaiian Home Lands (DHHL) and Office of Hawaiian Affairs (OHA). DHHL argued 
that the proposed action was an improper circumvention of Section 171-58, HRS, and 
ignored DHHL’s need for water in Kau. OHA expressed concern about ADC ‘s ability to 
properly manage the revocable permits and fulfill the public trust obligations inherent in 
water use. 

After the Board approved the holdover for 2018, DLNR and DHHL staff met with 
representatives ofpermittees Kuahiwi Contractors, Inc. (RP S-7426), Kapapala Ranch 
(RP S-7054), and Edmund C. Olson, Trustee of the Edmund C. Olson Trust No. 2 (RP S 
743 2) in Kau on January 8, 2018. Issues discussed at the meeting were the history of the 
tunnel system and the water leasing process, including requirements such as compliance 
with Chapter 343, Hawaii Revised Statutes. Pursuant to the Board’s approval, staff and 
applicants discussed the possibility of obtaining an exemption from an environmental 
assessment (EA) or Environmental Impact Statement (EIS). Staff instructed the 
applicants that if appropriate, they should formally request and justif~y an exemption, 
which would be subject to review and ultimate approval by the Board. Whether an 
exemption is appropriate would be dependent upon the applicants’ proposed use for the 
water under the lease, so the applicants were advised to finalize their water use requests. 
The remaining perrnittee, Wood Valley Water & Farm Coop (RP S-7234 and RP S-7267) 
was not in attendance at the meeting, but did reach to out to staff. Staff and permittee 
then held a phone call to discuss the water leasing requirements. In regards to DHHL 
obtaining water for its tenants, as DHHL has reservation rights, having DLNR execute 
water leases with individual DHHL lessees may not be an appropriate or effective 
solution. Staff will continue to work with DHHL and assist in a solution for this issue to 
the extent appropriate. 

A sixth water permit, Revocable Permit No. S-7463, is issued to Hawaii Electric Light 
Co., Inc. (HELCO) for hydroelectric power generation purposes on the Wailuku River in 
South Hilo, Hawaii. The permit requires all water used under the permit to be returned to 
the Wailuku River at convenient points. The hydroelectric facility and various water 
dispositions to allow it to operate have been in place for many decades. On August 15, 
2017, Department staff attended a beneficiary consultation held by DHHL in regards to 
their water reservation. HELCO and DHHL have since agreed to an appropriate water 
reservation. Additionally the Board approved the acceptance of HELCO’s Final 
Environmental Assessment and the issuance of a Finding of No Significant Impact at its 
meeting on September 28, 2018. The final EA was then published in the OEQC 
Environmental Notice on October 23, 2018. 

Kauai 
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There are three water pennits currently active on Kauai. RP S-7088 to Jeffrey S. Lindner 
allows for the use of water from State land in Kawaihau, Kauai, specifically from Moloaa 
Well No. 1. A portion of this water goes to the County of Kauai, a portion goes to the 
Moloaa Irrigation Cooperative (MIC), and a portion is used by Mr. Lindner on his private 
property. Staff understands that MIC provides water for both irrigation and domestic use. 
At the end of 2015, the Department of Health Safe Drinking Water Branch (SDWB) 
notified Mr. Lindner that SDWB was designating the system as a public water system 
which requires that that water be chlorinated prior to reaching the first customer, MIC. 
This has increased the cost of operation to Mr. Lindner, who has applied for a water lease 
explaining that a long-term disposition is necessary to allow him to recover his costs. 
Additionally, MIC has also applied for a water lease from the same well. However, it 
appears that MIC does not have access over the adjacent public lands to access and 
deliver the water. 

When the Board approved the permit to Mr. Lindner in 1996, the permit was supposed to 
be a temporary measure to allow the County of Kauai Department of Water (KDOW) 
time to conduct a feasibility study to determine the appropriateness of creating a new 
water system based on the Moloaa well. KDOW did not complete the feasibility study. 
At its meeting of September 24, 1999, Item D-4, the Board amended this condition and 
stated that in the event no government entity indicates an intention to operate a water 
system, a public auction sale of the water license was to be conducted by October 30, 
2000. No auction has been conducted to date, in part because the water source is 
landlocked by Mr. Lindner’s private lands. Recently, KDOW expressed some interest in 
acquiring this water source. However, because the well is landlocked, KDOW would 
need to negotiate the purchase of or otherwise acquire the water transmission facilities 
and an easement to maintain it on Mr. Lindner’s land, which complicates the creation of a 
public water system here. 

Mr. Lindner reached out to both DLNR and DHHL to proceed with the lease application. 
Staff from both agencies had discussions with Mr. Lindner regarding the water lease 

process including DHHL’s reservation. A site visit by DLNR and DHHL staff is planned 
for early next year to help determine DHHL’s and Mr. Lindner’s needs for the reservation 
and water lease respectively. 

Revocable Permit No. S-73 10 was issued in 2002 to the East Kauai Water Users’ 
Cooperative (EKWUC) for irrigation purposes over a system that had previously been 
used for sugarcane plantations. The permit restricts the use of irrigation water to those 
agricultural lands presently served by the system, or that had been served in the past. On 
August 26, 2016, EKWUC submitted an application for a water lease. 

Senate Bill 2846 was heard during the 2018 legislative session. The measure proposed to 
permit the transfer operational authority ofportions of the East Kauai irrigation system 
operated and maintained by EKWUC to the Department of Agriculture. Additionally, the 
bill proposed to allow an additional two years for EKWUC to obtain a water lease. The 
bill was assigned to a conference committee, but the committee was unable to resolve the 
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outstanding issues. It is our understanding that the bill will be introduced again for the 
2019 legislative session. Depending on the outcome, the scope of the lease may be 
revised to exclude the physical irrigation infrastructure. 

Revocable Permit No. S-7340 was issued in 2003 to Kauai Island Utility Cooperative 
(KJLJC) for water from the Blue Hole Diversion to operate two hydroelectric plants. 
KIUC requested a water lease from the Board at its meeting of December 10, 2004, Item 
D-26, but the Board took no action on the request. OHA requested a contested case 
hearing. OHA and KIUC entered into a memorandum of agreement dated November 9, 
2006 whereby OHA agreed to withdraw its request for a contested case if KIUC 
committed to performing specified studies in connection with the use of surface water. 
OHA and KIUC have agreed on the scope of the studies and OHA has withdrawn its 
request, although KIUC continues to work on a cultural impact assessment for the project. 
KIUC is still intending to obtain a water lease, but is relying on its lease application 
submitted on July 20, 2001. 

Since the 2017 holdover approval, members of the public have written to the Department 
expressing their concerns with this permit. The comments appear to focus on an alleged 
failure by KJUC to comply with various regulatory requirements to obtain a lease of water 
rights, the initial approval of the permit being based on a non-consumptive use which was 
incorrect, such consumptive use of the water being inconsistent with the public trust, and 
the diversion of water by KJUC resulting in a negative impact on the downstream 
environment. The comrnenters requested that the Board reconsider its approval of the 
permit in light of their comments. 

Staff seeks to clarify that in the prior approval of the holdover, it was noted in the 
submittal that the use of the water under the permit was consumptive, and the Board 
deemed the holdover appropriate under such circumstances. Additionally the purpose of 
the holdover is to allow the applicant to fulfill the regulatory requirements to obtain a 
water lease, such as compliance with Chapter 343, HRS. Any rights under the permit are 
short term and will terminate at the sunset of the holdover period unless the applicant 
fulfills its requirements and obtains a water lease. Also any request for a water lease will 
be considered by the Board in an open, sun-shined meeting. Additionally, KTUC has 
taken actions in fulfilling the additional requirements imposed by the Board pursuant to 
the holdover approval for 2018. A progress report submitted by KIUC is attached as 
Exhibit 6. 

Regarding the downstream impacts of the water use, the Commission on Water Resource 
Management (CWRM) is currently in the process of developing Interim Instream Flow 
Standards (IIFS). Once the IIFS is approved, any water diversion pursuant to either the 
current revocable permit or potential long term lease will be subject to the IIFS. At its 
meeting on August 21, 2018, CWRM considered an amended IIFS. However, prior to 
approval, KIUC, along with other parties, requested a contested case. At its meeting on 
October 16, 2018, CWRM intended to take action on contested case petitions on the 
matter filed by KIUC, Earthjustice, James Torio, DHHL and Grove Farm Company, Inc. 
Ultimately, CWRM deferred the item in order to provide the parties the opportunity to 
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resolve the matter. 

In order to balance KTIJC’s desire to continue its hydro power operation, along with 
addressing with the community’s concerns, staff recommends that the Board impose a 
limit on the amount of water allowed to be diverted under the revocable permit. Based on 
the proposed amended IIFS developed by CWRM staff; the available amounts that could 
be diverted at median stream flow would be 8.0 million gallons a day (mgd) from the 
Wai’ale’ale stream and 1.6 mgd from the Waikoko stream1. At times ofhigher stream 
flow more water could be diverted provided that a sufficient amount of water, as 
determined by the proposed amended IIFS, remains in the streams. Although the 
amended IIFS has not been implemented, adopting it as a basis for limiting the amount of 
water diverted will assist in restoring stream flow, in furtherance of the Board’s priority 
per its previous approval. This is intended as a temporary measure while the parties 
resolve the contested case petitions and an amended IIFS can be ultimately approved by 
CWRM. 

As far as whether the use of water under the permit is consistent with the public trust, 
staff notes that the permit limits the use of the water for the purpose of generating 
hydroelectric power with KIUC’s two hydroelectric plants, and that KJUC is a Hawaii 
non-profit cooperative electric company. This issue discussed further in the following 
section. Additionally, the proposed limit on the amount of water diverted would address 
the public trust purposes as noted below. 

Public Trust Doctrine 

Title to water resources is held in trust by the State for the benefit of its people. Pursuant 
to In re Water Use Permits, 94 Hawaii 97, 9 P.3d 409 (2000), and In re Wai ‘ola 0 
Moloka ‘i, Inc., 103 Hawai’i 401, 83 P.3d 664 (2004) the Hawaii Supreme Court has 
identified four public trust purposes with respect to water: 

Maintenance of waters in their natural state; 
• Domestic water use of the general public, particularly drinking water; 
• The exercise of Native Hawaiian and traditional and customary rights, 

including appurtenant rights; and 
• Reservations for Hawaiian home lands. 

Of these four purposes, domestic water use is implicated in three of the current revocable 
permits: RP Nos. S-7088 to Mr. Lindner, and S-7234 and S-7267, both to Wood Valley 
Water and Farm Cooperative. The six remaining RPs are for agricultural use or 
hydroelectric power generation. With respect to the agricultural use of water, the Hawaii 
Constitution provides: 

I Staff notes that the permit does not impose a specific volume limit on the amount of water KIUC can divert, except 
that it cannot exceed the average annual amount diverted for the period from years 1992 to 2002. 
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The State shall conserve and protect agricultural lands, promote diversified 
agriculture, increase agricultural self-sufficiency and assure the availability 
of agriculturally suitable lands. 

Hawaii Constitution, Article XI, Section 3. 

The public lands shall be used for the development of farm and home 
ownership on as widespread a basis as possible, in accordance with 
procedures and limitations prescribed by law. 

Hawaii Constitution, Article XI, Section 10. 

In staff’s view, making irrigation water available to farmers and ranchers supports the 
long term viability and security of local agricultural operations and is critical to the 
State’s compliance with the constitutional mandates of Article XI. It also allows for the 
local production of food, supporting the goal of food sustainability and food security for 
Hawaii. It may also translate into lower prices for consumers when produce does not 
have to be shipped to Hawaii from outside of the state. Any tension between identified 
public trust uses of water and the constitutional mandates above will be resolved in the 
process of issuing water leases, because section 171-58, HRS, requires the joint 
development of a water reservation to support current and future DHHL homestead 
needs. 

The hydroelectric use of water allows utility companies to provide clean energy to 
domestic and commercial users. This method of energy production also supports 
Hawaii’s Clean Energy Initiative, which sets goals for the state to achieve 100 percent 
clean energy by 2045 coming from locally generated renewable sources. Further, those 
hydroelectric projects that return water to the same stream or other body of water from 
which it was drawn are considered non-consumptive. Although hydroelectric projects are 
not an identified public trust use of State waters, the public trust concerns will be 
addressed in the processing of the water lease applications under Section 171-58, HRS. 

In discussions with staff, DHHL has commented that pursuant to HRS 171 -58(c)( 1), any 
holdover be “consistent with the public trust doctrine”, and furthermore that all revocable 
permits shall be subject to any existing or future reservations of water for DHHL. Staff 
concurs with DHHL’s comments and recommends the Board approve the holdover of all 
revocable permits subject to DHHL’s water reservations. 

Charging for Water 

Staff has previously recommended keeping the current rents for holdover revocable 
permits in place. However, pursuant discussions between DLNR and DHHL staff, 
DHHL raised concerns that revocable permit rents have been static with no adjustment 
and has advocated that, at a minimum, rents be adjusted for inflation. Acknowledging the 
difficulty in appraising a holdover revocable permit, staff concurs with DHHL’s 
recommendation as an interim measure, and that the Board approve adjusting the rents 
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accordingly. As noted in the table below, the permit rents have been adjusted by CPI for 
each year since any prior rent adjustment, to the approximate value as of August 2018. 
The recommended adjusted rents are as follows: 

RP No. 
5-7054 

Permittee 
Kapapala Ranch 

S-7088 
S-7234 

Jeffrey S. Lindner 
Wood Valley Water 
& Farm Co-op 

S-7267 Wood Valley Water 
& Farm Co-op 

S-73 10 East Kauai Water 
Users Co-op 

S-7340 

S-7426 

S-7432 

S-7463 

Kauai Island Utility 
Cooperative 
Kuahiwi 
Contractors, Inc. 
Edmund C. Olson, 
Trustee of the 
Edmund C. Olson 
Trust No. 2 
Hawaii Electric 
Light Co., Inc. 

Previous Rent 
$40.00 per month or 
$5.00 per million 
gallons (whichever is 
greater) 
$201.17 per month 
$40.00 per month or 
$5.00 per million 
gallons (whichever is 
greater) 
$13.00 per month2 or 
$5.00 per million 
gallons (whichever is 
greater) 
$40.00 per month or 
$5.00 per million 
gallons (whichever is 
greater) 
$3,110.00 per month 

$77.00 per month 

$40.00 per month or 
$5.00 per million 
gallons (whichever is 
greater) 
$1,641.00 per month 

Recommended Rent 
$41.53 per month or $8.20 
per million gallons 
(whichever is greater) 

$320.43 per month 
$41.53 per month or $7.30 
per million gallons 
(whichever is greater) 

$41.53 per month or $6.71 
per million gallons 
(whichever is greater) 

$41.53 per month or $7.01 
per million gallons 
(whichever is greater) 

$4,315.76 per month 

$96.35 per month 

$41.53 per month or $6.14 
per million gallons 
(whichever is greater) 

$1,887.82 per month 

Per the Board’s directive as part of its holdover approval for 2018, staff from Land 
Division, the Division of Forestry and Wildlife, CWRM and the Attorney General, have 
been developing a cost sharing contribution as an alternative to the requirement for a 
lessee to develop and implement a watershed management plan. The formula for 
determining the appropriate cost share amount will be based on factors such as the 
amount of water used, amount of available water from the subject watershed, and 
estimated management costs. Staff intends to bring the cost formula and justification to 
the Board for review and approval in early 2019. 

2 As part of its 2017 holdover approval, the Board raised base rents for selected revocable permits to a minimum of 
$40.00 per month. RP S-7267 was inadvertently excluded from the permits identified for a base rent increase. The 
Board is requested to retroactively adjust the base rent for RP S-7267 to the same as the other permits paying the 
minimum base rent as of January 1,2017. 

https://1,887.82
https://4,315.76
https://1,641.00
https://3,110.00
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The parties holding the nine water permits covered by this submittal have all submitted 
applications for water leases as indicated in Exhibit 3. A review of the files shows the 
permittees are compliant with the permit terms including payment of rent, posting of 
liability insurance, and reporting on water usage where required. Attached as Exhibit 5 
are summaries of the water usage reports. Staff believes that a one-year holdover of these 
permits is appropriate under Section 171-58, HRS and Act 126. Agency comments were 
not solicited from agencies other than CWRM for this action since the permits are limited 
term holdovers, and as all permit holders subject to this approval have applied for water 
leases there will be numerous opportunities for government agencies and general public 
to provide input. 

RECOMMENDATION: That the Board: 

1. Find that the holdover of the revocable permits listed in Exhibit 3 is consistent 
with the public trust doctrine; and 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions noted in this submittal, approve the holdover 
of the revocable permits listed in Exhibit 3 on a month-to-month basis for another 
one-year period through December 31, 2019, except for permits that are in arrears 
of rental payment for more than 60 days and/or have been approved for forfeiture 
by a separate Board action. Permits in arrears of rental for 60 days or more and/or 
approved by the Board for forfeiture shall not be renewed. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

II 
Ian Hirokawa 
Special Projects Coordinator 

\APPROVED FOR SUBMITTAL: 

Suzanne Case, hairperson . 

Land Board Meeting: December 14, 2018; D-13: Approved as amended. 

Approved as amended. See attached page. 



Land Board Meeting: December 14, 2018; D-13: Approved as amended. 

Approved as amended. The Board considered the holdover requests for the Hawaii and 
Kauai water revocable permits in three phases. 

First, the Board approved the holdover of Revocable Permit No. S-7340 to Kauai Island 
Utility Cooperative (“KIUC”), as amended, with Board member Thomas Oi recusing 
himself on this KIUC permit. The Board included a condition that KJIJC is to invite 
Earthjustice, Kia’i Wai 0 Wai’ale’ale, Sierra Club, Grove Farm, and the Department of 
Hawaiian Home Lands (together, the “Working Group”), to participate in a facilitated 
discussion regarding their respective positions on KIUC’s request to use State water for 
its hydroelectricity plants in the permit area, as well as any other relevant matters they 
choose to discuss. The Working Group may invite other individuals or organizations to 
participate in the discussion. KIUC shall report back to the Board on the progress of the 
discussions in three months. 

Second, the Board approved the holdover of Revocable Permit No. S-7462 to Hawaii 
Electric Light Co., Inc. 

Third the Board approved the holdover of the remaining water permits on the islands of 
Hawaii and Kauai, with the exception of Revocable Permit No. S-7234 to Wood Valley 
Water and Farm Cooperative (“Wood Valley”). Staff advised the Board that Wood 
Valley recently submitted a letter stating that it no longer intends to pursue a water lease 
of the undeveloped source covered by the permit. 
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EXEMPTION NOTIFICAT ON 

Regarding the preparation of an environmental assessment pursuant to Chapter 343, HRS and 
Chapter 11-200, HAR 

Project Title: 

Project / Reference No.: 

Project Location: 

Project Description: 

Chap. 343 Trigger(s): 

Cumulative Impact of 
Planned Successive 
Actions in Same Place 
Significant? 

Action May Have 
Significant Impact on 
Particularly Sensitive 
Environment? 

Analysis: 

Holdover of Revocable Permits for Water Use on the Islands of 
Hawaii and Kauai. 

Not applicable 

Various locations on the Islands of Hawaii and Kauai 

Holdover existing revocable permits for a term of one year. 

Use of State Land and Water 

Exemption Class No.: In accordance with the Exemption List for the 
Department of Land and Natural Resources, approved by the 
Environmental Council on June 5, 2015, the subject request for 
issuance for right-of-entry is exempt from the preparation of an 
environmental assessment pursuant to Exemption Class 1, 
“Operations, repairs, or maintenance ofexisting structures, facilities, 
equipment, or topographical features, involving negligible or no 
expansion or change ofuse beyond that previously existing”, Item 51, 
“Permits, licenses, registrations and rights-of-entry issued by the 
Department that are routine in nature, involving negligible impacts 
beyond that previously existing.” 

The holdover of existing revocable permits on State lands involves 
the continuation of existing uses on the lands. No change in use is 
authorized by the holdover. 

No, the requested locations have been used for same uses since the 
permits were granted. 

To the extent environmental studies have been conducted for long 
term dispositions of water, no of significant impacts have been 
discovered. 

The request pertains to renewing the revocable permits for water on 
Hawaii and Kauai. Staff believes that the request would involve 
negligible or no expansion or change in use of the subject location 

XHIBIT” 
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beyond that previously existing. 

Consulted Parties Commission on Water Resource Management 

Recommendation: That the Board find this project will probably have minimal or no 
significant effect on the environment and is presumed to be exempt 
from the preparation of an environmental assessment. 
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HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 2501 
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A:I C 

RELATING TO WATER RIGHTS. 

BE iT ENACTED BY TUE LEGISLATtJi~E OF THE STATE OF HAWAII: 

I SECTION 1. Section 17l-58~ Hawaii Revised Statutes, is 

2 amended by amending subsection (c) to read as follows: 

3 h (c) Disposition of water rights may be made by lease at 

4 public auction as provided in this chapter or by permit for 

5 temporary use on a month-to-month basis under those conditions 

6 whioh will best serve the interests of the’State and subject to 

7 a maximum term of one year and other restrictions under the law; 

8 provided that [ea~’): 

9 (1) Where an application has been made for a lease under 

10 this section to continue a previously authorized 

11 disposition of water rights, a holdover may be 

12 authorized annually until the pending application for 

13 the disposition of• water rights is finally resolved or 

14 for a total of three consecutive one-year holdovers, 

15 whichever occurs sooner; provided that the total 

16 - period of the holdover for any applicant shall not 

17 exceed three years; provided further that the holdover 

18 is consistent with the public trust doctrine; 

HB25O1 CD1 HMS 2016-3425 a 
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1 (2) ~ disposition by lease shall be subject to 

2 disapproval by the legislature by two-thirds vote of 

3 either the senate or the house of representatives or 

4 by majority vote of both in any regular or special 

5 session next following the date of disposition; 

6 [providcd furthc~ that s.ftcr] and 

7 (3) After a certain land or water use has been authorized 

8 by the board subsequ.ent to public hearings and 

9 conservation district use application and 

10 environmental impact statement approvals, water used 

ii in nonpolluting ways, for nonconsumptive purposes 

12 because it is returned to the same stream or other 

13 body of water from which it was drawn, and essentially 

14 not affecting the volume and quality of water orbiota 

15 in the stream or other body of water, may also be 

16 leased by the board with the prior approval of the 

17 governor and the prior authorization of the 

18 legislature by concurrent resolution.. 

19 SECTION 2. The department of land and natural resources 

20 shall prepare and submit annual reports to the legislature no 

21 later than twenty days before the convening of each of the 

HB2501 COl I~4S 2016-34•25 

l~I~f1111111 ~ 
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1 regular sessions of 2017, 2018. 2019, and 2020. The reports 

2 shall include: 

3 (1) The status of applications to continue previously-~ 

4 authorized dispositions of water rights; 

5 (2) Actions taken on the applications during the fiscal 

6 period of July 1, 2016, to November 30, 2016, fiscal 

7 year 2016—2017, fiscal year 2017—2018, and fiscal year 

8 2018—2019, respectively; and. 

9 (3) Any relevant recommendations for legislative action or 

10 appropriation. 

11 SECTION 3. Statutory material to be repealed is bracketed 

12 and stricken. New statutory material is underscored. 

13 SECTION 4. This Act shall take effect upon its approval, 

14 and shall apply to applications for a lease to continue a 

15 previously authorized disposition of water rights that are 

16 pending before the board of land and natural resources on the 

17 effective date of this Act or filed with the board of land and 

18 natural resources on or after the effective date of this Act, 

19 but prior to June 30, 2019; provided that: 

20 (1) This Act shall be repealed on June 30, 2019, and 

21 section 171-58(c), Rawali Revised Statutes, shall be 

EB2SO1 OD1 RMS 2016-3425 

~II 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

(2) 

reenacted in the form in which it read on the day 

prior to the effective date of this Act; and 

Any holdovers first applied for under this Act prior 

to ~June 30, 2019, may be reauthorized, as provided in 

section J. of this Act, beyond June 30, 2019. 

APPROVED this 27 day of JUN , 2016 

GOVERNOR OF~E-SlATE~F HAWAII 

HB2502. CD]. ElMS 2016-3425 
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Water Revocable Permits on Hawaii and Kauai as of September 2016 

Doc No. Permittee Name Location State Land Lease From Leased Comments 
Use District Area 

(acres) 
RP S-7054 KAPAPALA RANCH Kau, Hawaii; (3) Conservation 10/13/1995 23,408.46 This revocable permit overlies General Lease 

9-8-1:13,9,10; 9- No. 5-5374 to Kapapala Ranch, which results in 
7-1:1 the large acreage being stated in the “Lsed Area 

(acres) column. The RP does not identify a 
separate land area for the RP by itself. 
Permittee applied for a water lease on 8/29/16 
for watering livestock and wildlife (consumptive 

RP S-7088 LINDER, JEFFREY S. Kawaihau, Kauai; Conservation 10/1/1996 125 Permittee applied for a water lease on 9/1/16 
(4) 4-9-001:001 for county water supply and irrigation purposes 

. ‘consumDtive use). 
RP S-7234 WOOD VALLEY WATER Kau, Hawaii; (3) Conservation 8/1/2000 0.006 Permittee applied for a water lease on 8/24/16 

& FARM COOP 9-7-001:001 for public drinking water, irrigation and 
livestock watering purposes (consumptive use). 
The water source is not currently developed. 

RP S-7267 WOOD VALLEY WATER Kau, Hawaii; (3) Conservation 4/1/2004 0 Permittee applied for a water lease on 8/24/16 
& FARM COOPERATIVE 9-7-001:001 for public drinking water, irrigation and 

watering livestock purposes (consumptive use). 

RP S-7310 EAST KAUAI WATER Kawaihau, Kauai; Conservation 4/1/2002 6,700.00 Permittee applied for a water lease on 8/26/16 
USERS COOP. (4) 4-1, 2, 4, 6, 7, for irrigation and other purposes (consumptive 

S_____________ use). 
RP 5-7340 KAUAI ISLAND UTILITY Lihue, Kauai; (4) Conservation 1/1/2003 0 Permittee applied for a water lease on 7/20/01 

COOPERATIVE 3-9-001:001 for hydroelectric power generation purposes. 
Use considered consumptive because water is 
not returned to the stream from which it was 

.— ---.--——-— — —.-— - -~ -———— drawn. 
RP 5-7426 KUAHIWI Kau, Hawaii; (3) Conservation 11/1/2006 0 Permittee applied for a water lease on 8/3/16 

CONTRACTORS, INC. 9-7-1:1,15 for livestock watering purposes (consumptive 
use). 

EX~fl~T” 



Water Revocable Permits on Hawaii and Kauai as of September 2016 

RP 5-7432 EDMUND C. OLSON, Kau, Hawaii; (3) Conservation 3/1/2007 1.82 Permittee applied for a water lease on 8/9/16 
TRUSTEE OF THE 9-6-6; 9-6-7; 9-6- for irrigation and livestock watering purposes 
EDMUND C. OLSON 8; 9-7-1 (consumptive use). 
TRUST No. 2 

RP 5-7463 HAWAII ELECTRIC LIGHT South Hilo, Conservation 12/1/2010 0 On 8/24/16, permittee submitted an application 
CO., INC. Hawaii; (3) 2-6- for a water lease and other necessary 

009 dispositions for hydroelectric power generation 
purposes (non-consumptive). 
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WATER PERMITS HAWAII AND KAUAI - SUMMARY OF WATER USAGE REPORTS 

•~ij~ti~ Permittee Source I Period of Use I Gallons Used Gallons/Month I Gallons/Year 
S-7054 Kapapala Ranch Makakupu 1/1/18-6/30/18 4,858,100 809,683 2018 4,858,100 

Tunnel, Kau, 7/1/17-12/31/17 5,185,400 864,233 2017— 9,753,800 
Hawaii 1/1/17-6/30/17 4,568,400 761,400 

7/1/16-12/31/16 5,733,700 955,617 2016 10,847,500 
1/1/16-6/30/16 5,113,800 852,300 
7/1/15-12/31/15 4,578,200 763,033 2015 10,311,100 

~ 1/1/15-6/30/15 5,732,900 955,483 
7/1/14-12/31/14 6,061,900 1,010,317 2014 10,681,800 
1/1/14-6/30/14 4,619,900 769,983 
7/1/13-12/31/13 4,414,500 735,750 2013 9,051,200 
1/1/13-6/30/13 4,636,700 772,783 
7/1/12-12/31/12 5,019,400 836,567 2012 9,959,600 
1/1/12-6/30/12 4,940,200 823,367 
7/1/11 - 12/31/11 4,769,800 794,967 2011 = 9,975,400 
1/1/11-6/30/11 5,205,600 867,600 
1/1/10-12/31/10 7,469,500 622,458 2010 = 7,469,500 
1/1/09-12/31/09 10,800,200 900,017 2009 = 10,800,200 
1/1/08-12/31/08 12,026,800 1,002,233 2008 12,026,800 

Lindner, Jeffrey Moloaa Well No. No requirement in 
S. 1, Kawaihau, permit to report water 

Kauai usa:e. 
Wood Valley Weda Tunnel, N/A — source not None None None 
Water and Farm Kau, Hawaii developed 
Coo.erative 

S-7267 Wood Valley Noguchi Tunnel, 7/6/18-10/3/18 14,717,900 4,905,967 2018 = 39,785,300 
Water and Farm Kau, Hawaii 4/6/18-7/5/18 13,226,400 4,408,800 
Cooperative 1/20/18-4/05/18 11,841,000 3,947,000 

10/6/17-1/19/18 10,886,400 3,628,800 2017 34,490,100 — 

7/5/17-10/5/17 9,353,800 3,117,933 
4/5/17-7/5/17 7,797,100 2,599,033 
1/5/17-4/1 17 6,452,800 2,150,933 
10/1/16-1/4/17 4,728,800 1,576,267 2016— 10,277,034 
7/1/16-10/1/16 3,770,500 1,256,833 
10/2/15-7/1/16 2,660,600 296,289 2016 1,777,734 



10/10/14-10/1/15 6,150,000 512,500 2015 = 6,150,000 
11/25/13-10/9/14 5,888,655 560,824 2014 = 6,729,891 
12/30/12-11/24/13 792,350 66,029 2013 792,350 
11/19/11-12/29/12 7,137,695 594,808 2012 7,137,695 
9/22/10-11/18/11 6,897,500 492,679 2011 5,912,148 
10/8/09-9/21/10 6,823,150 593,317 2010 7,119,804 
6/5/09-10/7/09 5,146,600 1,286,650 2009 8,540,652 
12/13/08-6/6/09 4,092,395 71 1,721 
5/13/08-12/12/08 4,722,555 674,651 2008 8,095,809 

S-7310 East Kauai Water Kawaihau, Kauai 1/1/18-6/30/18 175,370,000 29,228,333 2018 175,370,000 
Users’ 5/1/17-12/31/17 253,950,000 31,743,750 2017 253,950,000 
Cooperative 9/1/16-10/31/16 81,310,000* 40,655,000* 2016 81,310,000* 

S-7340 Kauai Island Lihue, Kauai See Exhibit 5-A 
Utility attached. 
Cooperative 

S-7426 Kuahiwi Mountain House 1/1/18-9/30/18 29,506,900 3,278,544 2018 29,506,900 
Contractors, Inc. Tunnel, Kau, 1/1/17-12/31/17 30,379,800 2,531,650 2017 = 30,379,800 

Hawaii 1/1/16-12/31/16 33,749,000 2,789,917 2016 = 33,749,000 
1/1/15-12/31/15 43,515,500 3,626,292 2015 = 43,515,500 
1/1/14-12/31/14 44,338,000 3,694,833 2014 = 44,338,000 
1/1/13-12/31/13 38,331,000 3,194,250 2013 = 38,331,000 
1/1/12-12/31/12 24,533,000 2,044,417 2012 = 24,533,000 
1/1/11-9/30/11 9,586,680 1,065,187 2011 = 12,782,244 
7/14/10-11/10 8,431,300 

S-7432 Edmund C. Noguchi & other 9/15/18 740,955 740,955 2018 = 5,476,669 
Olson, Trustee ancillary tunnels, 8/5/18 740,650 740,650 

Kau, Hawaii 7/10/18 740,320 740,320 
6/15/18 739,760 739,760 
5/9/18 712,430 712,430 
4/5/18 640,565 640,565 
3/5/18 605,623 605,623 
1/2/18-2/1/18 556,366 556,366 
12/5/17-1/1/18 536,939 536,939 2017 = 3,234,905 
11/10/17-12/4/17 571,512 571,512 
8 29 l7~11/9/l7** 505,201 505,201 
5/25/17-6/30/17 442,688 442,688 
3/1/17-5/31/I 7*** 1,178,565 392,855 
1/1/16-7/31/16 2,723,620 389,089 2016 2,723,620 



1/1/15-12/31/15 4,353,647 362,804 2015 =4,353,647 
1/1/14-12/31/14 22,810,930 1,900911 2014 = 22,810,930 
1/1/13-12/31/13 30,241,050 2,520,088 2013 = 30,241,050 
8/1/1 2~9/30/12** 9,184,900 4,592,450 
1/1/11-4/25/1 1** 19,875,000 4,416,666 

S-7463 Hawaii Electric Wailuku River, No requirement in 
Light Co., Inc. South Hilo, permit to report water 

Hawaii usage. 
*Estimated 

**Data incomplete due to meter malfunction. 
***Data incomplete due to staff turnover. 



EXHIBIT SA: RP S-7340.-- SUMMARY OF WATER USAGE REPORTS 2016 TO PRESENT 

RP No. Permittee Source Period of Use Gallons Used Gallons/Month 
S-7340 Kauai Island North Wailua July2018 165,456,300 165,456,300 

Utility Ditch, below June 2018 35,961,910 35,961,910 
Cooperative North Fork May 2018 143,345,100 143,345,100 

Wailua Stream April 2018 274,094,100 274,094,100 
March 2018 643,239,600 643,239,600 
February 2018 471,315,900 471,315,900 
January 2018 376,418,900 376,418,900 
December 2017 0 0 
November 2017 18,961,990 18,961,990 
October 2017 N/A N/A 
September 2017 251,777,600 251,777,600 
August 2017 162,408,500 162,408,500 
July 2017 211,953,900 211,953,900 
June 2017 301,407,300 301,407,300 
May 2017 498,971,600 498,971,600 
April 2017 361,823,800 361,823,800 
March 2017 160,989,300 160,989,300 
February 2017 272,846,400 272,846,400 
January2017 306,989,900 306,989,900 
December 2016 295,666,200 295,666,200 
November 2016 384,537,700 384,537,700 
October 2016 371,305,200 371,305,200 
September 2016 476,927,700 476,927,700 
August 2016 597,374,700 597,374,700 
July 2016 487,864,100 487,864,100 
June 2016 557,869,000 557,869,000 
May 2016 498,971,600 498,971,600 
April 2016 425,574,100 425,574,100 
March 2016 257,822,800 257,822,800 
February 2016 218,973,300 218,973,300 
January 2016 230.427.800 230.427.800 

Gallons/Year 
2018 = 2,109,831,810 

2017 = 2,548,130,290 

2016 = 4,803,314,200 



2-24 North Wailua Ditch below North Fork Wailua Stream; Kauai Island Utility Cooperative, KIUC 

WUR ID Start Date End Date Days 
Count 

MG Gallons Mgd CFS 

1196 1/1/2016 1/31/2016 31 230.428 230427800 7.433 11.499 
1195 12/1/2015 12/31/2015 31 476.26 476259800 15.363 23.767 
1133 11/1/2015 11/30/2015 30 461.6 461600000 15.387 23.803 
1128 10/1/2015 10/31/2015 31 173.1 173100000 5.584 8.638 
1136 9/1/2015 9/30/2015 30 74.8 74800000 2.493 3.857 
1130 8/1/2015 8/31/2015 31 292.1 292100000 9.423 14.577 
1132 7/1/2015 7/31/2015 31 325 325000000 10.484 16.219 
1127 6/1/2015 6/30/2015 30 254.7 254700000 8.49 13.134 
1134 5/1/2015 5/31/2015 31 302.5 302500000 9.758 15.096 
1131 4/1/2015 4/30/2015 30 396.7 396700000 13.223 20.456 
1137 3/1/2015 3/31/2015 31 321.9 321900000 10.384 16.064 
1129 2/1/2015 2/28/2015 28 206 206000000 7.357 11.381 
1135 1/1/2015 1/31/2015 31 114.7 114700000 3.7 5.724 
1055 12/1/2014 12/31/2014 31 273.012 273011600 8.807 13.624 
1054 11/1/2014 11/30/2014 30 248.843 248843300 8.295 12.832 
1053 10/1/2014 10/31/2014 31 359.652 359651600 11.602 17.948 
1052 9/1/2014 9/30/2014 30 211.954 211953500 7.065 10.93 
1051 8/1/2014 8/31/2014 31 227.645 227644700 7.343 11.36 
1049 7/1/2014 7/31/2014 31 263.243 263243100 8.492 13.137 
1050 6J1/2014 6/30/2014 30 338.7 338700000 11.29 17.466 
1044 5/1/2014 5/31/2014 31 321.5 321500000 10.371 16.044 
1039 4/1/2014 4/30/2014 30 358.8 358800000 11.96 18.502 
1041 3/1/2014 3/31/2014 31 362.8 362800000 11.703 18.105 
1028 2/1/2014 2/28/2014 28 248.249 248249000 8.866 13.716 
1047 1/1/2014 1/31/2014 31 252.658 252658100 8.15 12.608 

961 12/1/2013 12/31/2013 31 223.859 223858600 7.221 11.171 
960 11/1/2013 11/30/2013 30 322.421 322421500 10.747 16.626 
959 10/1/2013 10/31/2013 31 304.399 304398900 9.819 15.19 
958 9/1/2013 9/30/2013 30 284.769 284769200 9.492 14.685 
957 8/1/2013 8/31/2013 31 265.457 265457500 8.563 13.247 
956 7/1/2013 7/31/2013 31 346.967 346967200 11.192 17.315 
955 6/1/2013 6/30/2013 30 321.283 321282800 10.709 16.567 
954 5/1/2013 5/31/2013 31 329.765 329765000 10.638 16.456 
953 4/1/2013 4/30/2013 30 84.732 84732200 2.824 4.369 
952 3/1/2013 3/31/2013 31 250.228 250228200 8.072 12.487 
951 2/1/2013 2/28/2013 28 292,366 292365700 10.442 16.153 
950 1/1/2013 1/31/2013 31 419.058 419058100 13.518 20.912 
738 12/1/2012 12/31/2012 31 362.436 362436100 11.691 18.087 
737 11/1/2012 11/30/2012 30 196.254 196254300 6.542 10.12 
736 10/1/2012 10/31/2012 31 192.585 192584800 6.212 9.611 
735 9/1/2012 9/30/2012 30 345.439 345439300 11.515 17.813 
734 8/1/2012 8/31/2012 31 319.99 319990300 10.322 15.969 

641 7/1/2012 7/31/2012 31 359.946 359946200 11.611 17.962 
640 6/1/2012 6/30/2012 30 295.136 295135900 9.838 15.219 

EXHIBIT 5-A 



639 5/1/2012 5/31/2012 31 355.582 355582300 11.47 17.745 
638 4/1/2012 4/30/2012 30 395.908 395908000 13.197 20.416 
637 3/1/2012 3/31/2012 31 354.914 354914200 11.449 17.711 
636 2/1/2012 2/29/2012 29 253.459 253459300 8.74 13.52 1 
635 1/1/2012 1/31/2012 31 205.321 205320800 6.623 10.246 
634 12/1/2011 12/31/2011 31 413.215 413214900 13.33 20.621 
633 11/1/2011 11/30/2011 30 368.388 368388100 12.28 18.997 
632 10/1/2011 10/31/2011 31 230.686 230685900 7.441 11.512 
631 9/1/2011 9/30/2011 30 272.714 272713600 9.09 14.063 
630 8/1/2011 8/31/2011 31 337.976 337975700 10.902 16.866 
629 7/1/2011 7/31/2011 31 348.278 348278300 11.235 17.38 
628 6/1/2011 6/30/2011 30 428.988 428988200 14.3 22.121 
627 5/1/2011 5/31/2011 31 189.327 189327000 6.107 9.448 
626 4/1/2011 4/30/2011 30 395.513 395512500 13.184 20.395 
625 3/1/2011 3/31/2011 31 406.502 406502000 13.113 20.286 
624 2/1/2011 2/28/2011 28 339.198 339198100 12.114 18.741 
623 1/1/2011 1/31/2011 31 269.273 269272600 8.686 13.438 
622 12/1/2010 12/31/2010 31 421.906 421905500 13.61 21.054 
621 11/1/2010 11/30/2010 30 394.509 394509000 13.15 20.344 
620 10/1/2010 10/31/2010 31 230.686 230685900 7.441 11.512 
619 9/1/2010 9/30/2010 30 224.347 224347400 7.478 11.569 
618 8/1/2010 8/31/2010 31 346.815 346814700 11.188 17.307 
486 7/1/2010 7/31/2010 31 281.626 281626200 9.085 14.054 
486 5/1/2010 5/31/2010 31 357.879 357878500 11.544 17.859 
486 6/1/2010 6/30/2010 30 301.807 301806800 10.06 15.563 
486 4/1/2010 4/30/2010 30 413.077 413077100 13.769 21.301 
456 3/1/2010 3/31/2010 31 383.416 383415600 12.368 19.134 
455 2/1/2010 2/28/2010 28 201.66 201659700 7.202 11.142 
454 1/1/2010 1/31/2010 31 285.311 285311400 9.204 14.238 
372 10/1/2008 10/31/2008 31 299.491 299490700 9.661 14.946 
294 9/1/2008 9/30/2008 30 352.421 352421000 11.747 18.173 
289 8/1/2008 8/31/2008 31 404.439 404438500 13.046 20.183 
288 7/1/2008 7/31/2008 31 396.97 396969800 12.805 19.81 
280 6/1/2008 6/30/2008 30 374.48 374479800 12.483 19.311 
272 5/1/2008 5/31/2008 31 286.824 286824000 9.252 14.313 
266 4/1/2008 4/30/2008 30 304.73 304730000 10.158 15.714 
260 3/1/2008 3/31/2008 31 377.867 377866500 12.189 18.857 
250 2/1/2008 2/29/2008 29 413.942 413942300 14.274 22.082 
247 1/1/2008 1/31/2008 31 217.491 217491000 7.016 10.854 
241 12/1/2007 12/31/2007 31 99.648 99648060 3.214 4.973 
240 11/1/2007 11/30/2007 30 300.329 300328800 10.011 15.487 
233 10/1/2007 10/31/2007 31 441.357 441357100 14.237 22.025 

128 9/1/2007 9/30/2007 30 309.436 309435900 10.315 15.957 
127 8/1/2007 8/31/2007 31 259.002 259001500 8.355 12.925 
126 7/1/2007 7/31/2007 31 242 8 242800000 7.832 12.117 
125 6/1/2007 6/30/2007 30 464.599 464599000 15.487 23.958 
124 5/1/2007 5/31/2007 31 216.645 216644700 6.989 10.811 



123 4/1/2007 
122 3/1/2007 
121 2/1/2007 
120 1/1/2007 
119 12/1/2006 
229 11/1/2006 
228 10/1/2006 
118 9/1/2006 
117 8/1/2006 
116 7/1/2006 
115 6/1/2006 

4/30/2007 
3/31/2007 
2/28/2007 
1/31/2007 

12/31/2006 
11/30/2006 
10/31/2006 
9/30/2006 
8/31/2006 
7/31/2006 
6/30/2006 

30 
31 
28 
31 
31 
30 
31 
30 
31 
31 
30 

248.5 
23.2 

110.7 
64.3 

42 
53.7 

370.45 
343.5 

256.47 
326.4 

363 

248500000 8.283 12.814 
23200000 0.748 1.158 

110700000 3.954 6.116 
64300000 2.074 3.209 
42000000 1.355 2.096 
53700000 1.79 2.769 

370450000 11.95 18.487 
343500000 11.45 17.713 
256470000 8.273 12.799 
326400000 10.529 16.288 
363000000 12.1 18.719 



~Kaua’i Island 
~Utffity Cooperative 

Your Touch5tone Euergy Cooperative 

November 16, 2018 

Mr. Ian Hirokawa, Special Projects Coordinator 
Department of Land and Natural Resources 
Land Division 
P.O. Box 621 
Honolulu, HawaiI 96809 

RE: Updates on KIUC Activities per BLNR Request 

Dear Mr. Hirokawa: 

This letter provides a summary of Kaua’i Island Utility Cooperative’s (KIUC) activities at the diversion facilities 
located on the North Fork River and Waikoko Streams, which they manage and operate through Revocable Permit 
No. S 7340. We are also requesting an opportunity to present these updates directly to the Board of Land and — 

Natural Resources (BLNR) at the December2018 meeting. 

As you know, during the December 2017 meeting RP No. S-7340 was approved for holdover by the BLNR with 
an amendment as outlined below and memorialized in the BLNR meeting minutes approved on January 12,2018: 

1. Within one year, KIUC will provide the Board with a proposal for the partial restoration of flow to the 
Wailua River (which could be satisfied by the adoption of interim instream flow standards). 

2. Direct DLNR staff to work with landowners on what is expected for the watershed management plan. 
3. KIUC shall consult with the Department of Hawaiian Homelands (DHHL) and honor DHHL’s 

reservation rights of water under the law. 

KIUC has taken the following steps to meet these conditions: 
On December 12, 2017, the KIUC Board approved funds for temporary modifications to the ditch system 
that will ensure stream flow continuity during all flow conditions. These modifications included 
constricting inflow into the ditch and releasing water at the sluice gate immediately downstream of the 
spillway. Also, KIUC has completed draft designs of long-term modifications to the spillway structures at 
both North Fork and Waikoko that will maintain interim instream flow standards (IIFS) as set by CWRM. 
The draft designs have been submitted to CWRM for review. 
On January 9,2018, KIUC met with DHHL and discussed DHHL’s plans on DHHL lands located within 
the Wailua watershed and any associated water needs. In March, KIUC hosted DHHL for a site visit of 
the North Fork and Waikoko diversions and the Waiahi Hydropower Plants. In September 2018 CWRM 
approved a DHHL water reservation of 1.2213 MOD for DFJHL for waters from the surface water 
hydrologic unit of WaiLua. 

• KIUC has been in regular contact with DOFAW regarding expectations for the watershed management 
plan associated with water lease requirements. 
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As background, KIUC applied with the Board of Land and Natural Resources (BLNR~ for a water lease in 2004. 
At that time the Office of Hawaiian Affairs (01-IA) filed a request for a contested case, which was later withdrawn 
due to the execution in 2006 of a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) between 01-IA and KIUC. Per conditions 
set forth in the MOA, KIUC completed a Stream Biota Study in 2013, and a draft Cuttural Impact As~essinent 
(CIA) was completed in 2017. KItJC is currently undertaking additional cultural resource studies that will be 
included in the final CIA, which will likeLy be completed by the end ofthis year. 

Additionally, KIUC has completed other studies in support of an environmental disclosure document including a 
flora fauna survey, an update to the Stream Biota Study and additional stream studies, and additional cultural and 
archaeological surveys. Initial study results have indicated that a minimal flow release at the North Fork and 
Waikoko diversions will address stream connectivity and ensure mauka to makai flow and there are no 
identifiable impacts to stream health or aquatic species, cultural and archaeological resources, or taro cultivation 
in the watershed. 

While there are no construction activities related to KIUC’s request for a water lease and no change of use of the 
facilities, KIUC is including plans for modifications at the spillway structures at North Fork and Waikoko streams 
in the environmental disclosure document, since this work would be implemented immediately after a water lease 
is granted. The diversions are located within the conservation district and the work associated with these spillway 
modifications may require the following permits: conservation district use permit, a SCAP from CWRM, 
consultation with SNPD, and possibly a 404 and 401. KIUC is consulting with the associated regulatoty agencies 
regarding plans and associated permitting requirements. 

We would appreciate the opportunity to give a presentation to the Board updating them on the work KIIJC has 
accomplished over the last year in direct response to the Board’s requests and in support of an environmental 
assessment. 

Best regards, 

David Bissell 
President and Chief executive Officer 

Cc: Laurel Loo, Shirainizu, Leo, & Nakamura, LLP 
Dawn Huff, Joule Group 
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ALEXANDER & BALDWIN 
PARTNEPS FOR HAWAII 

September 16, 2019 

VIA E-MAIL and U.S. MAIL 

Ms. Suzanne Case, Chairperson 
and Members of the Board of Land and Natural Resources 

State of Hawaii 
P.O. Box 621 
Honolulu, HI 96809 

RE: Holdover of Revocable Permits Nos. 5-7263. S-7264, and 5-7265 issued to Alexander & 
Baldwin, Inc. and Revocable Permit No. 5-7266 issued to East Maui Irrigation Company, Limited 
for Water Use on the Island of Maui 

Dear Chair Case: 

‘The purpose óf~this letter is to provide a status report on A&B/EMI’s compliance with permit 
conditiops imposed by the Board of Land and Natural Resources (“BLNR”) as part of its November 9, 
2018 approval of the holdover of Revocable Permits Nos 5-7263, S-7264, and S-7265 issued to 
Alexander & Baldwin, Inc (“A&B”) and Revocable Permit No S-7266 issued to East Maui Irrigation 
Company, Limited (“EM(’) for~the calendar year 2019 We are providing this status report at this time in 
response to the request of the LandtDivision, who has expressed the intent to place the renewal of 
existing water revoc~i,le permits (including the subject permits) before the BLNR for consideration at its 
Octóber.11~2019rn4eting. 

:The attached documentIi~ts eachof~the permitconditions and corresponding compliance 
actions undertaken as of the date of this letter We have also attached a copy of the staff 
recommebdation and relevant portion of the minutes of the BLNR’s November 9, 2018 meeting relating 
to the subject permits These two documents are the source of the permit conditions listed on the 
attached. 

Wewould also like to note that in December 2018, A&B sold the majority of its former sugar 
cane lands on Maui to Mahi Pono, LLC and its related entities (collectively referred to as “Mahi Pono”), 
including the Central Maui agricultural lands which have been irrigated for over 100 years by the EMI 
Aqueduct System Mahi Pono’s objective is the same as that articulated by A&B at the BLNR’s November 
9, 2018 meeting—to transition as much of the former sugarcane land as possible to diversified 
agriculture. In February 2019, Mahi Pono became a.co-Q~iher of EMI. 
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During 2019, water collection enabled by these East Maui revocable permits continued to serve 
the needs of the public water systems that serves Upcountry Maui and Nahiku, both owned and 
operated by the County of Maui Department of Water Supply, as well as the County’s Kula Ag Park and 
increasing diversified agricultural activities in Central Maui undertaken by Mahi Pono. Maintaining these 
Central Maui lands in agriculture is consistent with the state’s constitutional mandate to protect 
important agricultural lands, as well as the Hawaii State Plan, Maui Countywide Policy Plan, Maui Island 
Plan, and Maui community plans. These uses of East Maui stream water are further recognized and 
confirmed by the June 20, 2018 Interim Instream Flow Standard (“IIFS”) decision issued by the 
Commission on Water Resource Management (“CWRM”) for East Maui streams, 24 of which are within 
the area covered by the East Maui RP’s. The diversion and use of East Maui stream water this year has 
been in compliance with the CWRM’s June 2018 IIFS decision, as noted in the attached permit 
compliance status report. 

Lastly, we would like to note the achievement of a significant milestone toward the issuance of a 
long-term State water lease for East Maui, in lieu of these revocable permits (“Proposed Water Lease”). 
The Draft Environmental Impact Statement (“DEIS”) for the Proposed Water Lease has been submitted 
to the Office of Environmental Quality Control, and our understanding is that the Notice of Availability 
will be published in the OEQC’s September 23, 2019 bulletin, The Environmental Notice, making the 
document available to the public for review and initiating the 45-day public comment period. Assuming 
no unexpected delays, we estimate that a Final EIS can be published in June 2020 and accepted later 
that summer. 

Please do not hesitate to contact us, if you have any questions on the attached permit 
compliance status report. 

Very Truly Yours, 

Meredith J. Ching, A&B/EM 

cc: Ian Hirokawa, Land Division (via email) 



HOLDOVER OF EAST MAUI WATER PERMITS 
2018 BLNR CONDITIONS: STATUS OF COMPLIANCE 

AS OF SEPTEMBER 16, 2019 

CONDITIONS PER 11/9/18 STAFF SUBMITTAL (pp. 7, 8) 

3. Require the holdover of the revocable permits to incorporate the June 20, 2018 order of the 
Commission on Water Resource Management (CWRM). There shall be no diversion from the 
streams listed in the CWRM order, and the timing for stopping the diversions shall be in 
accordance with the aforesaid CWRM order. 

The Commission on Water Resource Management (CWRM) issued its East Maui Interim Instream 
Flow Standard (“llFS”) decision on June 20, 2018. No appeals were filed at the end of the 30-day 
appeal period, rendering the decision final. 

The current need for water from the East Maui streams averages approximately 27 million gallons 
per day (MGD), and only that amount of water is being diverted from the East Maui watershed. This 
amount is well within the bounds of the 2018 llFS decision with respect to total quantity as well as 
the use of specific streams. This water is being used to supply the County of Mauifor its Nahiku and 
Upcountry Maui water systems, the Kula Ag Park, as well as fire suppression needs, and for 
agricultural uses in Central Maui, on lands now owned and managed by Mahi Pono. So far, these 
agricultural uses include over 500 acres ofsweet potato, 60 acres of red and white potato, 40 acres 
of citrus, over 500 acres of sorghum grass for cattle feed, and 6,500 acres of irrigated pasture to 
support rotational grazing for 1,300 head of cattle. 

Mahi Pono plans the continued expansion of its agricultural operations, which will result in a 
corresponding increase in the need for water from the East Maui. That said, the Permittees — and by 
extension, Mahi Pono are committed to the efficient use of East Maui stream water. Mahi Pono’s — 

total amount of water usage together with that of the County of Maui will not exceed the limits of 
the IIFS decision at any point during its expansion. 

The Permittees have also made significant progress on the diversion modifications in compliance 
with the 2018 llFS decision. Priority is being given to the modifications needed to effect the 
permanent abandonment of the diversions on the seven ‘taro’ streams. While 90-95% of the stream 
flow has been returned/redirected back into these taro streams, return of the remaining 5-10% 
requires work on the diversions that can trigger government agency review and sometimes 
permitting requirements on the Federal, State and County level. Given the magnitude and the 
varying complexity of the diversion modification work that is needed to comply with the entirety of 
the 2018 llFS decision, the Permittees have worked closely with the CWRM staff At staff’s 
suggestion, for permitting purposes, the taro stream modification work was divided into four 
categories, based on the complexity of the needed work. To-date, the fifteen (15) Category 1 
diversions have received all of the necessary approvals, and work on eleven (11) of the diversions has 
been completed. The work on the remaining four (4) Category 1 diversions will be completed before 
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the end of September 2019. The Permittees also sought and received the initial permitting approvals 
from the CWRM (Stream Diversion Works Permits, “SDWP’s”)for fifteen (15) additional Category 2 
diversions and eleven (11) Category 3 diversions in February and August 2019 respectively, and are 
now pursuing the remaining reviews/approvals from the other government agencies needed before 
work can commence. Category 4 diversions (29) are expected to be before the CWRMfor SDWP 
approval before the end of the year. 

The Permittees have also initiated discussions with CWRM staff on IIFS compliance for the ‘non-taro 
streams.’ A draft work plan has been submitted to CWRMfor 41 diversions on 17 additional streams 
that are implicated by the 2018 IIFS decision. Once the work plan is approved by CWRM, the 
Permittees will begin the broader agency review and permitting process. In the meantime, the 
Permittees are in compliance with the IIFS decision with respect to flow requirements (i.e. by 
individual streams and total quantity offlow) . Connectivity requirements of the IlFS decision are 
being met to the extent possible without the physical modifications that require governmental 
reviews and approvals. The draft work plan transmitted by the Permittees to the CWRM does 
address means of achieving full connectivity compliance for these additional streams. 

In summary, the Permittees’ diversion of water under the subject 2019 RP’s has been in compliance 
with the CWRM’s June 20, 2018 IIFS order with respect to flow volumes, by individual streams, and 
compliance with connectivity requirements has been met to the extent legally possible without 
further governmental review and approvals. In addition, significant progress has been made on 
pursuing the modifications and abandonment of diversions on the seven ‘taro streams’, an 
established priority both for the permittees and the State. 

4. There shall be no waste of water. All diverted water shall be put to beneficial agricultural use or 
municipal use 

Status: See uses outlined in response to #3 above. All are beneficial uses related agriculture and 
municipal/public needs. 

5. Any amount of water diverted under the revocable permits shall be for reasonable and beneficial 
use and always in compliance with the amended llFS 

Status: See responses to #3 and #4 above. 

6. The holdover shall comply with all conditions required by the CWRM’s Amended IIFS Decision 

Status: As mentioned above, total water divertedfor use in Upcountry and Central Maui has 
approximated 27 MGD this past year, which is well within the bounds of the CWRM’s 2018 IIFS 
decision with respect to diversion of specific streams and total amount of water diverted. Significant 
progress was achieved by the Permittees in 2019 relative to pursuing the ditch system/diversion 
modifications that are necessary to ensure IIFS compliance even at higher levels of diversion, which 
will occur over time as Mahi Pono’s agricultural activity is expanded. 
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Another condition of the 2018 !IFS decision was a requirement that EM!, HC&S, County of Maui and 
Native Hawaiian Legal Corporation each provide a one-year status report on specific items. EM! and 
Mahi Pono (as successor to HC&S) submitted reports on June 20, 2019. Copies of those letters are 
attached 

7. Permittee shall provide a specific report on the progress regarding the removal of diversions and 
fixing of the pipe issues before the end of the holdover period 

Status: This permit condition is the same as the year prior which we believe related to a pipe at 
Pualoa (aka Puolua) Stream at the Lowrie Ditch. In last year’s status report, we reported that the 
pipe had been extended to provide wetted pathways for the movement of stream biota on Pualoa 
Stream. At the 2018 BLNR hearing on the subject RP’s (for 2019), statements were made that the 
pipe needs to be extended further to go under the road and that there were two 4” rusted pipes that 
needed to be removed from the area (see attached minutes of the November 9, 2018 BLNR meeting, 
page 6 of 25, sixth paragraph). Accordingly, the two 4” pipes have since been removed from the 
watershed and a new design intended to improve fish migration has been incorporated in the 
diversion modification plan for compliance with the llFS, and recently approved by the CWRM in its 
approval of the Category 3 SWUP’s. 

8. Permittee shall cleanup trash from revocable permit areas starting with areas that are accessible 
and close to streams 

Status: The Permittees have established a number of standard operating procedures to address the 
cleanup of trash and debris in the license areas. EM! employees are instructed to look for any 
material that is not serving afunction in and around the ditch system or intakes during the course of 
their daily assignments. They are asked to report any sightings to their supervisors who then 
coordinate the prompt removal of the debris. To date, EMI has recovered several hundred feet of old 
pipe, several old wooden gates and remnant pieces of steel and concrete. EMI has also removed two 
large tractors that were abandoned in the field many decades ago. 

EMI also has in place a practice of removing any equipment and excess materials it brings into the 
license area to perform work on the ditch system as soon as the job(s) is completed. 

Given the size of the EM! crew and the size of the watershed, it is not possible to be aware of 
all debris at all times. Accordingly, EMI has reached out to watershed partners, such as 
Ms. Lucienne de Naie of the Sierra Club, to set up a process to inform EM! of any sightings of debris 
made by her or Sierra Club members so that EM! personnel can conduct prompt field visits and 
arrange for the removal of the items as appropriate. 

{00138293-2} 



BLNR ADDITIONAL CONDITIONS (11/9/18 BLNR Meeting Minutes, p.11): 

1. The Board established an interim committee to discuss water usage issues in the license area. The 
committee shall consist of five members, representing Alexander & Baldwin, Farm Bureau, OHA, 
Native Hawaiian Legal Corporation and the County of Maui. The interim committee shall meet 
once a month for the first quarter, then at least quarterly thereafter, more often as useful 

Status: On January 10, 2019, EM! transmitted a proposed plan for the interim committee 
(“Committee”) to BLNR Chair Suzanne Case for approval of its scope. This was done in an effort to 
initiate the establishment of the Committee as soon as possible, but in the absence of minutes of the 
December BLNR meeting which would have provided specific guidance. On that same date, EM! sent 
letters to the Maui County Farm Bureau, OHA, Native Hawaiian Legal Corporation and the County of 
Maui advising them of the formation of the interim committee and inviting each to designate a 
participating member. 

On February 27, 2019, Chair Case transmitted a letter to EMI, acknowledging that the proposed 
committee and scope was consistent with the Board’s intent and agreeing to it proceeding 
accordingly. On March 4, 2019, invitations were sent to the parties for a March 12, 2019 meeting. At 
that initial meeting, the parties agreed that quarterly meetings were appropriate. The second 
quarter meeting was held on July 31, 2019 and a third quarter meeting has been scheduled for 
September 30, 2019. Topics discussed include the status of llFS compliance, Mahi Pono farm plans, 
and status of the ElS, amongst others. Meeting minutes are prepared and provided to the parties 
regardless of meeting attendance. 

Copies of all of the above-referenced correspondence are attached. A fourth quarter meeting of the 
interim committee will be scheduled later in the year. 

{00138293-2} 



STATE OF HAWAII 
DEPARTMENT OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES 

Land Division 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813 

November 9, 2018 

Board of Land and Natural Resources 
State of Hawaii 
Honolulu, Hawaii MAUI 

Holdover of Revocable Permits S-7263 (Tax Map Key (2) 1-1-001:044), S-7264 (Tax 
Map Keys (2) 1-1-001:050, 2-9-014:001, 005, 011, 012 & 017) and S-7265 (Tax Map 
Key (2) l-1-002:por. 002) to Alexander and Baldwin, Inc., and S-7266 (Tax Map Keys 
(2) 1-2-004:005 & 007) to East Maui Irrigation Company, Limited, for Water Use on the 
Island of Maui. 

Pursuant to Section 92-5(a) (4), Hawaii Revised Statutes (HRS), the Board may go into 
Executive Session in order to consult with its attorney on questions and issues pertaining 
to the Board’s powers, duties, privileges, immunities and liabilities. 

LEGAL AUTHORITY: 

Section 171-58, Hawaii Revised Statutes (HRS), as amended. 

BACKGROUND: 

At its meeting on December 11, 2015, under agenda item D-14, as amended, the Board of 
Land and Natural Resources (Board) directed Land Division staff to submit annual 
revocable permit renewals by county over four meetings, with an explanation of why a 
revocable pennit is the appropriate disposition and how the rent was set. At its meeting 
on June 24, 2016, under agenda item D-7, the Board further approved the 
recommendations of the Department of Land and Natural Resources Revocable Permit 
Task Force, as amended, requesting all divisions to notate any non-compliance issues and 
pending litigation in the renewal request. In compliance with these directives, staff 
presented the revocable permits for land uses by county over four separate meetings in 
2016. However, staff omitted revocable permits for water use from the renewal requests 
because of the complex issues they present. At its meeting on December 9, 2016 under 
agenda item D-1 1, the Board approved, as amended, a one-year holdover of the existing 
water permits on the island of Maui pursuant to Section 17 1-58, HRS, as recently 
amended by Act 126 Session Laws of Hawaii 2016 (Act 126). The Board imposed 
additional conditions in granting its approval: 

1) To require the holdover of the revocable permits to incorporate the 
July 18, 2016 order of the Commission on Water Resource 

D—7 
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Management (CWRM). There shall be no diversion from the 
streams listed in the CWRM order, and the timing for stopping the 
diversions shall be in accordance with the aforesaid CWRM order; 

2) There shall be no waste of water. All diverted water shall be put to 
beneficial agricultural use or municipal use; 

3) Honomanu Stream shall also be designated as a stream from which 
no water diversion shall be permitted; 

4) A maximum of 80 million gallons per day (mgd) on average shall 
be permitted for diversions to central Maui. The permittees can 
apply for the diversion of additional water if necessary during the 
term of the permits; 

5) The pennittees shall remove (from the no-diversion streams) the 
dry areas of streams that are created by erosion caused by a 
diversion, as mentioned on pages 10-11 of the DAR report, as part 
of the restoration of streams: and 

6) The permittees and taro farmers shall each designate a point-of-
contact for their respective groups who will exchange phone 
numbers and communicate concerns from their group to the point-
of contact for the other group. 

At its meeting on November 9, 2017, the Board approved the continued holdover of the 
permits for an additional year but added additional requirements as follows: 

1) The holdover shall comply with all conditions required by the 
CWRM’s Interim Instream Flow Standards decision; 

2) Permittee shall provide a specific report on the progress regarding 
the removal of diversions and fixing of the pipe issues before the 
end of the holdover period; and 

3) Permittee shall begin cleanup of trash from revocable permit areas 
starting with areas that are accessible and close to streams. 

4) Reword the previous condition 5 so it addresses the ability of 
stream biota to move upstream. 

Staff now brings the existing water permits on the island of Maui to the Board for 
approval of an additional one-year holdover. The status as to the Board’s additional 
conditions is addressed in the Remarks section. 
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REMARKS: 

On July 1, 2016, Act 126 became law, amending Section 171-58, HRS. The amended 
section provides in part: 

Where an application has been made for a lease under this section to 
continue a previously authorized disposition of water rights, a holdover 
may be authorized annually until the pending application for the 
disposition of water rights is finally resolved or for a total of three 
consecutive one-year holdovers, whichever occurs sooner; provided that 
the total period of the holdover for any applicant shall not exceed three 
years; provided further that the holdover is consistent with the public trust 
doctrine.... 

A copy of the fill text of Act 126 is attached as Exhibit 1. In the present matter, 
applicants Alexander & Baldwin, Inc. (A&B) and East Maui Irrigation Company, Limited 
(EMI) come before the Board to request that the Board consent to the pre-existing 
holdover status of the revocable permits issued to them, as explained in the following 
section. 

Procedural History 

On May 26, 2000, the Board approved the issuance of revocable permits to A&B and 
EMI to take water from four license areas on Maui. The diverted water is transported to 
central and upcountry Maui for agricultural and domestic purposes. Four revocable 
permits were issued for four license areas, respectively, S-7263 (Honomanu), S-7264 
(Huelo), and S-7265 (Keanae) to A&B, and S-7266 (Nahiku) to EMI. See maps attached 
as Exhibit 2. 

On May 14, 2001, A&B and EMI filed an Application for Long Term Water License with 
the Board. The application sought a continuation of the existing diversions for the same 
agricultural and domestic uses through a 30-year lease of water originating from state 
lands. At its meeting on May 25, 2001, the Board heard the request, which included the 
continued issuance of interim revocable permits on an annual basis pending the issuance 
of a long-term disposition. During the meeting, there was a request for a contested case 
hearing to challenge the legality of the long term license by Na Moku Aupuni 0 Ko’olau 
Hui (Na Moku), which was granted by the Board. Pending the outcome of the contested 
case, the Board deferred action on the request and granted holdover revocable permits to 
A&B and EMI. In addition to the contested case hearing on the long term water license, 
Na Moku also filed petitions with CWRM to amend the Interim Instream Flow Standards 
(IIFS) for certain East Maui streams. The IIFS petitions resulted in litigation and a 
contested case hearing. 

The Board affirmed the holdover status of the water permits at its meeting on May 24, 
2002 and its intention to preserve the status quo until the resolution of the contested case. 
The water license contested case also led to litigation and ultimately resulted in the Board 
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issuing a Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Decision and Order on March 23, 
2007. The intent was to provide interim relief until the IIFS petitions were resolved, 
requiring A&B and EMI to decrease diversions on Waiokamilo Stream to allow for more 
water to flow downstream to the local taro growers.’ The March 23, 2007 decision 
acknowledged that the environmental review and IIFS would likely take years to resolve, 
and that the holdover was essential to the Board’s proper discharge of its public trust 
responsibilities. 

In 2015, Na Moku filed a separate action with the First Circuit Court challenging that the 
annual renewal of the revocable permits did not undergo the appropriate environmental 
review under Chapter 343, HRS. The court decided that the continuance of the revocable 
permits was not an action subject to Chapter 343, HRS. However, the court, independent 
of any claims made by Na Moku, determined that the Board exceeded its authority under 
Sections 171-10 and 171-55 HRS, in placing the revocable permits into holdover status 
for 13 years, and declared the revocable permits invalid. The decision is currently on 
appeal in the Intermediate Court of Appeals (ICA) by the County of Maui, A&B, EMI 
and the State. The Board reaffirmed that the permits were in holdover status at its 
meeting on December 11, 2015. Na Moku filed another action with the State’s 
Environmental Court challenging the December 11, 2015 reaffirmation. That matter has 
been stayed pending resolution of the appeal at the ICA. 

On June 20, 2018, CWRM issued its Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law & Decision 
and Order in the contested case hearing regarding the petition to amend the IIFS for the 
27 East Maui streams that were subject to the petition. Of those 27 streams, 10 were fully 
restored, with no diversion of water allowed. In determining the IIFS, CWRM noted that 
it was its duty to protect instream values to the extent practicable and to protect the public 
interest. However, CWRIvI must also weigh the importance of off-stream uses of water, 
including the economic impact of restricting those uses. CWRM also determined that the 
off-stream use ofwater in preserving agricultural lands and assuring adequate water 
supplies for Maui was in the public interest. CWRM’s Findings of Fact, Conclusions of 
Law & Decision and Order is available through the following link: 

http ://flles.hawaii .gov/dlnr/cwrmlcchlcchma 1301 /CCHMA 1301-201 80620-CWRM.pdf 

The Department considers the revocable permits to be in continued holdover status, until 
the resolution of the pending contested case before the Board on the water license.2 
Although the permits were invalidated by the Circuit Court, the ruling was stayed pending 
the appeal. Therefore, the permits remain in holdover status until that time. However, in 

A&B eventually ceased all diversions of Waiokamilo Stream in 2007. 
2 As noted above, the Board approved the revocable permits to be in holdover in 2001, then 

reaffirmed the holdover status in 2002 and again in 2015. The holdover status was also validated 
by the hearings officer in the 2007 contested case decision. Only the 2015 decision was 
challenged by Na Moku. The inclusion of the revocable permits in the annual renewal for all 
revocable permits brought to the Board was simply to address the annual rent, not to reconsider 
the holdover status of the permits. 

http://flles.hawaii.gov/dlnr/cwrmlcchlcchma
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an abundance of caution and in the event the decision is upheld on appeal, staff 
recommends that the Board approve the written request submitted by A&B and EMI 
(attached in part as Exhibit 33) to authorize the continued holdover of the revocable 
permits in compliance with Act 126. Staff takes the position that, despite the revocable 
permits already being in holdover status, the Board authorizing the continued holdover 
would comply with Act 126. As noted previously, Act 126 allows the Board to authorize 
annual holdovers where an application for a lease has been made to continue a previously 
authorized disposition of water rights. The Board did previously authorize the initial 
revocable permits in 2001, which have been in valid holdover since. Furthermore, A&B 
and EMI submitted their lease applications in 2001, and are currently proceeding with 
their environmental impact statement. The applications are attached as Exhibit 4. 

In their request to approve the holdover, A&B and EMI contend the holdover is 
consistent with the public trust. Specifically, the continued diversion of water through 
the ditch system is necessary to preserve the operational integrity of the ditch system, 
which will in turn keep A&B’s former sugar cane lands in central Maui viable for future 
agricultural uses, including diversified agriculture.4 Additionally, a portion of water 
diverted through the ditch system is utilized by the County of Maui to service the Nahiku 
and Upcountry Maui communities. 

Irì previous approvals for holdovers, the Department has noted that title to water 
resources is held in trust by the State for the benefit of its people, and with respect to the 
agricultural use of water, the Hawaii Constitution provides: 

The State shall conserve and protect agricultural lands, promote diversified 
agriculture, increase agricultural self-sufficiency and assure the availability 
of agriculturally suitable lands. 

Hawaii Constitution, Article XI, Section 3. 

The public lands shall be used for the development of farm and home 
ownership on as widespread a basis as possible, in accordance with 
procedures and limitations prescribed by law. 

Hawaii Constitution, Article XI, Section 10. 

Considering the foregoing constitutional provisions and in the absence of compelling 
evidence to the contrary, the Department finds that the justification provided by A&B and 
EMI is sufficient to recommend that the requested holdover is consistent with the public 
trust doctrine. Given the short term, one-year holdover period, Staff acknowledges the 
need to ensure the continued operation of the ditch system to provide water for the 
County of Maui to deliver to its residents, at a minimum. Since the IIFS has now been 

3 Due to the length of the request document, its attachments have been omitted. 
“A large portion of A&B ‘s lands in central Maui has been designated as Important Agricultural 
Lands (IAL). 
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amended by CWRM, there is greater assurance that the use of water under the revocable 
permits would be consistent with public trust responsibilities. Additionally, staff 
recommends that the Board affirm that the diversion of water under the revocable permits 
be subject to compliance with the amended IIFS. However, staff emphasizes that such 
finding is based solely within the context of Act 126, and further inquiry and analysis are 
required to determine whether a long term lease would be consistent with the public trust 
doctrine. 

As part of its 2017 approval, the Board set a maximum diversion amount at 80 million 
gallons per day (mgd). As the amended IIFS has been established, the Board is 
recommended to forego the 80 mgd limit, but instead require that any water diverted 
under the revocable permits shall be for reasonable and beneficial use and always subject 
to compliance with the amended IIFS. 

The rent or fee to charge for water use is another issue. Standard appraisal methodologies 
may not work well in establishing a charge for water. There are few comparables that an 
appraiser could look at, and other types of appraisal methodology are ill-suited for 
determining a cost to charge for consuming a resource. It is even more difficult to 
appraise the non-consumptive use ofwater involved in hydroelectric uses. 

Land Division staff has met with the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands (DHHL), the 
Office of Hawaiian Affairs (OHA) and the Office of Environmental Quality Control 
(OEQC) regarding the processing of water lease applications. All agencies are interested 
in devising a method of charging for the use of water in a way that will help to sustain the 
resource. As several applicants are making progress in meeting the statutory 
requirements for a water lease, staff intends to hire an appraiser to address the valuation 
issue. 

The current rents for the revocable permits are as follows: 

RP S-7263: $1698.32 per month 
RP S-7264: $6588.40 per month 
RP S-7265: $3476.72 per month 
RP S-7266: $1426.88 per month 

Staff has previously recommended keeping the current rents for holdover revocable 
permits in place. However, pursuant to further meetings between DLNR and DHHL 
staff DHHL raised concerns that revocable permit rents have been static for an extended 
period of time with no adjustment and has advocated that, at a minimum, rents be 
adjusted for inflation. Acknowledging the difficulty in appraising a holdover revocable 
permit, staff concurs with DHHL’s recommendation as an interim measure, and that the 
Board approve adjusting the rents accordingly. As the pennits were originally granted in 
the year 2000. the original rents have been adjusted by CPI to the approximate value as of 
August 2018. The adjusted rents are as follows: 

RP S-7263: $2478.15 per month 
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RP S-7264: $9613.65 per month 
RP S-7265: $5073.15 per month 
RP S-7266: $2082.07 per month 

In addition to the rent issue, DHHL has commented that pursuant to HRS 171-58(c)(1), 
any holdover be “consistent with the public trust doctrine”, and furthermore that all 
revocable permits shall be subject to any existing or future reservations of water for 
DHHL. Staff concurs with DHHL’s comments and recommends that the Board 
incorporate them into approval of any holdover. A review of the files shows the 
permittees are compliant with the permit terms. Staff believes that a one-year holdover of 
these revocable permits is appropriate under Section 171-58, HRS, and Act 126. 
Additional agency comments were not solicited for this action since the revocable permits 
are limited term holdovers. Furthermore, as all permit holders subject to this approval 
have applied for water leases, there will be numerous opportunities for government 
agencies and general public to provide input during the Chapter 343 HRS environmental 
review process and any Board approval for a public auction for the water leases. 

Since the Board’s prior approval of the holdover, A&B and EMI have proceeded with 
conducting their Environmental Impact Statement. An Environmental Impact Statement 
Preparation Notice (EISPN) was published in the Office of Environmental Quality 
Control Environmental Notice on February 8, 2017. A number of comments were 
received, with many expressing concerns about the proposed water lease. A&B and EMI 
will address the comments as part of the EIS. Additionally, A&B and EMI have taken 
action to address the additional conditions imposed by the Board pursuant to the prior 
holdover approvals in 2016 and 2017. A summary of the actions taken is attached as 
Exhibit 5. 

In consideration of the foregoing, the Board is recommended to approve the holdover of 
the revocable permits, subject to all previous conditions that remain consistent with the 
June 20, 2018 CWRM Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law & Decision and Order. In 
addition, previous conditions required by the Board that are inconsistent with the CWRM 
decision have been deleted from the recommendations. 

RECOMMENDATION: That the Board: 

1. Find that the holdover of the subject revocable permits is consistent with the 
public trust doctrine; 

2. Approve the holdover of the subject revocable permits on a month-to-month basis 
for another one-year period through December 31, 2019, at the adjusted rent 
amounts previously identified; 

3. Require the holdover of the revocable permits to incorporate the June 20, 2018 
order of the Commission on Water Resource Management (CWRM). There shall 
be no diversion from the streams listed in the CWRM order, and the timing for 
stopping the diversions shall be in accordance with the aforesaid CWRM order; 
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4. There shall be no waste of water. All diverted water shall be put to beneficial 
agricultural use or municipal use; 

5. Any amount of water diverted under the revocable permits shall be for reasonable 
and beneficial use and always in compliance with the amended IIFS; 

6. The holdover shall comply with all conditions required by the CWRM’s Amended 
IIFS decision; 

7. Permittee shall provide a specific report on the progress regarding the removal of 
diversions and fixing of the pipe issues before the end of the holdover period; 

8. Permittee shall cleanup frash from revocable permit areas starting with areas that 
are accessible and close to streams; and 

9. The revocable pennits shall be subject to any existing or future reservations of 
water for DHHL. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

Ian Hirokawa 
Special Projects Coordinator 

APPROVED FOR SUBMITTAL: 

Suzanne ~. Case, hairperson 
(~1 / 
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ABLLFOANACT 
RELATING TO WATER RIGHTS. 

BE IT ENACTED BY TIlE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE O~ HAWAII: 

1 SECTION 1. Section 171-58, Hawaii Revised Statutes, is 

2 amended by amending subsection (c) to read as follows: 

3 It(~) Disposition of water rights may be made by lease at 

4 public auction as provided in this chapter or by permit for 

5 temporary use on a month-to-month basis under those conditions 

6 which will best serve the interests of the State and subject to 

7 a maximum term of one year and other restrictions under the law; 

8 provided that Eai~y]: 

9 (1) Where an application has been made for a lease under 

10 this section to continue a previously authorized 

11 disposition of water rights, a holdover may be 

12 authorized annually until the pending application for 

13 the disposition of water rights is finally resolved or 

14 for a total of three consecutive one-year holdovers, 

15 whichever occurs sooner; provided that the total 

16 - period of the holdover for any applicant shall not 

17 exceed three years; provided further that the holdover 

18 is consistent with the public trust doctrine; 

HB2501 CD]. BMS 2016-3425 
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1 (2) ~ disposition by lease shall be subject to 

2 disapproval by the legislature by two-thirds vote of 

3 either the senate or the house of representatives or 

4 by majority vote of both in any regular or special 

S session next following the date of disposition; 

6 [provided furtho~ th~.t ~ftcr] and 

7 (3) After a certain land or water use has been authorized 

8 by the board subsequent to public hearings and 

9 conservation district use application and 

10 environmental impact statement approvals, water used 

11 in nonpolluting ways, for nonconaumptive purposes 

12 because it is returned to the same stream or other 

13 body of water from which it was drawn, and essentially 

14 not affecting the volume and quality of water orbiota 

15 in the stream or other body of water, may also be 

16 leased by the board with the prior approval of the 

17 governor and the prior authorization of the 

18 legislature by concurrent resolution.” 

19 SECTION 2. The department of land and natural resources 

20 shall prepare and submit annual reports to the legislature no 

21 later than twenty days before the convening of each of the 

HB25O1 C~l HMS 2Ol~-3425 
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1 regular sessions of 2017, 2018, 2019, and 2020. The reports 

2 shall include~ 

3 (1) The status of applications to continue previously-

4 authorized dispositions of water rights; 

5 (2) Actions taken on the applications during the fiscal 

6 period of July 1, 20l~, to November 30, 2016, fiscal 

7 year 2016—2017, ‘fiscal year 2017—2018, and fiscal year 

8 2018—2019, respectively; and 

9 (3) J3~ny relevant recommendations for legislative action or 

10 appropriation. 

11 SECTION 3. Statutory material to be repealed is bracketed 

12 and stricken. New statutory material is underscored. 

13 SECTION 4, This Act shall take effect upon its approval, 

14 and shall apply to applications for a lease to continue a 

15 previously authorized disposition of water rights that are 

16 pending before the board of land and natural resources on the 

17 effective date of this Act or filed with the board of land and 

18 natural resources on or after the effective date of this Act, 

19 but prior to June 30, 2019; provided that: 

20 (1) This Act shall be repealed on June 30, 2019, and 

21 section 171-58(c), Hawaii Revised Statutes, shall be 

HB2SO1 CD]. HMS 2016-3425 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

(2) 

reenacted in the form in which it read on the day 

prior to the effective date of this Act; and 

2~ny holdovers first applied for under this Act prior 

to June 30, 2019, may be reauthorized, as provided in 

section 1 of 1.~his Act, beyond June 30, 2019. 

]-1B2501 CD1 HMS 2016-3425 
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Report Title: 
Water Rights; Holdover 

Description: 
Requires that where an application has been made for a lease to 
continue a previously authorized disposition of water rights, a 
holdover may be authorized annually until the pending 
application for the disposition of water rights is finally 
resolved or for ~ total of three consecutive one-year holdovers1 
whichever occurs sooner. (HB25O1 CD1) 

The summary description of legislation appearing on this page is for informational purposes only and Is 
not legislation or evidence of legislative intent, 

HB2SO1 CD1 HMS 2016-3425 
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ALEXANDER & BALDWIN 
DARINERS ~o. HAWAII 

October 24,2018 

VIA E-MAIL and US. MAIL 

Ms. Suzanne D. Case 
Chairperson 
State of Hawaii 
Department of Land and Natural Resources 
P.O. Box 621 
Honolulu, HI 96809 

RE: Authorization of Holdover Status of Revocable Permits Nos. S-7263, S-7264. and 
S-7265 issued to Alexander & Baldwin, Inc. and Revocable Permit No. S-7266 issued to 
East Maui Irrigation Company. Limited for purposes of Compliance with Act 126 

Dear Ms. Case: 

The purpose of this letter is to formally request the Board of Land and Natural Resources 
(“BLNR”), pursuant to Haw. Rev. Stat. § 171-58, to review and authorize the holdover status of 
Revocable Permits Nos. S-7263, S-7264, and S-7265 issued to Alexander & Baldwin, Inc. 
(“A&B”) and Revocable Permit No. S-7266 issued to East Maui Irrigation Company, Limited 
(“EMr’) for purposes of Compliance with Act 126. 

Background 

This is A&B/EMI’ s third Act 126 request to BLNR for review and authorization of the 
continued holdover status of these four Revocable Pennits (hereafter, the “East Maui RP’s”). 
EMI’s first request was made by letter dated November 23, 2016, and its second request was 
made by letter dated October 24, 2017. Copies of both letters are enclosed, with the November 
23, 2016 letter providing a background of the East Maui RP’s. 

The second holdover request was considered by the BLNR at its November 9, 2017 
meeting and approved subject to conditions recommended by Department of Land and Natural 
Resources (DLNR) staff (see pages 6-7 of the Staff Submittal for item D-5, attached) as well as 
certain conditions imposed by the BLNR (the “RPAdditional Conditions”). enumerated on 
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page 13 of the minutes of the meeting, which were approved on December 8, 2017, a copy of 
which minutes is also enclosed. 

Holdover of EMI’s permits continues to be consistent with the Public Trust Doctrine 

As recognized by BLNR when it granted EMI’s first and second requests to authorize the 
continued holdover status of the East Maui RP’s, the holdover of EMI’ s permits is consistent 
with the Public Trust Doctrine. Water collection enabled by the East Maui RP’s continue to serve 
the needs of the public water system that serves Upcountry Maui, owned and operated by the 
County of Maui Department of Water Supply, as well as increasing diversified agricultural 
activities in Central Maui. Maintaining these Central Maui lands in agriculture is consistent with 
the state’s constitutional mandate to protect important agricultural lands, as well as the Hawaii 
State Plan, Maui Countywide Policy Plan, Maui Island Plan, and Maui community plans. These 
uses of East Maui stream water are further recognized and confirmed by the June 20, 2018 
Interim Instream Flow Standard (“IIFS”) decision issued by the Commission on Water Resource 
Management’s (“CWRM”) for East Maui streams, 24 of which are within the area covered by 
the East Maui RP’s. Any extension by BLNR of the holdover status of the East Maui RP’s will 
be subject to the CWRM’s recently issued IIFS decision. 

BLNR’s conditions have been met 

A status report of A&B/EMI’s compliance with the conditions imposed by the BLNR in 
2017 for the second holdover request was recently provided to the Department ofLand and 
Natural Resources, Land Division, a copy of which is also enclosed. Since our submittal letter, 
we have received all of the required regulatory approvals to proceed with work of permanently 
abandoning 15 of the taro stream diversions. That work will proceed immediately. 

EIS/Lease process proceeding 

Lastly, work on the Environmental Impact Statement (“EIS”) that BLNR ordered A&B 
to prepare in its July 8, 2016 Order Re Alexander & Baldwin, Inc.’s and East Maui Irrigation 
Company, Limited’s Submission of Environmental Impact Statement Scope of Work filed 
June 9, 2016 has continued throughout the year, to the extent possible pending the CWRM’s East 
Maui IIFS decision. With the issuance of the JJFS decision in June, the maximum amount of 
water that could be diverted pursuant to the state water lease could be defmed, in turn enabling 
studies of the corresponding impacts to proceed. The current projected timeline estimates that the 
Draft EIS will be provided to the DLNR for its review, prior to publication, within the second 
quarter of 2019. Assuming no undue delays or challenges, the Final EIS should be able to be 
provided to the DLNR by the end of 2019, enabling the lease process to be initiated. 

{00128792-1) 
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In light of the above, EMI respectfully asks the BLNR to re-authorize the holdover of 
Revocable Permits Nos. S-7263, S-7264, S-7265 and S-7266 and to declare the holdover to be 
consistent with the public trust doctrine. 

Darren Strand 
General Manager, Diversified Agriculture 

Enclosures 

cc: Linda Chow, Esq. 
Summer L. H. Sylva, Esq. 
Camille K. Kalama, Esq. 
Isaac Hall, Esq. 
Patrick K. Wong, Esq. 
Caleb P. Rowe, Esq. 
Kristin K. Tarnstrom, Esq. 
Robert H. Tomas, Esq. 
Russell Tsuji 
Kevin Moore 
Jan Hirokawa 

{00128792-1} 



NAY 14 ‘01 02;59P11 A5~0 .-i~OPERTIES (888) 525-844~ 
Afl 5W~J~a~et 
Uona1~h~, R~w~.ll ~W 
P.O. 5o~ 3k40 
Honotuhi, ~it 9o~Oi-344c 

& BAEDWLIJ, 1NC wvw.~l~nd~tb,l&w1n,cam 
T~t (AOA) 52345U 
FAX (808) 525-~S3 

May 14,2001 

BY liAND D1i~W7ERY 
Board ofLand and Natural Resources 
State of Ha~all 
P.O. Box 621 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96U0~ 

Re: Sale of Lease (Water Lioon6e) at Public Auction, Koolau Forest 
Reserve said Haitewi Natural Area Reserve, Hana and Makawac, 

L,adlea and Oent1erne~r 

Alexander & Baldwin, Inc. and its subsidiary, East Maul Irrigation Company, Limited, 
request sale of a lease at public uuution of the Koolati Forc~t Reserve and Hanawi Natural Area 
Reserve, Hana. and Makawno. Mmii, in aecord~nce with the following! 

Chapter 171, HR.~ generally; SectIon 171-58(c), 34RB. 

Lo~ation~ Portion of the government land within the Koolau Forest Reserve and the lIanawl 
Natural Area Reserve generally identified as the Nalilku, Keanne, ~Iueio and 
Honomanu License aeas. 

Tax Map Keys 1-1-01, 1-1-02, 1-2-04, 2-9-14 

Nahlku 10,111.22 acres, more or less 

Keanne 10,768.00 acres, more or less 

Huelo 8,752,69 anres, more or lees 

Honomanu 3,381.00 acres, more or less 

Total Lease Area 33,012.91 acres, more or less 

Cfhe total area shall b~ subject to review and confirmation ‘by the Ocpartment of 
Accounting and General Services, Survey Division) 

Nahik~ encumbered under Revocable PermitNo. 8-7266 

Keanac encumbered under Revocable Permit No. 5-7265 

Iluelo encumbered i~ader Revocable Permit No. 8-7263 

Honamanu anoumbered under Revocable Permit No. 8-7264 

~~rr s EXHIBIT” -

https://33,012.91
https://3,381.00
https://10,768.00
https://10,111.22
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J~nd!r1tle: Subsection 5(b) of the Admissions Act 

Z~jng~ State Land Use Oommission~ (Donservstioti 

Pni~na~: Right, privilege and authority to enter and go upon th~ above...described areas for 
the purpose of developing, diverting1 transporting and using government-owned 
waters, 

‘ThIrty (30) years, commencing sixty (SO) days from ~ubllc auction, 

Minimum Rental to be determined by appraisal, subject to review and acceptance 
by Chairperson. Minimum Rental shah be subject to reopening and 
redetermination at the end of the tenth (l0~’) and twentieth (20’~) years of the 
term; such redetermination to be made by spptalsal. 

A performance bond shall be posted to the extent Required by statute. 

All bidders shell prepare and file ‘~s4th the Office ofEnvironmental Quelity 
Commission an ~nv1ronmeata1 Impact Statement with respect to the proposed 
use, Dispositiøn of the cost of the BIS shalt be det.emiined at a future date. 

1. The lease shall be subjc~t to that certain ndenture dated March 18, 1938, 
by end between the Territory of Hawaii and East Maul Jxrlgation. 
Company, Limited, as amended by Correction Agreement dated 
Msroh24, 1938. 

2. Lessee ahafl maintain roads, trails and the water system, 

3. The State shall have limited rlghts, to be specified in the lease, to 
withdraw water fox domestic purposes and for emergency purposes. 

4, Public hunting will be allowed, ~ubje~t to reasonable restrictions to be 
contained in the lease and consistent with J~une 5, 1995 Vehicular Access 
Agreement. 

5. The tease shall be issued subject to Instresm Flow Standards a,~ 
subsequently determined by the Commission vn Water Resource 
Management 

6. Lessee shall continue to supply of water for domestic purposes to the 
Maul Cuimty Board of Water Supply pursuant to the April 13, 2000 
Memorandum of U~aderstanding between ~WS end A&B. 

7, Other relevant terms as reflected in the existing revocable permits and 
expired hicsn~e agreements shall be Included. 



TELEPhONE; (808) 579-9516 
FACSJMJI.E; (808) 579-9517 

A U ATION COMPA Y, LL ‘‘ 

P.O. BOX 791628, PAIA, MAUI, HAWAII 96779-1628 

June 20, 2019 

TRANSMITTED VIA EMAIL 

Mr. Kaleo Manuel, Deputy Director 
Commission on Water Resource Management 
State of Hawaii Department of Land and Natural Resources 
P.O. Box 621 
Honolulu, HI 96809 

Dear Mr. Manuel: 

In compliance with the East Maui Interim Instream Flow Standard Decision and Order 
(IIFS D&O) issued by the Commission on Water Resource Management (CWRM) on 
June 20, 2018, East Maui Irrigation Company (EMI) hereby submits a one-year status 
update on the implementation of the IIFS, as required on page 270 of the lIES D&O. 

Section p. reads: 

p. EM! shall report on: 

1. Modifications to diversions to meet the amended IIFS 

2. Water deliveries at Honopou Stream and Maliko Gulch, and any changes EM! 
ascribes to the amended IIFS 

3. Changes in stream diversion and ditch settings as HC&S’~s irrigation 
requirements increase. 

Please find below the requested information: 

1. Modifications to Diversions: 

Taro Stream Modifications: The IIFS D&O embodied the commitment made to fully and 
permanently restore the ‘taro streams’ identified by the Native Hawaiian Legal Corporation. 
Flows in the taro streams have been restored to the maximum extent achievable through 
operational modifications to the diversions (i.e. opening, closing or removing of gates). The 
remaining restoration required that various permitting procedures be pursued, due to the 
need for structural modifications to the stream diversions. Permanent abandonment of the 



taro stream diversions also requires a Stream Diversion Works Permit Application (SDWPA) 
be approved by the CWRM. 

In total, 70 diversions must be modified to achieve full and permanent restoration of the taro 
streams. In consultation with CWRM staff, the permit applications for the 70 diversions were 
divided into 4 categories, depending on their permitting needs. Here is the status, by 
category: 

Category 1: Of the 15 Category 1 diversions, modifications to 6 have been completed; three 
are in-progress, expected to be completed by July 3; and two more are to be completed by 
late July. The remaining 4 are anticipated to be completed by September of this year. All 
target dates assume favorable weather and stream flow conditions. 

Category 2: There are 15 diversions in this category, those that require more significant 
construction work. Stream Diversion Work Permits (SDWPs) were issued in March 2019. 
These permits require that construction plans and specifications be submitted to CWRM, 
and that site-specific Best Management Practices also be developed in conjunction with the 
Department of Health prior to initiating the modification work. These plans are under 
development and are expected to be completed by the end of July. 

Category 3: There are 11 diversions in this category, and the SWDPA to undertake the 
modification work has been submitted to CWRM and is scheduled to be taken up by the 
Commission for consideration at its August 1 meeting. 

Category 4: These are the diversions on Waiokamilo stream, except for one believed to be 
on West Wailuanui Stream. There are 29 registered diversions, but one cannot be found 
and is believed to be non-functional. Modification work on the 28 remaining diversions has 
been completed and a SDWPA is currently pending to permanently abandon all 29 
diversions. 

In summary, of the 70 diversions modification work has been completed on 35 diversions; 9 
more are expected to be completed by September; 11 more are anticipated to receive 
permitting approval to proceed by August; and the remaining 15 diversions have received 
required regulatory approvals, with the work plans required by the SDWP currently under 
development. 

Non-taro Stream Modifications: Regarding the remaining streams covered by the IIFS 
D&O, we have met with CWRM staff, and a Draft Work Plan outlining measures to restore 
flow in compliance with the IFS D&O has been submitted to the CWRM for review. Once we 
receive CWRM’s concurrence with the Plan, preparation of the submittals to obtain 
regulatory approvals, where required, will begin. As with the taro streams, pending 
completion of the work requiring regulatory approvals, flow is being restored to meet the 
IIFS requirements to the maximum extent possible through operational modifications to the 
diversions (i.e. opening, closing or removing the gates). 

2. Water deliveries at Honopou Stream and Maliko Gulch: 

The following table shows EM! water deliveries to Honopou Stream and Maliko Gulch, from 
June 2018 through May 2019. No changes are due to the amended lIES as water needs 
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have been relatively low this past year as diversified agriculture activity remained low. Note 
that these are monthly average figures, in million gallons per day (mgd). 

_________ TOTAL @ TOTAL ~ 
HONOPOU MALIKO 

YEAR MONTH (mgd) (mgd) 
2018 May 32.78 31.71 
2018 June 33.75 30.21 
2018 July 39.97 31.41 
2018 August 27.07 34.07 
2018 September 20.83 33.70 
2018 October 25.34 30.79 
2018 November 15.59 29.53 
2018 December 21.10 26.72 
2019 January 17.03 26.53 
2019 February 25.05 28.58 
2019 March 30.56 26.83 
2019 April 30.22 26.24 

In certain months that the Honopou reading is higher 
than the Maliko. this is due to water being dispersed 
to several reservoirs to the east of Maliko for water 
storage purposes. 

3. Changes to System as Irrigation Requirements Increase: 

In December 2018, MP West, LLC, MP Central A, LLC, MP Central B, LLC, MP CPR, LLC, 
MP East A, LLC, MP East B, LLC, and MP EMI LLC (collectively “Niahi Pono”) purchased 
lands including the Central Maui agricultural lands irrigated by the EMI Ditch System from 
Alexander & Baldwin. For purposes of this status report, Mahi Pono will replace HC&S. 

As Mahi Pono’s irrigation requirements increase, the following protocol will be pursued by 
EMI to increase deliveries to Mahi Pono, while always maintaining compliance with the 
CWRM’s 2018 IIFS D&O: 

EMI will activate diversions, on an intake-by-intake basis, to meet increased 
irrigation needs, selecting streams on a rotating basis from different geographic 
sectors of the EMI system so as to keep the entire system operative and maintained 
as best as possible. This process will be closely monitored, with constant updates 
from farm personnel regarding field preparation and planting schedules, to ensure 
that diversions are increased to match needs as closely as possible. At all times, 
compliance with the 2018 IIFS D&O will be maintained. 



Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions. My direct number is (808) 
579-9516. 

Si cerely 

Mark Vaught / 
Manager 
East Maui Irrigation Company 



I IMAHI1 
I. ~-~IPONO 
[~MAUI FARMING COMPANY 

June 20,2019 

VIA E-MAIL~ 

Commission on Water Resource Management 
Kalanimoku Building 
1151 Punchbowl Street, Room 227 
Honolulu1 Hawaii 96813 

AITN: Mr. Kaleo Manuel 

Re: HC&S/Mahi Pono Status Update 

CCH-MA 13-01, Petition to Amend Interim Instream Flow Standards for Honopou, 
Hanehoi/Puolua (Huelo), Waikamoi, Mo, Wahinepee, Puohokamoa, Haipuaena, 
Punaiau/Kolea, Honomanu, Nuaailua, Piinaau, Palauhulu, Ohia (Walanu), Waiokamilo, 
Kualani (Hamnu), Wailuanuj, Waikanj, West Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, Kopiliula, 
Puakaa, Walohue, Paakea, Waiaaka, Kapaula, Hanawi and Makapipi Streams 
June 20, 2018. Findings ofFact. Conclusions of Law. & Decision and Order 

Dear Mr. Manuel: 

Pursuant to the June 20,2018, Findings ofFact, Conclusions ofLaw, & Decision and Order 
(“D&O”) in the above-referenced case, paragraph “rn”, the parties were to provide a status update on the 
implementation of the amended UFS. 

Specifically, HC&S is to report on: 

1. Surface, pumped, and total water usage. 
2. Crops and acreage planted. 
3. Changes in its initial diversified agriculture plan, including major changes in type of 

crops planned and reduction ofplanned irrigation acres though changes in use or sales of 
land. 

This letter is submitted on behalf of the successor-in-interest to HC&S to comply with the D&O 
and provide HC&SfMahj Pono’s status update. 

~ACKGROTJND 

As widely reported in the media, Alexander & Baldwin (“A&B”) sold approximately 41,000 
acres of agricultural land and watershed land on Maui to MP West, LLC, MP Central A, LLC, MP 
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Central B, LLC, MP CPR, LLC, MP East A, LLC, MP East B, LLC, and MP EMI LLC (collectively 
“Maid Pono”) at the end of 2018. Additionally, MP EMI LLC became a 50% member, along with 
Alexander & Baldwin, LLC, Series T, in the East Maui Inigation Company, LLC (“EM]”). 

For purposes of this status report, Mali Pono, as successor to HC&S is reporting on the required 
matters. 

U. REPORT 

A. HC&S/MahjPcno 

1. Surface, pumped, and total water usage. 

The following is a chart showing the total water usage since the D&O was 
entered. The total surface water for Honopou and Maliko is in million gallons per day (mgd), 
while Groundwater is in gallons. 

OTAI, @ TOTAL® TOTAL 
YEAR . MONTH. UONOPOU MALUCO GROUNDWATER 
2018 May 3278 31.71 Total 
2018. 3une 33.75 — 30.21 .. Q 
2018 July 39.97 . 31.41 0 
2018 August 27.07 34.07 0 
2018 September - 20.83 33.70 . 161,800 
2018 . October. 25.34 30.79 852,375 
2018 November 15.59 29.53 1,135,500 

. 2018 bec~m~r 21.10 26.72 0 
2019 3anuarv 17.03 26.53 . 0 
2019 Febmájy . 25.05 28.58 0 
2019 Mareh . 30.56 26.83 0 
2019 April 30.22 26.24 0 

The above water usage numbers include water to Maui Department of Water 
Supply (“MDWS”) to meet the requirements ofUpcountry Maui, the Nahiko Community in East 
Maui, and the Kula Ag paiic. Other water uses during this time period include water for 
diversified agriculture, as well as for reservoir storage and fire protection. 

The September, October, and November groundwater usage numbers represent 
well tests that were completed during that time. 

2. Crops and acreage planted. 

The following is a summary ofMali Pono’s plans to plant over 350 acres of 
crops and establish a 250-acre community farm before the end of2019. 

2200 Main Street, Suite 405 Wailuku, HI 96793 phone: 808-727-2207 • www.MahiPono.com 
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a. Mahi Pono will begin planting potatoes in July starting at a rate of 
approximately 10 acres per week. Maui Pono intends to have potatoes 
planted in approximately 120 acres by the end of the year. 

b. Mahi Pono has also prepped approximately 250 acres of land for its future 
community farm. Mahi Pono will start its application process for its 
community farm in late July. 

c. Mahi Pono anticipates planting an additional 150 acres of citrus trees, 
avocado, and cover crops in Q3’19. 

hi addition to its own agricultural operations, Mahi Pono is also currently leasing 
some of its property to other agricultural organizations. Included in these leased areas are 
approximately 220 acres ofplanted sweet potato, and approximately 30 acres of pongamia. 

3. Changes in its Initial diversified agriculture plan, including major changes 
In type of crops planned and reduction of planned irrigation acres though 
changes In use or sales of land. 

As noted above, A&B sold the majority of its agricultural land in Central Maui to 
Mahi Pono at the end of2018. 

Mahi Pono’s long term vision of its IIFS-compliant farm plan, which in turn is 
contingent upon receiving a long-term commitment of surface water, is as follows: 

Proposed Use Acres GPAD MGD Groinid % Total 
surface water 

Community 
Farm 

____ 

3,392 
water’ MGD 

0~83 
________ 

3.28% 

Orcha~ds 
(citrus, mac 

5,089 12.04 79.48% 

nuts, beverage 
cro.s) 
Tro~a1 Fruits 
Row and 
Annual Crois 

1~1III 
1,200 

4,999 3.57% 
4.96% 

Ener~ Cm~s 
PastuIe, 

..IIII 
4,700 

3,392 
1,161 

[~.07% 
6.63% 

:ated 
Pasture, 9,100 
unirri~ated 
Green Enër 
TOTAL 130,000 j2,744 I 65.86 100% 

Mahi Pono’s farm plan is intended to be 100% ]IFS-compliant. This differs from 
HC&S’ farm plan, which was submitted before the establishment of the UPS. Mahi Pono’s plan 
also includes significantly more orchard crops than HC&S’ plan. Orchard crops use much less 

After system losses. 
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water than sugar cane and provides a more diversified food product for the local market. By 
incorporating more orchard crops, Mahi Pono’s water usage will be significantly less than what 
has historically been used by HC&S. Additionally, HC&S’s plan allocated some water use to a 
future daiiy operation. Mahi Pono’s farm plan does not include a daiiy component. 

Mahi Pono’s irrigation engineering team is also desi - g a high-efficiency 
irrigation system. The new irrigation system will reduce water usage by: (1) using automatic, 
real-time irrigation sensors to deliver precise amounts of water efficiently; (2) recycle and re-use 
all water used in Mahi Pono’s processing plants; and (3) integrate various live technology feeds to 
constantly monitor plant, soil, and tree health. 

The full implementation ofMahi Pono’s farm plan is contingent upon receiving a 
long-tenn commitment of surface water. Pending this and other variables, Mahi Pono’s farm 
plan, as well as its diversified agricultural uses, will continue to evolve as Mahi Pono commences 
its farming operations in Central Maui. That said, Mahi Pono is 100% committed to honoring the 
IIFS decision that establishes long-term protection ofMaui’s water resources, native Hawaiian 
traditional and cultural practices, and the natural habitat ofMaui’s streams. 

We look forward to working with CWRM and the community on bringing diversified 
farming to Central Maui. 

Sincerely, 

Shan Tsutsui 
Senior Vice President of Operations 

cc: Dean Uyeno dean.d.uveno(a~hawajj.~ov 
RaeAnn Hyatt ~g~n.p.hvattahawajj.~ov 

2200 Main Street, Suite 405 Wafluku, HI 96793 • phone: 808-727-2207 wWw.MaNPono.com 
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APPROVED BY TIlE BOARD 
AT ITS MEETING HELD 

FEBRUARY 22,2019 

MINUTES 
FOR THE MEETING OF THE 

BOARD OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES 

DATE: FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 09, 2018 
TIME: 9:15A.M. 
PLACE: KALANIMOKU BUILDING 

LAND BOARD CONFERENCE ROOM 132 
1151 PUNCHBOWL STREET 
HONOLULU, HAWAI’I 96813 

Meeting called to order at 9:16 a.m. by Chair Case. Member Gon read the standard contested 
case statement. Chair Case noted that we are engaged in agenda management and most of the 
items today are land disposition matters and we will schedule another meeting for December 7, 
2018. Chair Case said that Item D-17 will be heard after lunch. Item D-14 is being withdrawn 
from today’s agenda and will not be heard. 

MEMBERS 

Suzanne Case 
Tommy 01 Jimmy Gomes Chris Yuen 
Stan Roehrig 
Keone Downing Sam Gon 

STAFF 

Russell Tsuji- Land 
Ian Hirokawa-Land Kevin Moore-Land 

David Nielson-DAR Richard Howard-Land 

Ed Underwood-DOBOR Cathy Gewecke-DAR 
Barry Cheung-Land 

OTHERS 

Amanda Weston/AG Ross Smith/DOT-AIR 
David Day/AG Meredith Ching/D7 
Dre Kalili/DOT-1-Iarbors Darren Strand/D7 
Rick Volner/D7 Alan Arakawa/D7 
Robert Osgood/D7 Randy Ca bral/D7 
Scott Enright/D7 Lucienne deNaie/D7 
David Bobich/D7 Marti Townsend/D7 
Warren Watanabe/D7 



BLNJ? Land Board Meeting Minutes 
Noi ember 9,2018 

Wayne Tanaka/D7 Alan Murakami/D7 
James Manaku/D7 Jennifer Suita/D10 
Gary Johnson/D12 Kevin [to/D8 
Donne Dawson/M9, M12 Hakim Ouansafi/D10 
Doug Volner/F1 Carl Smigielski/M12 
Tyler Ralston/D17, 18,19 Charles Liniski/D18 
David Robichaux/D7 James Nicolai/D18 
Dave Reding/D18 Carl McKolski/D18 
Kathy Goodell/D18 Linda Wong/D18 
Dave Raney/D18 

ITEM D-7 Holdover of Revocable Permits S-7263 (Tax Map Key: (2) 1-1-001:044), S-7264 (Tax 
Map Keys: (2) 1-1-001:050, 2-9-014:001, 005, 011, 012 & 017) and 5-7265 (Tax 
Map Key: (2) 1-1-002: por. 002) to Alexander and Baldwin, Inc., and S-7266 (Tax 
Map Keys: (2) 1-2-004:005 & 007) to East Maui Irrigation Company, Limited, for 
Water Use on the Island of Maui. 

Member Gomes recused himselJ,~ his employer is working with A &B. Member 01 disclosed that 
he has done some consultant work for a company that does work for A&B on Kauai. 

Ian Hirokawa, Land Division. This will be the last year for the hold-over permits, Act 126. He 
provided an update since the last approval. An amended (IlFS) Interim In-Stream Flow Standards 
have been approved by the Commission of Water Resource Management which will establish the 
steam flows and require the removal of several diversions as part of the system. We have tailored 
this year’s hold-over to match the conditions in the IFS as best as we can. Applicant is in the 
process of their EIS. 

Applicant: Meredith Ching, representing A&B on water matters. Rick Volner, previous manager, 
and Darren Strand. Ching provided an update of their progress and noted that the approval of 
the RP will allow for continued water flow to their diversified Ag efforts, providing water to the 
County of Maui for their upcountry residences, farmers and business and our continued progress 
to transitioning from sugar to diversified agriculture. Their vision was to establish successfulfarm 
operations and keep the lands in open green space that would provide jobs, economic activity, 
further Hawaii’s food and energy self-sufficiency and providing opportunities for new agriculture 
practices that will enable improved stewardship of the land and water resources on Maui. 

Darren Strand gave an update on the process the have made regarding, cattle and the ranches 
have developed an innovative water system, expanding the pastures, inquiries from small 
operators for farming, and the County has asked to purchase 300 acres. They are doing crop 
rotation and using a drip-irrigation system for efficiency. There is a strong interest from a 
California company to acquire the all the lands for farming. They provided a map showing the 
different areas and what would be the best uses as well as those areas that are in use already. 
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We have collected and shared a lot of data regarding soils, climate and the conditions growing 
different types of crops. 

Ching emphasized that are partnership would greatly accelerate our vision to turn these lands 
into a patchwork of productive and viable sustainable diversified ag land. 
Board Discussion 
Oi asked if they have submitted their plan in the beginning to Maui Soil and Conservation? Volner 
replied the current plan is still covered by the current Soils and Conservation Plan that was 
updated with the close of sugar, Oi asked if they are constantly updating the plan? Volner said 
yes, as new lands are trarisitioned. 

Vuen noted that last year the Board put a no-diversion condition on Honomanu Stream, how is 
that treated in the IFFS? Is that part of the petition? Ching said yes. The decision was to restore 
H-90 flow, which is habitat restoration flow, so there is 64% median flow that has to remain in 
the stream at all times. Vuen said if we adopt the condition that Staff presented that would 
change it to a no-flow to this H-90 condition? Ching said it would. 

Case asked for an outline of the EIS. Ching noted that the work is continuing, and part of the 
technical study was put on hold while waiting or the IFS decision was completed. The goal is to 
have a draft EIS for review by the second quarter of 2019. 

Public Testimony 
Mayor Alan Arakawa, Maui County. We have been working very hard with the CWRM on 
restoring stream flows. When looking at goals for Maui County there is a strong push not to 
develop housing in central Maui but keep it green and the lands in ag. To do so we need water, 
we are unable to take water from the upper reaches of Haleakala to support all the agriculture 
we need to do. The water coming through the EMI system is a lot less expensive than using 
treated water coming through the County system. The ag line was abandoned this past year so 
that could be converted into drinking water. The EMI system also provide water to residences. 
Bottom line is they need the water to sustain agriculture in this area. We need to balance the 
needs of the people as well as the environment. 

Roehrig asked why the County has not applied for a water lease? Arakawa said they do not have 
the pipes (infrastructure) to transport the water. Roehrig asked why not condemn the pipes? 
Arakawa said, cost. We are asking for the State’s position on the EMI ditch to add more pipes, 
but for us to just do it is too expensive at the same time try to manage all that, the County does 
not have the budget. If the State would to lease to the County that could an alternative. 

Scott Enright, Chairperson DOA, strongly encourages the Board to approve this permit will help 
keep this in agriculture. 

Robert Osgood, long-term experienced in diversified ag and supports the holdover for another 
year to have the water available for agriculture, domestic use, and produce hydro-power. 
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Support sustainability. If we do not provide water, the central valley would turn into a dry 
wasteland. We need a long-term solution. 

Warren Watanabe, Executive Director, Maui Farm Bureau. In support of the hold-over lease. He 
provided written testimony. 
Randy Cabral, President of Hawaii Farm Bureau. Strongly supports the hold-lease. It will provide 
water to those farm in agriculture. This decision is crucial for the farmers. He provided written 
testimony. 

David Robichaux, Hawaii Agriculture Research Center, provided a statement from Stephanie 
Whalen. Transition takes a long time, wanted to relate how long it takes to get lands back into 
production again. Encourage everyone to be patient and supports the hold-over. 

Luciene deNale, Vice Chair Sierra Club Maui Chapter on behalf of the Sierra Club. Noted that they 
sent in written testimony this morning. She felt that everyone supports farming in central Maui 
and sharing of water on a reasonable basis. Felt the Board’s job was to have accountability as 
you appropriate public resources. We find accountability missing in this process. To be brief A&B 
did not say how much water they are using for their farming projects. They mention there is a 
partner that might come in. There is a rumor the property is up for sale not a partnership. It 
needs to be determined if this permit transferable? 

Everyone hopes it is someone who can farm the lands. It is the Board’s job to make sure there is 
accountability in the process. The Board was wise to adjust the fee structure, obviously more 
information is needed. They do not know how these conditions are being met, it’s like a scout’s 
honor thing. There needs to be a written report. We in the community and Sierra Club 
supporters feel that the public should be involved in that process, there should be a hearing that 
Maui people can participate remotely to hear how the conditions are being met. 

Presented pictures of debris that has not been removed. It would be nice to have A&B reach out 
to the community ask for help to clean up some of the debris. That has not happened. When she 
stopped by the EMI office, she asked how the permit was going Mr. Watts did not inform me 
there was a new thread going on regarding 11 streams, which she lives on one. There is no 
communication process here. Need to strengthen condition 6 and require regular 
communication among the affected communities and the decisions that are being made by the 
State and EM. 

Commented that 200-years ago, Central Maui was a dryland forest with native species. There 
should be native restoration along some of the gulches. But need a plan with accountability, they 
have suggested similar conditions for the Board to implement. There is concern in Honopou that 
if more water is released that there are no drainage basins are not installed and it could wipe out 
historic bridges if a lot of logs come down. Community consultation is needed for these people 
who live in the leased area. 
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They respectfully ask that these stronger conditions be put into place in any approval Puolua 
stream the fish would have swim across the road, felt someone should be out checking these 
things and giving the Board information so you know how your conditions are doing. The public 
could aid in that. 

If their conditions and concerns cannot be incorporated Sierra Club would like to respectfully 
request a contested case formally today. Passed out pictures of a stream that was supposed to 
be fully restored that was taken on a hike in July. 

Case asked for clarification, that she is asking for a contested case on this Revocable Permit now? 
deNaie responded, yes, if the conditions we are suggesting and the due diligence that we are 
suggesting are not part of the approval we would like to request a contested case. 

Case said we this has not been decided yet, if you are making a conditional request, Case is not 
going to consider it a request yet. She will leave it to their Director when she testifies. 

Yuen said if we are going to deal with that we should have the Director come up and testify. 

Marty Townsend, Director Sierra Club Hawaii, and reiterated the testimony the volunteer 
provided or the full restoration of the streams and the conditions that have not been fulfilled on. 
We have participated in this process for many years including the legislation on how this decision 
is based and they are concerned that the communities’ needs are not being met and there are 
opportunities for this Board and this Department to fulfill the community’s needs. This permit 
provides the ground work should future opportunities for legislation in the future if it ever comes 
up. 

Yuen asked if she has in writing the failure of the restoration of the streams? Townsend said it 
was in the written testimony they submitted today regarding the (7) streams that should have 
been restored. This is an opportunity for this Board to make sure there is compliance. The Sierra 
Club feels there is enough water for everyone. 

Case asked what Townsend’s understanding of the requirements from the Water Commission 
side of carrying out the interim instream flow standards decision versus we are doing an 
allocation of water. deNaie said it is the Board job to make sure when you give leases that the 
resources are well protected and given reasonable and beneficial use. The Water Commission 
sets the amount in each stream and monitor that and so forth. Right now, there is no meaningful 
accountability, no timetable, finally a permit is going to be issued. Because one is not going to 
be needed for 15 streams. 

Case noted the Water Commission report was just out in June. deNaie said the abandonment 
was not dependent on that the streams were going to be restored not matter what the Water 
Commission decided. The community has not been consulted about when it will be done and 
more importantly how the work is going to be done. 
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Oi said when you talk about community are they farmers? Who is the community? deNaie 
responded that some are farmers and residents who lease the land, and there are landowners 
who live downstream. Di said the farmers are in support of this permit. He is a little confused, a 
lot of times when you go to hearings and you talk about community, it is not necessary 
everybody. 

Townsend agreed, we are talking about the residents of east Maui who live along the streams, 
some who are taro farmers, cultural practitioners who gather in the streams. 

Di said what he is trying to get at is you are not here to stop the water. Townsend said that is 
correct. We want accountability, there’s enough water for everyone. Oi asked if they had 
concerns of their own? 

Townsend said A&B promised to restore the streams and we want to make sure that promise is 
fulfilled, our interest is to make sure the eco-system is functional, so all the native streams are 
restored to their original vibrancy and with that will come the traditional farm community in east 
Maui. 

01 said in the old days, they had to learn traditional Hawaiian history and culture and if he 
remembers correctly, everyone using the water, suppose help maintain the source. Is the 
community willing to pitch in and work with EMI to help maintain the stream flows? deNaie 
replied yes, but there has been no discussion, no outreach. There are two others that have 
regular work days out in the water shed to maintain the auwai stream bed. A&B owns a lot of 
the property and they need to reach out to the community and you should ask them to have 
regular meetings to talk about these malama activities. 

Vuen, A&B in their written submittal regarding connectivity regarding Puolua Stream, the 8” pipe 
was extended to reach the small pool below the ditch for connectivity, is there something 
inadequate about that? deNaie said for many years there were (2) 4” rusted pipes that were 
removed and are part of the debris that is still there. The local farmers in there asked to have an 
8” pipe go all the way across before there was an 8” pipe coming out above the little pool. The 
pipe has to go under the road. The entire stream is diverted, it goes into the ditch. Where the 
8” pipe comes out it forms an informal dam that gets washed out every time it rains Mr. Siu has 
go up and restore the little dam otherwise the water does not make it to the pipe, our community 
view is that there is not connectivity for the fish to migrate. 

Hanehoi is a short stream with diversions at 4 elevations, you need to remove the 3 upper 
divisions., 

Alan Murakami, Native Hawaiian Legal Corporation. Represents East Maui Na Moku. Noted the 
IIFFS covers only 27 streams when there are over 100 streams and tributaries covered by (4) of 
the licensed areas. There is much uncertainty about how much and where the water is going and 
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how it is being used. We have asked that this decision be deferred until the EIS is completed. The 
mention today of another entity coming in creates uncertainty of what the water uses are going 
to be and again the lack of communication with the community. 

He wanted to make it clear that Na Moku are not opposed to the diversified ag or the County’s 
use to supply water to the existing communities it serves. They are opposed to reliance on 
surface water for expanded domestic uses for upcountry and elsewhere. He mentioned that the 
community is engaged in stewardship of taking care of the streams. 

Murakami continued that they agree along with Sierra Club that there needs to be more 
communication and cooperation with the communities about the changes that are occurring. 
The conditions regarding clean-up need to be enforced. Na Moku would like access to these 
areas, so they can provide information if the conditions are met. They would like request no 
more than 25/mg based on what has been observed certain amount being used. 

Case said she was trying to distinguish between the Water Commission process and the 
establishment of the interim in-flow standards, which went through a careful analysis stream by 
stream of in-stream values and the balancing of off stream uses and came up with established 
in-stream flow standards and off stream uses. Murakami said that only takes care of one-fourth 
of the water in east Maui. It is the duty of this Board to protect the 75% not covered by the IIFS. 

Yuen commented the streams in the licensed areas, are covered either by the lIES or taro flow 
restoration. The west end of the Huelo license is not covered by the IIFS and the taro streams 
overlap. The tributaries flow into lower streams and there seems to be a difference in how 
people are counting. 

Yuen was not sure about limiting the number of gallons. He noted that we have the lIES decision 
which has to be implemented, to that extent, the lIES decision sets a baseline of biological 
integrity. Then w.e have the taro streams leaving implementation issues aside, requires 
restoration of flows, then we have a no-waste condition and they have to leave some water in 
the ditch, so it does not dry up. 

He commented that if they limit the RP to just what they are using then basically we are limiting 
them to whatever lack of success in expanding farming operations that they have had over the 
last couple of years. If someone comes in and wants to farm and needs a certain number of 
gallons and it is available after leaving water in the stream for the IIFS, the taro farmers, if we 
adopted this 25/mg per day limit, that farmer would be stuck. 

Murakami commented that they have the same concern, are we just saying the is a bank of water 
here and you get to use it when you come up with your diversified ag plan? That has been 
problematic for years, you are basically allowing the diverter to determine what would be 
reasonable and beneficial in this year period. 
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Yuen noted they are dealing with just this year. When the Board looks at the long-term lease, 
we have to take a careful look at are we going to leave more water in the stream, the IIFS, the 
taro requirements, from the standpoint of the next year, it would be difficult for someone to 
come in, for A&B to say to them they have to go to the Board to get any more water. 

Murakami said that for a company this big, to say they are going to replace this area with 
diversified ag farmers, why do they not know this? How much water they are going to need 
should be a planning points. 

Case commented that a) it has been considered by the Water Commission; b) different crops 
need different amounts of water. The goal is to promote diversified agriculture as well. They are 
in a transition. 

Case also noted that the Water Commission required points of contact in order to facilitate 
communication between communities that were part of the stream system and this submittal 
incorporates those conditions. 

Murakami said it could be beefed up. Case replied that it is a topic for the longer-term solution 
and we should start now, so we know where it needs to be beefed up. Na Moku would welcome 
that if it could work along the lines you are suggesting. 

Downing asked what the picture looks like at the end of December 2019? Murakami is 
pessimistic. His hope that going into the next Legislation that there is not another holdover. 

Wayne Tanaka, OHA provided a written testimony and asked the Board to take their time and 
stands by his written testimony. One point they want to emphasize is A&B needs to provide 
more information on the water use. They have not addressed other resources. They have ample 
resources to add meters to measure how much water they are using and the uses. This could be 
a good opportunity for A&B for a water lease. 

James Manaku. His concern is access as a cultural practitioner and has encountered problems in 
the past. 

Yuen asked if there are streams in the licensed area that are diverted that are not covered by the 
IIFS or the Taro Restoration? 

Ayron Strauch, Hydrologist, CWRM, replied yes, and noted that the original petition was for the 
27 streams in the licensed area. They were the largest streams and most important ones where 
communities lived along them. Water Commission did their due diligence to protect the in 
stream resources with the IIFS. 

Yuen asked where are the streams not covered by the IIFS? Strauch replied that they are spread 
out through the licensed areas. 
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Gon asked if the estimated number of over 100 steams accurate? Strauch said it depends if they 
are calling them individual streams or hydrologic units or a tributary or spring. He noted there 
are about 450 registered stream diversions. The IIFS accounts for many of them. 

Vuen said there was a question regarding inadequate restoration at Hanehoi and Puolua, is it a 
matter of things that are going to be done but have not happened yet or some other reason? 
Strauch replied he does not deal with the regulating but from what he understands, there is a 
process to formally abandon or modify some of the diversions. That process often includes Army 
Corps and getting DOH permits which takes a while. 

Dean Uyeno, Program Manager for Stream Protection, CWRM, A&B had submitted an application 
for abandonment of the stream diversions that were impacted by the Commission’s amended in-
stream flow standards. We met with DOH and there were concerns there and the decision was 
to wait for the final llFs to come out. A&B applied for 100 diversions to be abandon, in the review 
process we asked them to separate the diversions into categories (low, medium and hardest) to 
abandon. 

In the case of Hanehoi and Puolua the streams flow directly into the ditch. It is not a matter of 
diversion intake or putting up a gate. They have to construct a culvert for the stream to cross 
over the ditch. A&B has received permits this year and are moving forward. Revised applications 
have been submitted and they have a few things that need to be addressed, they should be 
resubmitting revised applications next week. The review process will take 30-days, and we hope 
to start early next year. 

Oi asked if the studies they did, and their due diligence qualify under the Public Trust Doctrine? 
Uyeno replied yes, the Commission’s in-stream flow standards are to implement the Public Trust 
Doctrine. The review only focused on the (27) streams petitioned. 

Downing directed his question to the applicant. He will the same question he did before of NLC, 
what does December 2019 look like? Ching replied, she agreed with NLC, they will not be able 
to get to a long-term lease by the end of this Revocable Permit. The EIS process has to be done 
first which is time consuming. Assuming there are no legal challenges, public comments, it looks 
like the process will extend into 2020. They will have to go back to the Legislature. 

Downing commented that listening today I heard two communities asking for two different 
things. For him it is about HR 5-7, 4 & 5. He believes we need to involve all aspects of the 
community. Going forward it would be smart to put everyone’s cards on the table and work 
together to find a solution and solve the problems. In the big picture it is for the good of Maui. 

Roehrig made the motion to extend the RP. This is the last year of the 3-year RP process. We 
need to give the Legislature time on this issue. He has heard that there is “opala”, where others 
do not have access and cannot see and said it needs to be cleaned up and if you need help you 
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have to speak-up, not hide it. We need some stability. He is very impressed by the people of 
Maui, they have a great opportunity in agriculture. He is disturbed that the applicant did not say 
how much water is being used. He feels a relationship between the stake holders would benefit 
all and suggested that they set their priorities and work through them. Very pleased that the 
Water Commission has started the process. Part of his motion is to have a committee to meet 
and have a conversation on the solutions. 

Vuen second the motion with a slight modification. Sierra Club has asked for quarterly meetings. 
He suggested that A&B meet with the Taro Farmers to discuss the plans for stream restoration 
projects before implementation. The focus should explain the modifications and gather feedback 
on any impacts with NHL being the point of contact. He agreed that having a committee for the 
lease is an excellent idea. 

Downing commented that this is not a short-term disposition even though it is an RP. We know 
it is going back to the Legislature. We start this process now, it is a function that could help the 
Legislators with making a decision. By forming the committee, it may help the community that 
is in distrust. 

Roehrig commented that this is a serious matter and is okay with having a permanent committee 
built into the lease. You have potential new owners, we have to get together and have a 
discussion. Someone from OHA, NLC, A&B, the Farmers in the committee. 

Oi, noted after listening to the different groups, that this is about the water flow. The farmers 
need water, the County needs water. Before you can move into a lease, you have to get together 
and communicate with each other. When you go through the EIS process it will be easier because 
you will not have opposition, everybody should be on the same page. When they ask for the 
long-term lease it should be with the same idea and with the same movement going forward I 
this area. 

Gon added that someone representing the in-stream flow protection and the protection of the 
native stream eco-stream and biota. One of the concerns was that some of the modifications 
that have been put in place have to address the movement of those biotas have not been met, 
at least in the view of some people. 

Case offered a different prospective on that It is the Water Commission’s side of it and they have 
asked for long-term monitoring of the streams to see if what they have set-up is working. DAR is 
willing and set-up to do that, they are waiting on funding. 

After further discussion, it what decided that the parties involved would meet monthly for the 
first quarter and quarterly thereafter. Yuen also clarified that the RP is not assignable. 

Amendment: 
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The Board established an interim committee to discuss water usage issues in the license 
area. The committee shall consist of five members, representing Alexander & Baldwin, 
Farm Bureau, OHA, Native Hawaiian Legal Corporation and the County of Maui. The 
interim committee shall meet once a month for the first quarter;, then at least quarterly 
thereafter, more often as useful. 

MOTION 
Approved as amended (Roehrig, Yuen) unanimous. 

11:40 am: Break 
11:55 am: Back in session 

ITEM D-1O Cancellation of Governor’s Executive Order No. 1274; Issuance of Quitclaim Deed 
and Issuance of Management Right-of-Entry to Hawaii Public Housing Authority; 
Kalaepohaku and Kapãlama, Honolulu, O’ahu, Tax Map Key: (1) 1-6-009:003. 

Russell Tsuji, Land Division, presented the submittal. Representatives from HPHA are present to 
answer any questions. 

Board Discussion 
Oi asked what will happen to the current tenants? Quansafi said there are only offices there 
now, There will be no displacement. 

Public Testimony 
Hakim Quansaft Executive Director, HPHA. The proposed project is to provide low-income 
housing for serving the elderly with a 20%-60% EMI. 

MOTION 
Approved as submitted (Oi, Gomes) unanimous. 

ITEM M-9 Issuance of a Revocable Permit for Filming a Feature Film, Legendary Features 
Productions US, LLC, Kalaeloa Airport, Tax Map Key: (1) 9-1-13: Portion of 32. 

Ross Smith, DOT-Airports, presented the submittal. Representative is pre5ent to answer any 
questions. 

Board Discussion-None 

Public Testimony 
Donne Dawson, Hawaii Film Office. Stated that Legendary Features Production US, LLC was a 
very good company to work with and will do right by us. 

MOTION 
Approved as submitted (Gomes, 01) unanimous. 
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EAST A~ IRRIGATION COMPANY, LLC 
P.O. BOX 791628, PAIA, MAUI, HAWAII 96779-1 628 

January 10, 2019 

Suzanne D. Case, Chair 
Board of Land and Natural Resources 
Kalanimoku Building 
1151 Punchbowl Street 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813 
ATTN: Russell Tsuji 

Dear Chair Case: 

At the Board of Land and Natural Resources meeting held on November 9, 2018, the Board reviewed the 
matter of the Holdover Revocable Permits S-7263 (TMI< (2) 1-1-001:044), 5-7264 (TMKs (2) 1-1-001:050, 
2-9-014:001, 005, 011, 012, and 017) and 5-7265 (TMK (2-1-1-002: por. 002) to Alexander & Baldwin, 
Inc., and S-7266 (TMK (2) 1-2-004:005 and 007) to East Maui Irrigation Company, Limited, for Water Use 
on the Island of Maui. After much consideration, the Board approved the holdover of the four permits 
and, as one of the conditions of the permits, directed the formation of a Committee to create a forum to 
improve communication and address community issues related to the water permits. (Note: The 
Board’s action was confirmed with its consideration and denial on December 7,2018 of the Sierra Club’s 
Petition Requesting a Contested Case Hearing on this same matter). 

While formal minutes of the Board’s November 9, 2018 meeting are not yet available, we have attached 
a proposed plan for the establishment of the Committee that we think is consistent with the Board’s 
mandate and intent. We would appreciate your review and confirmation to proceed in this manner. As 
you know, A&B has since sold its former sugar lands in Central Maui to Mahi Pono, LLC, who has plans to 
reestablish agriculture on these lands, utilizing waters collected under the subject permits. A&B and 
Mahi Pono will co-own and operate East Maui Irrigation Company. 

In a related matter, we would defer to your judgment as to whether the Sierra Club should be invited to 
have a representative on the Committee. While they were not part of the formal action by the Board, 
and declined participation when offered by a Board member subsequent to the Board approval of the 
permits, we would like to honor the Board’s intent, as you deem fit. 



Suzanne D. Case, Chair 
Board of Land and Natural Resources 
January 10, 2019 
Page 2 

Thank you for your time and attention to this matter. Please contact me with any questions or 
concerns. 

Sincerely (on behalf of EMI), 

Shan Tsutsui 
Senior Vice President of Operations, Mahi Pono, LLC 

0 
Meredith J. Ching 

~ 

Executive Vice President, A&B 

cc: Dave Schulmeister (for distribution to litigation parties) 



East Maui Water Revocable Permits Committee 

1. Committee Purpose 
a. To provide a forum for addressing community issues, including but not limited to: 

(1) Trash or debris in the watershed area; 
(2) Restoration of taro streams; 
(3) Compliance with Interim lnstream Flow Standards decisions; 
(4) Potential flooding issues; and 
(5) Information from the Division of Aquatic Resources on fish passageways; and 

b. To improve communications and exchange of information with the community 

2. Committee Membership- the committee shall be comprised of the following entities; letters of 
invitation/request to name participant have been transmitted to those indicated below: 
a. Native Hawaiian Legal Corporation do Moses Haia Ill, Executive Director 
b. A&8/EMI- Representative to be determined 
c. Office of Hawaiian Affairs c/o Chair Collette Macha do 
d. County of Maui do Mayor Michael Victorino 
e. Maui Farm Bureau do Warren Watanabe, Executive Director 

3. Meetings 
a, Dates and Frequency- meetings shall be convened each month for the first quarter of 2019, 

beginning in February, and then quarterly thereafter, as follows: 
(1) February 
(2) March 
(3) Q2 (April-June) 
(4) Q3 (July-September) 
(5) Q4 (October-December) 

b. Location- meetings shall be held at a location in Central Maui, to be determined 

c. Times- meetings shall be held during working hours, during the work week, at the lunch hour, 
when possible 

d. Staffing- Mahi Pono/A&B shall provide staffing to take notes and prepare meeting summaries 

e. Resource Staffing by CWRM and DAR-CWRM will be notified of meeting dates and times, for 
attendance at their discretion 

f. Rules of Conduct- the Committee shall operate informally, but shall allow all members the 
opportunity to be heard and decisIons, if any, to be made by a simple majority of the members 
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EAST MAUI IRRIGATION COMPANY, LLC 
P.O. BOX 791628, PAIA, MAUI, HAWAII 96779-1 628 

Januaryio, 2019 

Warren Watanabe, Executive Director 
Maui County Farm Bureau 
P.O. Box 148 
Kula, HI 96790 

Dear Mr. Watanabe: 

At its meeting on November9, 2028, the Board of Land and Natural Resources reviewed the matter of 
the Holdover Revocable Permits to Alexander & Baldwin, Inc., and East Maui Irrigation Company, 
Limited, for Water Use on the Island of Maui. After consideration, the Board approved the holdover of 
the four permits and, as one of the conditions of the permits, directed the formation of a Committee to 
create a forum to improve communication and address community issues related to the water permits. 
The Board’s action was confirmed with its consideration and denial on December 7, 2018, of the Sierra 
Club’s Petition Requesting a Contested Case Hearing on this same matter. 

As you may be aware, A&B has since sold its former sugar lands in Central Maui to Mahi Pono, LLC, who 
has plans to reestablish agriculture on these lands, utilizing waters collected under the subject permits. 
A&B and Mahi Pono will co-own and operate East Maui Irrigation Company. We would appreciate 
having you, oryour designee, serve as a member of the Committee. We are currently in the process of 
seeking approval for our plan for the Committee from the Board and will be following up with more 
detailed information on the Committee, its composition and meeting details as such becomes 
available. 

Thank you for your cooperation and attention to this matter. Please contact us with any questions or 
concerns. Thank you in advance foryour willingness to serve and help advance food security and 
sustainability on Maui for future generations. 

Ma halo, 

Shan Tsutsui 
Senior Vice President of Operations, Mahi Pono, LLC 

Meredith J. Ching 
Executive Vice President, A&B 



TELEPHONE: (808) 579-9516 
FACSIMILE: (808) 579-9517 

EAST MAUI IRRIGATION COMPANY, LLC 
P.O. BOX 791628, PAIA, MAUI, HAWAII 96779-1628 

Januaryao, 2019 

Moses Haia Ill, Executive Director 
Native Hawaiian Legal Corporation 
1151 Punch bowl Street 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813 

Dear Mr. Haia: 

At its meeting on November g, 2018, the Board of Land and Natural Resources reviewed the matter of 
the Holdover Revocable Permits to Alexander & Baldwin, Inc., and East Maui Irrigation Company, 
Limited, for Water Use on the Island of Maui. After consideration, the Board approved the holdover of 
the four permits and, as one of the conditions of the permits, directed the formation of a Committee to 
create a forum to improve communication and address community issues related to the water permits. 
The Board’s action was confirmed with its consideration and denial on December 7, 2018, of the Sierra 
Club’s Petition Requesting a Contested Case Hearing on this same matter. 

As you may be aware, A&B has since sold its former sugar lands in Central Maui to Mahi Pono, LLC, who 
has plans to reestablish agriculture on these lands, utilizing waters collected underthe subject permits. 
A&B and Mahi Pono will co-own and operate East Maui Irrigation Company. We would appreciate your 
assistance in appointing a representative of the taro growers to serve on this Committee, as requested 
by the Board. We are currently in the process of seeking approval for our plan forthe Committee from 
the Board and will be following up with more detailed information on the Committee, its composition 
and meeting details as such becomes available. 

Thank you for your cooperation and attention to this matter. Please contact us with any questions or 
concerns. Thank you in advance for your willingness to assist and help advance food security and 
sustainability on Maui for future generations. 

Mahalo, 

ShanTsutsui 
Senior Vice President of Operations, Mahi Pono, LLC 

Meredith J. Ching 
Executive Vice President, A&B 



TELEPHONE: (808) 579-9516 
FACSIMILE: (808) 579-9517 

EAST MAUI IRRIGATION COMPANY, LLC 
P.O. BOX 791628, PAIA, MAUI, HAWAII 96779-1628 

Januaryio, 2019 

Collette Y. Machado, Chair 
Office of Hawaiian Affairs 
560 Nimitz Highway, Suite 200 

Honolulu, Hawaii 96817 

Dear Chair Machado: 

At its meeting on November 9, 2018, the Board of Land and Natural Resources reviewed the matter of 
the Holdover Revocable Permits to Alexander & Baldwin, Inc., and East Maui Irrigation Company, 
Limited, for Water Use on the Island of Maui. After consideration, the Board approved the holdover of 
the four permits and, as one of the conditions of the permits, directed the formation of a Committee to 
create a forum to improve communication and address community issues related to the water permits. 
The Board’s action was confirmed with its consideration and denial on December 7, 2018, of the Sierra 
Club’s Petition Requesting a Contested Case Hearing on this same matter. 

As you may be aware, A&B has since sold its former sugar lands in Central Maui to Mahi Pono, LLC, who 
has plans to reestablish agriculture on these lands, utilizing waters collected under the subject permits. 
A&B and Mahi Pono will co-own and operate East Maui Irrigation Company. We would appreciate your 
assistance in appointing an appropriate representative from OHA, such as the Maui Trustee or her 
designee, to serve on this Committee. We are currently in the process of seeking approval for our plan 
forthe Committee from the Board of Land and Natural Resources and will be following up with more 
detailed information on the Committee, its composition and meeting details as such becomes 
available. 

Thank you for your cooperation and attention to this matter. Please contact us with any questions or 
concerns. Thank you in advance for your willingness to serve and help advance food security and 
sustainability on Maui forfuture generations. 

Mahalo, 

Shan Tsutsui 
Senior Vice President of Operations, Mahi Pono, LLC 

Meredith J. Ching 
Executive Vice President, A&B 

cc: Carmen Hulu Lindsey, Maui Trustee 



TELEPHONE: (808) 579-9516 
FACSIMILE: (808) 579-9517 

EAST MAUI IRRIGATION COMPANY, LLC 
P.O. BOX 791628, PAIA, MAUI, HAWAII 96779-1 628 

Januarylo, 2019 

Honorable Mike Victorino 
Kalana 0 Maui Building, 9th Floor 
200 S. High Street 
Wailuku, Hawaii 96793 

Dear Mayor Victorino: 

At 1t5 meeting on November 9, 2018, the Board of Land and Natural Resources reviewed the matter of 
the Holdover Revocable Permits to Alexander & Baldwin, Inc., and East Maui Irrigation Company, 
Limited, for Water Use on the Island of Maui. After consideration, the Board approved the holdover of 
the four permits and, as one of the conditions of the permits, directed the formation of a Committee to 
create a forum to improve communication and address community issues related to the water permits. 
The Board’s action was confirmed with its consideration and denial on December7, 2018, of the Sierra 
Club’s Petition Reque5ting a Contested Case Hearing on this same matter. 

As you may be aware, A&B has since sold its former sugar lands in Central Maui to Mahi Pono, LLC, who 
has plans to reestablish agriculture on these lands, utilizing waters collected underthe subject permits. 
A&B and Mahi Pono will co-own and operate East Maui Irrigation Company. We would appreciate your 
assistance in appointing an appropriate representative from the County, such as the Director of the 
Department of Water Supply or his designee, to serve on this Committee. We are currently in the 
process of seeking approval for our plan for the Committee from the Board and will be following up 
with more detailed information on the Committee, its composition and meeting details as such 
becomes available. 

Thank you for your cooperation and attention to this matter. Please contact us with any questions or 
concerns. Thank you in advance for yourwillingness to serve and help advance food security and 
sustainability on Maui for future generations. 

Mahalo, 

Shan Tsutsui 
Senior Vice President of Operations, Mahi Pono, LLC 

Meredith J. Ching 
Executive Vice President, A&B 

CC: Jeff Pearson, Department of Water Supply 



SUZANNE I). CASE 
CHNRPERSON 
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KAHOOIAWE ISLAND RESERVE COMMISSION 

LEND 

February 27, 2019 STATE 

Mr. Shan Tsutsui 
Senior Vice President of Operations 
Mahi Pono, LLC 

Ms. Meredith Ching 
Executive Vice President 
Alexander & Baldwin, Inc. 

do East Maui Irrigation Company, LLC 
P.O. Box 791628 
Paia, Maui 96779-1628 

Dear Mr. Tsutsui & Ms. Ching, 

We have reviewed your proposal for the interim committee to discuss water issues 
affecting the license area as established by the Board of Land and Natural Resources (Board) at 
its meeting on November 9, 2018, under agenda item D-7. Your proposal appears to be 
consistent with the Board action and we are agreeable to you proceeding in the manner 
prescribed. Regarding whether Sierra Club should be invited to have a representative on the 
committee, we note that the Board favored an inclusive but manageable process. 

Sincerely, 

Suz neD.Case 
Chairperson 

Land Division 
CWRM 



TELEPIIONE: (808) 579-9516 
FACSIMILE: (808) 579-9517 

EAST MATTE IRRIGATION COMPANY, LLC 
P.O. BOX 791628, PAIA, MAUI, HAWAiI 96779-1628 

March 4, 2019 

Honorable Mike Victorino 
Kalana 0 Maui Building, 9th Floor 
zoo S. High Street 
Wailuku, Hawaii 96793 

Dear Mayor Victorino: 

Back in January, we reached out to you regarding the formation of a committee to create a forum to 
improve communication and address community issues related to the Board of Land and Natural 
Resources’ (BLNR) decision on Holdover Revocable Permits to Alexander & Baldwin, Inc. (A&B), and 
Ea5t Maui Irrigation Company, Limited (EM!), for Water Use on the Island of Maui. As we previously 
indicated, in December 2018, A&B sold its former sugar lands in Central Maui to Mahi Pono, LLC, who 
has plans to reestablish agriculture on these lands, utilizing waters collected under the subject permits. 
A&B and Mahi Pono will also co-own and operate EMI. 

In a letter dated February 27, 2019, the BLNR recently approved Mahi Pono and A&B’s East Maui Water 
Revocable Permit Committee plan, as attached. Plea5e note that due to the delay in approval, meeting 
dates may be subject to change. Accordingly, we are planning to convene the Committee this month 
and would like a County representative, such as the Director of the Department of Water Supply or his 
designee, to attend. Please advise of the name and title of the attendee who will be representing your 
organization. Mark Vaught, Operations Manager, will be representing EMI on the Committee. 

Date: Tuesday, March 12, 2019 

Time: io-aiam 
Location: Mahi Pono offices (formerly Hawaii Commercial & Sugar Co.) 

a Hansen Rd 
Kahului, HI 96732 

Thank you for your cooperation and attention to this matter. Please contact us with any questions or 
concerns. 

Mahalo, 

~Jj~c~tt~’ 
Shan Tsutsui Meredith J. Ching 
Senior Vice President of Operations Executive Vice President, A&B 

cc: Suzanne Case, Chair, Board of Land and Natural Resources 
Kaleo Manuel, Deputy Director, Commission on Water Resource Management 



TELEPHONE: (808) 579-9516 
FACSIMILE: (808) 579-9517 

EAST MAUI IRRIGATION COMPANY, LLC 
P.O. BOX 791628, PAIA, MAUI, HAWAII 96779-1628 

March 4, 2019 

Collette Y. Machado, Chair 
Office of Hawaiian Affairs 
~6o Nimitz Highway, Suite 200 

Honolulu, Hawaii 96817 

Dear Chair Mach ado: 

Back in January, we reached out to you regarding the formation of a committee to create a forum to 
improve communication and address community issues related to the Board of Land and Natural 
Resources’ (BLNR) decision on Holdover Revocable Permits to Alexander & Baldwin, Inc. (A&B), and 
East Maul Irrigation Company, Limited (EMI), for Water Use on the Island of Maui. As we previously 
indicated, in December 2018, A&B sold its former sugar lands in Central Maui to Mahi Pono, LLC, who 
has plans to reestablish agriculture on these lands, utilizing waters collected underthe subject permits. 
A&B and Mahi Pono will also co-own and operate EMI. 

In a letter dated February 27, 2019, the BLNR recently approved Mahi Pono and A&B’s East Maui Water 
Revocable Permit Committee plan, as attached. Please note that due to the delay in approval, meeting 
dates may be subject to change. Accordingly, we are planning to convene the Committee this month 
and would like your designee, such as the Maui Trustee or another, to attend. Please advise of the 
name and title of the attendee who will be representing your organization. Mark Vaught, Operations 
Manager, will be representing EMI on the Committee. 

Date: Tuesday, March 12, 2019 

Time: io-iiam 
Location: Mahi Pono offices (formerly Hawaii Commercial 8~ Sugar Co.) 

i Hansen Rd 
Kahului, HI 96732 

Thank you for your cooperation and attention to this matter. Please contact 1J5 with any questions or 
concerns. 

Mahalo, 

1~u~ (~-
ShanTsutsui Meredith J. Ching 
Senior Vice President of Operations Executive Vice President, A&B 

cc: Suzanne Case, Chair, Board of Land and Natural Resources 
Kaleo Manuel, Deputy Director, Commission on Water Resource Management 



TELEPHONE: (808) 579-9516 
FACSIMILE: (808) 579-9517 

EAST MAUI IRRIGATION COMPANY, LLC 
P.O. BOX 791628, PAIA, MAUI, HAWAII 96779-1628 

March 4, 2019 

Warren Watanabe, Executive Director 
Maui County Farm Bureau 
P.O. Box 148 
Kula, HI 96790 

Dear Mr. Watanabe: 

Back in January, we reached out to you regarding the formation of a committee to create a forum to 
improve communication and address community issues related to the Board of Land and Natural 
Resources’ (BLNR) decision on Holdover Revocable Permits to Alexander & Baldwin, Inc. (A&B), and 
East Maui Irrigation Company, Limited (EMI), for Water Use on the Island of Maui. As we previously 
indicated, in December 2018, A&B sold its forhier sugar lands in Central Maui to Mahi Pono, LLC, who 
has plans to reestablish agriculture on these lands, utilizing waters collected underthe subject permits. 
A&B and Mahi Pono will also co-own and operate EMI. 

In a letter dated February 27, 2019, the BLNR recently approved Mahi Pono and A&B’s East Maui Water 
Revocable Permit Committee plan, as attached. Please note that due to the delay in approval, meeting 
dates may be subject to change. Accordingly, we are planning to convene the Committee this month 
and would like you, or your designee, to attend. Please advise of your attendance or provide the name 
and title of the individual who will be representing you and your organization. Mark Vaught, Operations 
Manager, will be representing EMI on the Committee. 

Date: Tuesday, March 12, 2019 

Time: io-uam 
Location: Mahi Pono offices (formerly Hawaii Commercial & Sugar Co.) 

i Hansen Rd 
Kahului, HI 96732 

Thank you for your cooperation and attention to this matter. Please contact us with any questions or 
concerns. 

Mahalo, 

Shan Tsutsui Meredith J. Ching 
Senior Vice President of Operations Executive Vice President, A&B 

cc: Suzanne Case, Chair, Board of Land and Natural Resources 
Kaleo Manuel, Deputy Director, Commission on Water Resource Management 



TELEPliONE: (808) 579-9516 
FACSIMILE: (808) 579-9517 

EAST MALI IRRIGATION COMPANY, LLC 
P.O. BOX 791628, PAIA, MAUI, HAWAII 96779-1 628 

March 4, 2019 

Moses Haia Ill, Executive Director 
Native Hawaiian Legal Corporation 
fl51 Punchbowl Street 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813 

Dear Mr. Haia: 

Back in January, we reached out to you regarding the formation of a committee to create a forum to 
improve communication and address community issues related to the Board of Land and Natural 
Resources’ (BLNR) decision on Holdover Revocable Permits to Alexande.r & Baldwin, Inc. (A&B), and 
East Maui Irrigation Company, Limited (EMI), for Water Use on the Island of Maui. As we previously 
indicated, in December 2018, A&B sold its formersugar lands in Central Maui to Mahi Pono, LLC, who 
has plans to reestablish agriculture on these lands, utilizing waters collected underthe subject permits. 
A&B and Mahi Pono will also co-own arid operate EMI. 

In a letter dated February 27, 2019, the BLNR recently approved Mahi Pono and A&B’s East Maui Water 
Revocable Permit Committee plan, as attached. Please note that due to the delay in approval, meeting 
dates may be subject to change. Accordingly, we are planning to convene the Committee this month 
and would like your designee, a representative of the taro growers, as requested by the BLNR, to 
attend. Please advise of the name and title of the attendee who will be representing your organization. 
Mark Vaught, Operations Manager, will be representing EMI on the Committee. 

Date: Tuesday, March 12, 2019 

Time: ao-nam 
Location: Mahi Pono offices (formerly Hawaii Commercial & Sugar Co.) 

i Hansen Rd 
Kahului, HI 96732 

Thank you for your cooperation and attention to this matter. Please contact us with any questions or 
concerns. 

Mahalo, 

Shan Tsutsui Meredith J. Ching 
Senior Vice President of Operations Executive Vice President, A&B 

cc: Suzanne Case, Chair, Board of Land and Natural Resources 
Kaleo Manuel, Deputy Director, Commission on Water Resource Management 



East Maui Water Revocable Permits Committee 

1. Committee Purpose 
a. To provide a forum for addressing community issues, including but not limited to: 

(i) Trash or debris in the watershed area; 
(2) Restoration of taro streams; 
(3) Compliance with Interim ln5tream Flow Standards decisions; 
(4) Potential flooding issues; and 
(5) Information from the Division of Aquatic Resources on fish passageways; and 

b. To improve communications and exchange of information with the community 

2. Committee Membership- the committee shall be comprised of the following entities; letters of 
invitation/request to name participants have been transmitted to those indicated below: 
a. Native Hawaiian Legal Corporation do Moses Haia Ill, Executive Director 
b. A&B/EMI- Representative to be determined 
c. Office of Hawaiian Affairs do Chair Collette Machado 
d. County of Maui do Mayor Michael Victorino 
e. Maui Farm Bureau do Warren Watanabe, Executive Director 

3. Meetings 
a. Dates and Frequency- meetings shall be convened each month for the first quarter of 2oag, 

beginning in February, and then quarterly thereafter, as follows: 
(i) February 
(2) March 
(~) Q~ (April-June) 
(~) Q3 (July-September) 
(~) 04 (October-December) 

b. Location- meetings shall be held at a location in Central Maui, to be determined 
c. Times- meetings shall be held during working hours, during the work week, at the lunch hour, 

when possible 
d. Staffing- Mahi Pono/A&B shall provide staffing to take notes and prepare meeting summaries 
e. Resource Staffing by CWRM and DAR-CWRM will be notified of meeting dates and times, for 

attendance at their discretion 
f. Rules of Conduct- the Committee shall operate informally, but shall allow all members the 

opportunity to be heard and decisions, if any, to be made by a simple majority of the members 



TELEPHONE: (808) 579-9516 
FACSIMILE: (808) 579-9517 

EAST MAUI IRRIGATION COMPANY, LLC 
P.O. BOX 791628, PAJA, MAUI, HAWAII 96779-1628 

July 24, 2019 

Carmen Hulu Lindsey 
Office of Hawaiian Affairs 
560 Nimitz Highway, Suite 200 

Honolulu, Hawaii 96817 

Dear Trustee Lindsey: 

Pursuant to the Board of Land and Natural Resources’ (BLNR) approval of the East Maui Water 
Revocable Permit Committee plan, established as part of the BLNR’s decision on Holdover Revocable 
Permits to Alexander& Baldwin, Inc. (A&B), and East Maui Irrigation Company, Limited (EM I), for 
Water Use on the Island of Maui, we are planning to convene the second Committee meeting next 
week. We are once more requesting your attendance or the name and title of the individual who will be 
representing you and your organization. Mark Vaught, Operations Manager, will again be representing 
EMI on the Committee. 

Date: Wednesday, July 31, 2019 

Time: ao-iiam 
Location: Mahi Pono Office 

2200 Main Street, Suite 405 
Wailuku, HI 96739 

Summary notes from the March 12, 2019 meeting are also attached. Again, the meeting dates and 
participants may vary due to the delayed approval of the plan and member availability. Thank you for 
your cooperation and attention to this matter. Please contact us with any questions or concerns. 

Mahalo, 

Shan Tsutsui 
Mahi Pono Senior Vice President of Operations 
On behalf of East Maui Irrigation Company, LLC 

cc: Suzanne Case, Chair, Board of Land and Natural Resources 
Kaleo Manuel, Deputy Director, Commission on Water Resource Management 



TELEPHONE: (808) 579-9516 
FACSIMILE: (808) 579-9517 

EAST MAUI IRRIGATION COMPANY, LLC 
P.O. BOX 791628, PAIA, MAUI, HAWAII 96779-1628 

July 24, 2019 

JeffreyT. Pearson, Director 
Department of Water Supply 
County of Maui 
Kalana 0 Maui Building, ~ Floor 
Wailuku, Hawaii 96793 

Dear Director Pearson: 

Pursuant to the Board of Land and Natural Resources’ (BLNR) approval of the East Maui Water 
Revocable Permit Committee plan, established as part of the BLNR’s decision on Holdover Revocable 
Permits to Alexander & Baldwin, Inc. (A&B), and East Maui Irrigation Company, Limited (EMI), for 
Water Use on the Island of Maui, we are planning to convene the second Committee meeting next 
week. We are once more requesting your attendance or the name and title of the individual who will be 
representing you and yourorganization. Mark Vaught, Operations Manager, will again be representing 
EMI on the Committee. 

Date: Wednesday, July 31, 2019 

Time: io-iiam 
Location: Mahi Pono Office 

2200 Main Street, Suite 405 

Wailuku, HI 96739 

Summary notes from the March 12, 2019 meeting are also attached. Again, the meeting dates and 
participants may vary due to the delayed approval of the plan and member availability. Thank you for 
your cooperation and attention to this matter. Please contact us with any questions or concerns. 

Mahalo, 

Shan Tsutsui 
Mahi Pono Senior Vice President of Operations 
On behalf of East Maui Irrigation Company, LLC 

cc: Suzanne Case, Chair, Board of Land and Natural Resources 
Kaleo Manuel, Deputy Director, Commission on Water Resource Management 



TELEPHONE: (808) 579-9516 
FACSIMILE: (808) 579-9517 

EAST MA~ IRRIGATION COMPANY, LLC 
P.O. BOX 791628, PAIA, MAUI, HAWAII 96779-1628 

July 24, 2019 

Warren Watana be, Executive Director 
Maui County Farm Bureau 
P.O. Box 148 
Kula, HI 96790 

Dear Mr. Watanabe: 

Pursuant to the Board of Land and Natural Resources’ (BLNR) approval of the East Maui Water 
Revocable Permit Committee plan, established as part of the BLNR’s decision on Holdover Revocable 
Permits to Alexander& Baldwin, Inc. (A&B), and East Maui Irrigation Company, Limited (EMI), for 
Water Use on the Island of Maui, we are planning to convene the second Committee meeting next 
week. We are once more requesting your attendance orthe name and title of the individual who will be 
representing you and your organization. Mark Vaught, Operations Manager, will again be representing 
EMI on the Committee. 

Date: Wednesday, July 31, 2019 

Time: ao-aiam 
Location: Mahi Pono Office 

2200 Main Street, Suite 405 
Wailuku, HI 96739 

Summary notes from the March 12, 2019 meeting are also attached. Again, the meeting dates and 
participants may vary due to the delayed approval of the plan and member availability. Thank you for 
your cooperation and attention to this matter. Please contact us with any questions or concerns. 

Mahalo, 

Shan Tsutsui 
Mahi Pono Senior Vice President of Operations 
On behalf of East Maui Irrigation Company, LLC 

cc: Suzanne Case, Chair, Board of Land and Natural Resources 
Kaleo Manuel, Deputy Director, Commission on Water Resource Management 



TELEPHONE: (808) 579-9516 
FACSIMILE: (808) 579-9517 

EAST MAUI IRRIGATION COMPANY, LLC 
P.O. BOX 791628, PAIA, MAUI, HAWAII 96779-1628 

July 24, 2019 

Moses Haia Ill, Executive Director 
Native Hawaiian Legal Corporation 
1151 Punchbowl Street 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813 

Dear Mr. Haia: 

Pursuant to the Board of Land and Natural Resources’ (BLNR) approval of the East Maui Water 
Revocable Permit Committee plan, established as part of the BLNR’s decision on Holdover Revocable 
Permits to Alexander & Baldwin, Inc. (A&B), and East Maui Irrigation Company, Limited (EMI), for 
Water Use on the Island of Maui, we are planning to convene the second Committee meeting next 
week. We are once more requesting your attendance or the name and title of the individual who will be 
representing you and your organization. Mark Vaught, Operations Manager, will again be representing 
EMI on the Committee. 

Date: Wednesday, July3a, 2019 

Time: io-aaam 
Location: Mahi Pono Office 

2200 Main Street, Suite 405 

Wailuku, HI 96739 

Summary notes from the March 12, 2019 meeting are also attached. Again, the meeting dates and 
participants may vary due to the delayed approval of the plan and member availability. Thank you for 
your cooperation and attention to this matter. Please contact us with any questions or concerns. 

Mahalo, 

Shan Tsutsui 
Mahi Pono Senior Vice President of Operations 
On behalf of East Maui Irrigation Company, LLC 

cc: Suzanne Case, Chair, Board of Land and Natural Resources 
Kalco Manuel, Deputy Director~ Commission on Water Resource Management 



East Maui Water Revocable Permits Committee 
Meeting Summary 

March 12, joag 
ioa m 

a. Cailto Order 

Meeting was called to order by Mark Vaught, Operations Manager for East Maui Irrigation Co. (EMI) 

2. Committee Members 
a. Native Hawaiian Legal Corporation- not present 
b. EMI- Mark Vaugh~, Operations Manager 
c. Office of Hawaiian Affairs- Carmen Hulu Lindsey, OHA Maui Trustee 
d. County of Maui- not present 
e. Maui Farm Bureau- Warren Watanabe, Executive Director 

Also present was Shan Tsutsui, VP of Operations, Mahi Pono, notetaker 

3. Committee Purpose 

The origin of the Committee was discussed—at its meeting on November 9, 2018, Board of Land and 
Natural Resources (BLNR) approved the Holdover Revocable Permits to A&B and EMI and directed the 
formation of a Committee to help improve communication and address community issues related to 
the water permits. A plan forthe Committee was submitted by EMI and approved by BLNR in a letter 
dated February 27, 2019. 

It was discussed that the objective of the Committee is to communicate/share information with the 
members and report progress back to the BLNR at the end of the year. 

4. Administrative Matters 

Administrative matters were discussed, including that meeting summaries would be provided to all 
members via email following each meeting. Members were advised that meetings will be conducted 
informally and that, during the meetings, members would be provided the opportunity to comment 
and provide input. 

It was agreed that meetings would be held quarterly until the end of 2019, with the next meeting to be 
held later in the 2”~ quarter of this year. All members would be provided with an email invitation prior 
to the meeting. 

5. Discussion 

The initial meeting was used to inform members as to the purpose of the Committee and discuss a plan 
forfuture meetings. Accordingly, the members were asked what questions they had and what 
information they were interested in obtaining. 



A brief discussion on completed work in compliance with the Interim Instream Flow Standards (IIFS) 
decision was conducted; however, based on the discussion, a more complete presentation will be made 
at the next meeting. Additionally, it was agreed that a presentation on a draft Community Farm Plan 
will be provided to the members to demonstrate what types of crops are being contemplated, timelines 
and other relevant information to advise community farmers about what they can expect going 
forward. Finally, more information on the EIS process, what has been done to date and what 
additional action need to be undertaken prior to completion, was also requested. 

6. Next Steps 

Next meeting will be scheduled forthe 2~ quarter (April-June 2019) and include the following: 

a. IIFS compliance update by EMI 
2. Draft Community Farm Plan by Mahi Pono 

3. Presentation on the EIS process, including a timeline of completed and outstanding actions 
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K I 0000 K-ia Makayiy 6” pvc pipe intake Minor 6-inch p ye lobe removed; d nernior boo to remain iv tributary NA Yes NA (no flit) SPA NA TBD 

Koolou Makayipi 8” atominom pipe diversion from 
Na modification needed or planned; does not divert 
Makapipi stream. County DWS soppiy for the Nehiko 

K-i rieveiopmevt toovet to main ditch Minor ‘lomeownem. Ne Approvals Regoired 

Heeewt Connectivity 0.92 Below Have Highway 
r°b~w hes been restored to achieve the tIPS; no 
modiftoattoes to diversions mqoired. Connectivity has Draft Work Pier submitted to CWRM for review and comment. No regulatory approvals 
been achieved. reticipatod to he required. 

K i 00 au K-2 2~~_ Haruwi (Awaimakaino Intake) MgjgL. The so e gate has been adjosted to create a welled path No Approvals Required 

Kooiau 283.6 1 tanuwi (Machine Tunnel Gulch Inrake) M~j.W The sb cc gate has been adjusted to creole a wetted path No Approvals Requimd 

K I 

Kooiau 

K-4 294.6 
K-2a 

Hanawi (Main Hanowi iotoke( 
Hanawi small sbeem intake 

~gJgL._ 
Minor 

Ow s woe gate has been adjusted to provide tor the lIPS ‘l wetted polk already vuists on the dam. 
No modification needed or planned. 

No Approvals Required 
No Approvalu Required 

Kooiau K-2b ‘Vest Awaimakaino Sineam brake - diverted to Ear’ Minor ‘to modigcatios needed or planned. No Approvals Required 

K I 00 au K-4a 2” intake pipe East of Main Hanawi Stream oft I lana Highway Minor No modification needed or planned. No Approvals RequIred 

Koolau K-4b Maui Land & Pine Hanawi dem msuke Hana Hwy. bridge Mivor No modification needed or planned. No Approvals Required 

Kooiou 
Kooiau 

K-4c 
K-dd 

8” aluminum pipe intohe East of Havuwi 
6” pvc pipe intake East of Hanawi 

Minor 
Minor 

No modification needed or planned. 
‘to modification needed or piavned. 

No Approvals Required 
No Approvals Required 

Koolau K-4e ~“ pvc pipe iniuke flast of Harawi (diverted to K-if) Minor ‘to modification needed or planned. No Approvals Required 

K I 0 K-df 4” ddsco pipe intake to crosscut below Havawi sluice sate Mivor No modification needed on planned. No Approvals Required 

Kapaata Cosnecttvtty g.gg Dr diversion at Koslau Ditch 
Plow has been restored to meat the lips by tompanary 
measures. Connectivity wilt be reatoned once modifications Dm8 Work Plan submitted to CWRM for review and comment. Preliminary work on 
ire petmiged and completed. requests for regulatory approvals in pnooress. 

Koolau 290.6 ‘apaula (East Kapaula intake( Maioq,,,,,,,,,,, A drisco pipe wril be nstailed to create a weSed path. NA Yes Yes SPA NA No 

Kooiau K-fl 
No sluice gate is presevL Add drisco p ye to provide 
welled path overtop of dam No alteration to ibis diversion 

285.6 Pupaula (Kapaula 15” pvc pipe divemion) ~4aio in required to achieve UPS how NA Yes Yes SPA NA No 

K I ouau K-i 286.6 Kayauia (Main Kapacia iniake( ~ lotch dam to ach eve required now and connectivity NA Yes NA (no ft II) SPA NA TBD 

K I ~ 
Kooiau 

K-8 284.6 
K-ifa 

l’o Name (Jack’s Flume iniake( 
ant Kapaula 6” pvu pipe intake (diverted to K-fl 

Ho further modification required after implementing Maioi,,,,,,,,,,, rodificeliors to Main Kapauta intake (K-il. 
Mivor No modflcabor needed or planned. 

No Approvals Required 
No Approvals Required 

K I °°~ K-fib Lust Kapuuia old 8” aluminum pipe intake (diverted to K-f) Mivor No modification needed or planned. No Approvals Required 

K I oe K-Ta East Kapaula 2” ddsca pipe intake (diverted to main Kapaula) Mivor rio modification needed or planned. No Approvals Required 

K I 00 au K-7b East Kapaula 6” pvc pipe intake (diverted to Kapaula) main Minor rio modfcation needed or pionned. No Approvals Required 

K I 

Koolau 
Koolau 

K-ic 
K-id 
K-ia 

Kapaula 2” galvanized pipe intake below main ntake 
3” pipe intake iv Did Kapuuia intake tunnel 
Old Kapaula intake 

Mioor 
Minor 
Mivor 

Ho medigcatien needed or planned. 
No modificafton needed or planned. 
rio moditication needed or planned. 

No Approoaie Required 
No Approvals Required 
No Approvals Required 

Unclear what reetoraiton stoics “None” means. Plow has 
Waiaaha Noes 0.77 Above Hans Highway beer restored to achieve the UPS, no modifications to Dm8 Work Pion submitted to CWRM for review aod comment. Ho regulatory approvals 

ivemiors required. Connectivity has been achieved. inticipatad to ha required. 

283.6 Waiaoku ~ Adiust sluice care as needed to meat lIPS No Approvals Required 

Paakea Connactintty iS At Hare Highway 
Plow has been restored to meat the UPS. Connectivity will 
be restored once modifications are parmltied end Croft Work Plan submitted to CWRM for review and comment. Preliminary work on 
rompietad. equaoto for regulatory approvals in progress. 

K I coon K-lU 281.8 Paakea M~jg~ Sluice gate has been opened Iv meet the lIPS. A dnsco lye roll be ostafied to create a welled path NA Yes Yes SPA NA No 

Koolau K-ice °aakea Stream 3” pvc pipe intake Mvor No modification needed or pionsed. Gate on intoke from aol is shut, so there is no flow to ditch. No Approvals Required 

Waiahae Putt cia At Hera Highway 
Plow has bean restored to achieve the lIPS; no 
modifications he dinarelora required. Connectivity hoe Dreft Work Plan submigad to CWRM for revIew and cammenL No regulatory approvals 

I teen achieved. -rrticipated to be required. 
K I sow) K-12 79.6 ‘tialohue lEast Waiohue intake) Miggq bypass gale is closed. Sluice gate at chute ditch svittng as n has bean completely removed No Approvals Required 

K I ooau -13 80.6 Waiuhua (West Walohue irtahe) M_OIUL ntake gates are completely closed and sluice gate is r’rmovad. All water remains iv the stream No Approvals Required 

Kuoluu 
Kooluu 
Koutou 
Konlau 

-12a 
-12b 
-12c 
-12d 

Waiohua concrete charnel intake 
‘lust Waiohue cvucnele channel intake 
‘last Waiohue concrete V channel intake 
‘last Wuiohue 8” concrete niaka 

Minor 
Mivrr 
Minor 
Minor 

Plo modflcatior needed on planned. 
Pro modification needed or planned. 
rIo modification needed or planned. 
To modification neaded or piernad. 

No Approvals Required 
No Approvals Required 
No Approvalu Required 
No Approvals Required 

Pua’atsa’a Connectivity 02 Above Hare Highway 
f-low has bear restored to waet the lIPS. Conrecfiviiy will 
be restored osca modifications are perrrriltsd and Dreft Work Plan sukmitled to CWRM for revtew aed commenL Preliminary work on 

K-13a ‘Dot stone ron-oft intake by Puaakaa overflow Minor 
completed. 
~staU drisca pipe for wetted path 

-squseta for regutotory approvals iv progress. 
NA I Yes I Yes ( SPA I NA I No 



Per June 20,2018 Decision and Order Tent Status of Approvals 

Stream Name Restoration Status 
IIFS 

Vatue 
(nfs) 

ItFS Location Ditch Diversion ID 11 

-

DiversIon Name 

-

Diversion Tppe Current Status of the Streami 
Modifications Compteted or Preliminarily Propased to 

- Meet ItFS Flowhasbeeoreatoredtomeetthe)IFS. Connectlvllywlll 

CWRM 
SDWPA 

CWRM O&M 
DetermInation 

USACE 404 
Exemation . 

OCCL 
Conservation 

District 
Assrovu -

County Flood 
County SMA Development 

Permit 

Koplttuta H90 3.2 Below Hone Highway be restored once modifications are permuted and Draft Work Plan submifled to CWRM for review and comment. Preliminary work on 

Kooluu K-14 277.8 Oust Kopiliula (West Fork Inluke) M8JSL. 
compleled. 
nslal dnsco prpn lx prov de welled path. 

squeals for. regulatory appm 
NA Yes 

sin pionrea 
Yes SPA NA No 

Kuolau K-i 5 
Sluicn gate can be adjusted 10 prooide br both thn IIFS 
und connecliv ly May need to add dnsco p pe for wetted 

Kootao 
‘906 
K-14a 

Wan Kopiliulu (Main Kopiliuta Inlake) 
East Kopiliula - East Fork 8-inch atuminum pipe intake 

M6JOL. 
Minor 

rain (approvals required only for installahun of pipe(. 
No modification needed op. planned. 

NA Yes Yes SPA 
No Approvals Required 

NA No 

Koolau 
Koolau 

K-14k 
K-14c 

~ast Kopiliula - Went Fork 2” drisco pipe inlake 
Kopiliuta 3 drisco pipe intake 

Minor 
Minor 

NitinodificationneededccblaWnid. 
‘4o’lnoitifikntioWneindedor.ptanned -

No’ApprovalsReqhiritd 
No’Appmvalo’Required 

Koolau K-14d opitiuta concrete channel intake by Hana Highwat .,linor No modification needed or. planned. No Appmvals Required 

K I ooau K-iSa West Kopiliula diversion ditch on top of bank by ~ontroI house Minor No modification needed or. planned. No Approvals Required 

Kooluu K-15b West Kopiliula 2” pipe intake from well Minor lomodificationmeedddionnitd. No’Appmval&Relyitlrsd 
Koolau K-15c Nest Kopiliula diversion ditch kywall Minor licmodlftcationTheededobpldifnltd. NQ’Appmvals’Requlred 

East Walluatki H90 3.7 Al Kane HIghway 
Flow has been reafored to achieve the (IFS; no 
modificatIons to diversions required. Connectivity has Draft Work Ptao submifted 10 CWRM for review and comment. No regulatory approvals 

. Neen achieved. - nttcipafed to be required. 
K I co uu K-i6 2996 East Wailua-iki M8ISL. Existing dnsco pipe provides fur a wetted path ‘las been adjuslnd to provide for IIFS. Skxce gale No ApprovaisRaquired 

Koolau K-lEa st Wailua-iki Steel pipe inlake Minor tiomodlficallonneededor;plenh,jd. NdA~provalsRequired 

Kootau i<_f~b steni pipe intake West of East Wailca-iki intake rntuke( Minor No modification needed or.ptanned. No Approvals Required 

~ ooau K-16c steel pipe intake West of East Wailua-iki intake 2 intake( Minor Nomcdlfication needed or-planned. No Approvals Required 

K t 0000 K-16d 8” steel pipe intake West 01 East Wailua-iki intake #3 intake) Minor ‘10 modification needed or.planned. No Approvals Required 

K I 0000 K-16n “ steel pipe intake West of East Wailua-iki intake #4 intake) Minor 10 modifIcation needed or.planned. No Approvals Required 

Koolau K--16f “ steel pipe intake West of East Waiiua-iki intake #5 inlake) Minor No modification needed or.planned. No Approvals Required 

Kootuu g_ - steel pipe intake West of East Wailua-iki intake #6 intake) Minor No modification needed or. planned. No Approvals Required 

Koolau K-t7a “ concrete pipe intake East of Marc West Wuilua k intake Minor 4o modification needed or, planned. No Approvals Required 

West Wetluetkr Fall — nb Above Hone Highway Flow has been restored toechieve the IIFS. Connectivity ras been achieved. Draft Work Plan submitted to CWRM for review end comment. Preliminary work on notestsfor gutatory epprc s in pioqres 

Koolau K-17 
Ox sling drisco pipe proxidns ton a wetted path. Sluice gale 
s open and will be completely removed The intake lunnel will be sealed with concrete to keep water from bypassing 

327.6 ‘Nest Wailua-iki M8IW_ ‘he slrnam NA Yes Yes SPA NA TBD 
Ct&M work on Category 1 diversions completed or (in one case) nearly completed; SDWP 

Wattuanul FutI t/e Al Hano Highway Ftow has keen restored to the extent feasible pending 
application for formal abandonment of these diversions is pending with CWRM. 
SDWP application for abandonment of Calegory 4 dIversions is pending w4tb CWRM. CWRM has issued SDWP for abandonmenf of Category 2 diversions; work is pending 

completion of work requiring pertn)ta, Continuity achieved 
-i main stem. All dIversions to be abandoned. 

development ole BMP Plan in coneulfallon with DON and submittal of construction ptane Ic 
CWRM (In p-t-qress). 

(Tarn Stream) K oolau K-18 rast Wailua-nui (#6 Intake and sluice basin) MgjgL. Work necassomy to permanently halt water dIversion nttdpated to be completed 812712019 Yes-Cat I Yes Confirmed SPA issued NA No 

K I 00 ao K-19 Fast Waitua-nui (#6 control house intake) M9jfi~ Womitnecessatytopemnesentlybattwaterdwemsicn completed. Yes-Cat I Yes Confirmed SPA issued NA No 

K I on au K-20 Nuilua-nur )#7 intake) M11j21 Wad necessary to pennanenttp halt wator diversion rmrrsleted. Yes-Cal I Yes Confirmed SPA issued NA No 

K I no ax K-21 ‘lIesI Wailua-nui (#9 intakel M.8JPL Waif necessary to permanently halt water dfversten r’ainpteted. Yes-Cat 1 Yes Confirmed SPA issued NA No 

Koolau K-19a 3” aluminum pipe inluke kp#6 control house intake Minor Pi e will be removnd. Dat 2 issuer No Confirmed SPA issued NA No 

Kootau 
Koclau 

K-20a 
K-21a 

Wailua-nui stream intake 1118 intake pipe) 
8” steel pipe intake East of #9 intake 

Mirror 
Minor 

e will be removed. 
e will be removed. 

Dat 2 issuer 
Dat 2 issuer 

No 
No 

Confirmed 
Confirmed 

SPA issued 
SPA issued 

NA 
NA 

No 
No 

Koolau K-21b Filipino Ditch diversion to #9 intake Minor Location unknown. No water beIng diverted ‘toed. No omb Yes-Cat 4 No No Work No Work NA No 

Dhi’aiWaisnu 
‘Vatokemilo 

None 
Fall 

tin/er Non, 
in/ar ‘below diversion at Koolau Ditch 

dIverted by,EMI 
shea beenrastored. Connectivity hae bees achieved. 

In regulator rpprovuls requ d. 
~ow~ applfr-.’tlon forabendrr-nent of Cal-r rry4 diversion s pending sri CWRM. 

Tarn Stream) — KootaU 326.6 Fast Wainkemito )Ksalani) at Koolau Dilck Maio~,,, Dl,erstsn closed In 2007; no further work planned Yes-Cat 4 No No Work No Work NA No 

Koolau 3296 ‘iaiokamilo 8 ii intake at Koolau Ditch ~py~ Di’erstom closed ht 2007; no further wad piensed Yes-Cut 4 No No Work No Work NA No 

Koolau K-24 328.6 ‘Nalokamilo #12 intakn at Koolau Ditch ~ Dl’erston dosed to 2007; no further work ptannad. Yes-Cat 4 No No Work No Work NA No 

Koolau K-25 t20.6 ‘flulaiokarnilo Kiknkilro intake at Koolau Ditch - Maio~~ t”erston dosed In 2007; no further work planned. Yes-Cat 4 No No Work No Work NA No 

Kuolau <-22o 
n-incn Isurani Ibast Wuinkamilol aluminum pipe at 
Kootau Ditch Minor Yes-Cat 4 No Work No Work NA No 

<-22k Yes-Cat 4 

<-22d 

No 



Per June 20, 2010 DecisIon and Order 

Stream Name Restoration Statun 
ltFS 

Value 
)nfs) 

tIPS Location • Dito h 

Koolnu 
Koolnu 
Knntau 

Desi~~ lD# 

K-23u 
K-24a 
K-24b 

• Diversion Name 

________________________ 
at #11 intake at Koolan Ditch 

Dtversion Type 

Minor 

Comant Status of the Streamt Modifications Cnmpteted nr Pretimtnarlly Proposed On 

Meet lIPS 
Dinerston dosed hi 2007; no further work planned 

CWRM 

SDWPA 
Van-Cut 4 

CWRM O&M 
Determination 

USACE 404 
Enemptine 

OCCL 
Conservation 

District 
Apprnnal 

County Fiend 
County SMA Development 
Assessment Permit 

NA 
NA 

Knolau K-24c 
Koolno K-24d 
Kooleu 

Koolno 

Koolou 

K-24e 

K-24t 

Kg4~, 

mull intake went of (main) #12 crosscut at Knotau 
tch 1611 _______________________________________ 

mall intake went of )maio) #12 crosscot at Koolau rch (#2) 

Minor . 

Minor 
,mmsran.oonee in ever; no oesfler.worfl pmsneo. 

r)inereton cloned hi 2007; no freutrer work ptonnad, 
Yes-Cat 4 
Van-Cot 4 

No 
No 

No Work 
No Work 

No’ 

No Work 
No Work 

NA 
NA 

No -

No 

K I 00 eu K-24k mull intake west of (main) #12 crosncot at Koolou tch (#3) Minor Diversion dosed hi 2007; no further work planned, Yes-Cat 4 No NoWorfr No Work NA No 

K I 0000 K-24 Small intake went of (main) #12 crosncot at Koolau Ditchf#41 Minor Dinnenteedeoadte200l;rrofurttrerworkplerrned, Yes-Cot4 No NoWorfr NoWork NA No 

Kooleo Kg~j,,,,,,, Small intake went of (main) #12 cronncot at Koclau ‘itch (#5) Minor ‘3teereton dosed hi 2007; no further work ptanned, Yes-Cat 4 No No Work No Work NA No 

Kootuu 
Small intake west of (main) #12 crosscut at Kooleu 
Ditch (#6) 

Koolau 
K-25a 
K-25b 

East Kikokiko 2-inch pipe intake) 
ikokiko small intake at Kootau Ditch 

Minor 
Minor 

‘ttversroe closed hi 2007; no further work pfserred, 
Dtveretcer dosed hi 2007; no fsrfher work penned. 

Yes-Cat 4 
Yes-Cat 4 

No 
No 

No Work 
No Work 

No Work 
No Work 

NA 
NA 

No 
No 

no 00 K-25c West Kikokiko small intake at Koolac Duck Kikokiko 0” pipe intake mauka of bddne) Minor “ttvmeton closed bn2007; no ferther work planned, Yes-Cat 4 No No Work No Work NA No 

Koolao K-25d West Kikokibo small intake at Koolou Ditch Nest Kikokiko 4-inch pipe intake) Minor ‘tlvemtoe dosed hi 2007; no further work plarsed, Yes-Ceo 4 No No Work No Work NA No 

Koolav K-25e West Kikokibo smell intake at Kooleu Ditch Nest Kikokiko 3-lock pipe intake) Minor “tiveretne dosedlo 2007; no furfher.work Parsed, Yes-Cat 4 No fdo Work No Work NA No 

K I no au K-2sf West Kikohiko small intake at Kootoo Ditch ‘(ikokiko 3-inch pnc pipe intake under bridge) Minor r3ieeretorr dosed hi 2007; no fur1trer-~k Parsed, Yes-Cal 4 No No Work No Work NA No 

CWRM h’#it’issiiEd’SDWPidr ab#itdditWiht of Category 2 rrtnemions; work flEititing 
development of a OMP Pies in coosuftef ion with DOH and eubmittal at conetmction plans to 

Paleehela Fell tie Above Heno Highway 
CWRM (In pmgreee). Addilionelly4re ectst g,SPA fmm OLNR-OCCL will need hike 
emeoded for four dlvemioos fur wtitch modftca#on pteoo have now keen finalized. CWRM hen epprovedi5WP for ebendonmest of bategnry 3 diversions, hot the permit hes 

Tam Stream) Kooteu K-26 
310.0 (eva ~ 

Flow and coeflocity heoe keen metored to the extent 
possibta by tampomry meens pending completion of work 
rsquidng permita. All dlvaraiona.fo he abandoned. 
Gale in tcnnnl is open Dam mop need to he altered to 
prevent water from entering the tuvnel. Seal tunnel with 
rocks. 

not pet keen recetved. Once issued, the permit will require development ate OMP Plan in 
consultation with DON, submit tat of conafrrrctton pians to CWRM, and coosuttafion.with the 
County of.M~ ‘I Deperhnent cf ‘flanolog an’’ lth’lUSFWS. 

SPA issued 
Cal 2 isscer’ No CooSrmed Need amend NA No 

~ ~ K-27 199 alahai (#3 intake - Heuolo Wahine Ditch) Meio~,,,,,,,,,,, Peel tunnel with rocks Cat 2 issuer’ No Confirmed SPA issued Need amend NA No 

Kootau K-28 12.6 elepipi (#2 intake - Hacoto Wehine Ditch) ~ Peel tunnel with rocks tat 2 issuer’ No Cookrmed SPA issued Need emend NA No 

Koolau K29 11.9 Keeoau (#1 intake - Hacolo Wehive Ditch) ~ ‘~eel tunnel with rocks tef 2 issuer No Confirmed SPA issued Need emend NA No 

Koolau K-3S 096 ‘-leuolo Wehine ~ Concrete Intake window. Cat 2 issuer’ No Coofirmed SPA issued NA No 

Koolau K-29a (aeuuu diversiov tunnel to ff1 intake Minor Seal diversion with con rete tat 2 issuer’ No Cooticed SPA issued NA No 
Kooleu 
Koclau 

K-3Sa 
K-30b 

Hauolo Wehive small divemiov 
Hauolo Wehive small intake 

Minor 
Minor 

fitemove pipe. 
fitemove dam, block ditch downstream of dam 

tat 2 issuer’ 
tat 3 issuer’ 

No 
No 

Confirmed 
Confirmed 

SPA issued 
SPA issued 

NA 
NA 

No 
No 

Kootec 
Kootau 

K-39c 
K-3Sd 

Sacoto Wehive small intake 
“lacoto Wahive small intake ruvoS pad 

Minor 
Minor 

Remove pipe, 
‘rstell dish overpass. 

tat 2 issuer 
Cat 3 issuer 

No 
No 

Confirmed 
Confirmed 

SPA issued 
SPA issued 

NA 
NA 

No 
No 

Pt’tna’au Putt Va Above Hasa Highway Ptow end continuity have besoreshired hi the extent 

)&M~itr”it ~dti~it~i dlE~ JidOi’ftEfiiplL JdrSDWP~..citidit’fdrfdfE.a.2b’ftWdd9WWn, 
of these dhiamions’is pending with CWRM 
CWRM has Issued SDWP for abandonment of Category 2 diversions; work is pending 

feasible pending comptefton of work mquidng permffe. All 
r’fvemions lobe abandoned. 

development ate OMP P1ev in consuttation with DON and sobmittel of coretruction plans to 
CWRMftfn p tress). 

Tero Streem) — K I ooao K-31 l306 Piineau ‘.Vorh neceseery hi pervoaneotty hih~tdTdivdmlon r~aio1,,,,,,,,,,, rerepleted Yes-Cal 1 Yes Confirmed SPA issued NA No 

Kooleu K-3ta Piinaeu 6” steel end pvc pipe diversion to main Pfnaeu intake Minor Completely remove the pipe tat 2 issuer’ No Confirmed SPA issoed NA No 

Nuo’ettue Cnenenttvtty 2.2 To be defermlned 
r,tmdot at bineifdkv in’thi’itiudiWtthibuin’rsstoredby 
tempomrily installing boardgetas at intake. Connectivity Dreft-Work Pen submitted to CWRM for review end comment Prelimivery work on 

Spreckels S-I 125.6 Nueaitue M_gj 
fan been echieved. 
Remove dam end see ivtake with covcrntn floord geteo stalled nsl porary measure to block flow 

equssts ton v ~otehiry.appm 
TOO TOO 

sun pmerei 
Yes SPA NA TOD 

Spreckels ~ Past Nuaeiloe smell stream intake (#1 ivtabe) Minor invaluet ng emovel of a I four diversions and essocuuted pn fuel mi a e ovrtoivu maintenance for this diversion TOO TOO Yes SPA NA TOO 

Spreckels S-tb Past Nuaeitoa smell stream intake (#2 intake) Minor 5 abet g mmo al of eli four diversions and associated pe to elum vale nv5oivq meinlevence for this diversion TOO TOO Yes SPA NA TOO 

Sprockets S-tn ‘EasI Nuuailua smell stream intake (#3 intake) Minor Evaluating removal of a I four divemiovs and associated ‘ye to etm nate ongo ye meivteveece forth s d version TOO TOO Yes SPA NA TOO 

Spreckets ~-‘td ‘Nest Nceeilua smell ditch intake Minor flveluativ5 removal of alt four diversiovs and essociated lye toe imivete 0090mg meinlenance for this diversuov TOO TOO Yes SPA NA TOO 

Itonomane H90 4.2 Above Hans Highway 
I tdWh’dib’iko’jjslated ta mestthe’ltPS. CeinnukhidifrNill 
be restored once med#ceflons are permitted’eitd OreS Work’Plan submitted hi CWRM tot review eod comment Prelimivary work ov 

Spreckels S-2 302.6 9onomanu )Oavana intokef M_gjg~,,,_ 
nnmpleted. 
Sluice gete adjusted lo provide for both tke IFS and connectivity 

equeofs for. reoulehirp approvals in procreas. 
NoAppmvetn Required 

Spreckels S-3 305.6 ‘levomavu (Center Honomavu intake) M_9j9~ Sluice gate adjusted to provide for both the lIPS avd rovne tivilp No Appmvals Rsquired 



Uluini

5, 20191 

OCCL IFS Diversion Diversion Current Status of the Stream? Conservation County Flood Stream Name Restoration Status Value lips Locution Ditch Diversion Name ID 9 Type Modifications Completed or Preliminarily Proposed to CWRM CWRM O&M USACE 404 District County SMA Development (do) 
Meet lIPS SDWPA Determination Eoemption Approval “‘—“‘• Permit 

S ~ k I S-4 t176.fl lonomanu (Main Honomunu intake) MgjfiL. Slui e gale adiosted to provide for both the IIFS and onneclioily No Approvals Required 

~ p k I S-5 301.6 Honomanu (High Falls intake( M~jp!,., Sluice gate ad usted nonnect oily I proo de for bolh Ihe lIPS and No Approvals Required 

~ ~ k I S-6 Sluice gate ad ustad lv prov de for Ihe IIFS Install a drisco pipe too eate a welled path on the dam. Additional 
110.6 Illoini MgjSL. nodif Calions to fac dale fish migration being eoalouled 

‘tpreckels 
Spreckels 

‘1-2a 
S-5u 

lest Honomanu 2” drisco pipe intake 
Weal Honomuvu 2” pvc pipe intake 

Minor 
Minor 

No modification needed or planned. 
No modification needed or planned. 

No Approvals Required 
No Approvals Required 

~ ‘ k I S-6e 2” drisco and poc pipe intake (diversion to Uluini intake) Minor No modificakon needed or planned. No Approvals Required 

PunalaulKolea 2.9 Above Hana Highway 
Flow hes been restored to meet the IIFS. Connectivity will 
be restored once modtflcatlone are permitted and Draft Work Plan eubmitled to CWRM for review and comment. Pretminary work on 

Kcnlau K-32 

‘.ompletad. requests for regulatory approvals in protireos. 
Puworhouse intak Slu Ce gate adjusted to provide for the 
IFS Instal a drisco pipe to create a welled path on the 

Kooluu 
Koolua 

204.6 
-32a 
-32k 

Kolea 
Iluini Stream diversion to Kolea Stream 

Kolea 4” pipe intake 

Myjg~_ 
Minor 
Minor 

dam 
No modification needed or planned. 
No modification needed or planned. 

NA Yes Yes SPA 
No Approvals Required 
No Approvals Required 

NA No 

S prec k I e S ~ Kolea M~gL. Gate to ditch to Ha puena closed, tak diversion n walnr at I No Approvals Required 

Spreckels 
Spreckels 
Spreckels 

-pa 
-lb 
-Pc 

Hast Kolea small stream intake 
Middle Kolea small stream intake 
Vest Kolea small siream intake 

Minor 
Minor 
Minor 

No modification needed or planned. 
No modification needed or planned. 
No modlilcalion needed or planned. 

No Approvals Required 
No Approvals Required 
No Approvals Required 

Manuel Lois P6.6 rlanual Luis Kolea intake M5j5 iluice gate is open and ditch intake gates are shot No Approvals Required 

Pvuel Lois 
avant Luis 

i_la 
L-lb 

~olea crosscut puka intake 
Kolea small hole intake 

Minor 
Minor 

No modification needed or planned. 
No mudificallon needed or planned. 

Np Approvals Required 
No Approvals Required 

Ha tpua en ConnectivIty 1.36 Below Menu Highway Flow and continuity have been restored to meet the lips by Draft Work Plan submitted to CWRM for review and comment. Preliminary work an omporary measures. rvquesta or regulatory approvals in progress. 

oolau 
oolau 
volao 

-32c 
-32d 
-32e 

Haipuaena 3” (steel) pipe intake 
I laipuaena 3” steel pipe intake 
laipuaena 3” pvc pipe intake 

Minor 
Minor 
Minor 

No modification needed or planned. 
No modification needed or planned. 
to modification needed or planned. 

No Approvals Required 
No Approvals Required 
No Apprc—ls Required 

preckels 

Ditch ntake gate has been adjusted to pass water 
downstream Road across stream acts as dam, but water 
is flowing over the road. vslull modified culvert) ipe or 

reckels 
reckels 

s-s 
61.6 

n 
Haipuaena 
Haipuaena small stream intake 
riast Haipuaena small siream intake 

Mgjgfi 
Minor 
Minor 

grated channel n road lv pass 110w to meet IIFS; mod fy 
vtake gate to nclude a weir 

-i modification needed or planned. 
i modification needed or planned. 

NA Yes Yes SPA 
No Apprc- -Is Required 
No Apprc- ‘15 Required 

NA TBD 

reckels 
reckels 
reckels 

c 
d 
e 

Middle Haipuaena small stream intake 
West Haipuaena small stream intake 
Haipuuena stream diversion to Kolea stream 

Minor 
Minor 
Minor 

n modification needed or planned. 
n modification needed or planned. 
‘, modification needed or planned 

No Apprc- ris Required 
No Appr~ us Required 
No Apprr Is Required 

Manuel Luis ML-2 
Tunnel intake femporarily blocked roth stream rocks lv 
a low flow downstream Dam roll be notched to provide for 

2126 
Manuel Luis ML_2a 

Haipuaena 
Fiast Haipuaena small stream intake 

M8j00 
Minor 

nIh the llFS and connectivity 
n modification needed or planned. 

NA Yes NA (no fill) SPA 
No Apprc rio Required 

NA TBD 

Puahokamoa ConnectIvity 1.1 Below Mona Highway Flow and continuity have been restored to meet lire lIPS by Draft Work P an submitted to CWRM for review and comment. Preliminary work on rmporary measures. rq~g(gJor n-gulatory apprc-’s in proores~ 

Koolao 3 
Inlake gale closed to pass water downstream Ra Se the 
height vt the intake dam nearest the tunnel intake to reduce flow into tunnel and provide furl F and 

i(oolau 
-6 
Na 

T’uohokamoa 
fluohokarnoa sluice gate 6” steel pipe intake 

M~yj~ 
Minor 

onneclivily. Seal holes in dam roth concrete 
Ia modification needed or planned. 

NA Yes Yes SPA 
No Apprc “Is Required 

NA TBD 

Spreckels .6 Puohokamoa M~jgL if oard gate at intake has been closed Dam vi be notched lv provide for both the IIFS and connectivity NA Yes NA (no fill) SPA NA TBD 

Spreckels 
Spreckels 
Spreckels 

a 
In 
c 

past Puohokamoa small stream intake 
Middle Puohokamoa small stream intake 
‘Vest Pushokamna small stream intake 

Minor 
Minor 
Minor 

No modification needed or planned. 
No modification needed or planned. 
•Io modIfication needed or planned. 

No Apprcnis Required 
No Apprc Is Required 
No Apprc Is Required 

M anue I L 0i5 L-3 ~ r’uohokarnoa M~j Intake temporarily blocked with stream rocks. Dam will be notched lv provide br both the IIFS and connectivity NA Yes NA (no fihl( SPA NA TSD 

Manual Lois L-4 Control gale adjusted to pass water downstream. Dam will 

Manuel Lois 
02.6 
L-4a 

‘Vest Punhokamoa )Pakaka intake) 
‘VesI Puohokamoa small stream intake 

M,gj 
Minor 

re notched to provide for both Ike IIFS and connectivity. 
‘u modificetioe needed or planned. 

NA Yes NA (no fihl( 
No Apprc 

SPA 
Is Required 

NA TBD 

Wahinepe’a 0.9 Above Hanu Highway Unclear whet restoration atolus “None” meane. (IFS is rievert met at thie stream. Draft Work Plan submitted to CWRM fur review end commanl. The need for regulatory npprovats has not yet been confirmed. 

-— Spreckels 
Spreckels 

-tid 
-9e 

Hast Wahinepee small stream inlake 
West Wahinepee small stream intake 

Minor 
Minor 

Ho modification needed or planned. 
Ho modification needed or planned. 

No Apprc- ne Required 
No Appro rio Required 

. Manuel Luis L-5 05.6 Wahinepee M,ifjfiL The need for modifications to this diversion is being evaluated TBD TBO TBD I TBD TBO TBD 

Manuel Lois 
ilaouel Lois 

“danuel Lois 
danuel Lois 

Manuel Luis 
Manuel Lots 

L-Sa 
L-5b 
I -Sc 
i~Sd 
L-5e 
L-5f 

l~ast Wahinepee small stream intake (#1 intake) 
rust Wahinepee small stream intake (#2 inlake( 
rest Wahinepee small stream intake (#3 intake( 
rasi Wahinepee small stream intake (#4 intake) 
ri:ast Wahinepee waterfall intake 
West Wahinepee small stream intake 

Minor 
Minor 
Minor 
Minor 
Minor 
Minor 

‘n modification needed or planned. 
‘u modification needed or planned. 
‘u modification needed or planned. 
u modification needed or planned. 

Ho modification needed or planned. 
In modification needed or planned. 

No Apprc Is Required 
No Appro Is Required 
No Approvals Required 
No Approvals Required 
No Approvals Required 
No Approvals Required 

Watkamoi 3.8 Above Hana Highway 
Flow has been restored to meet the IFS. Connectivity will 

restored once modifications are permitted and raft Work Plan submitted to CWRM for review and comment. Prefiminary work on 
pleted squeals for regulatory approvals iv progress. 



IFS OCCL 
Diversion Diversion Current Status of the Streami Stream Name Restoration Status Value llFS Location Ditch Diversion Name Conservation County Flood 

ID 6 Type Modifications Completed or Preliminarily Proposed to CWRM CWRM OSM USACE 404 (ofs) District County SMA Development 
Meet ltFS SDWPA fl~r”.”.’~r.’.” F’”””’ Aooroval Assessment Permit 

Dam wr be notched 10 provide for both the IIFS ond -Wuilou 235.6 Waikamoi Maio(........... r’onnect,vily NA Yes NA (no fill) SPA NA TBD 

Wailoa 
Wulloa 

W-2a 
W-2b 

Naikamoi 4” yiye intake 
Waikornoi 2” pipe intake 

Minor 
Minor 

No modification needed or planned. 
No modification needed or planned. 

No Appn rls Required 
No Approvals Required 

S k I preces 1636 Waikamoi ream diversion tunnel to Kolea Streuir ~faio~ Skimnnng Door wr ~nd connectivity be notched to pronide ton both the IIFS NA Yet NA (no fill) SPA NA TBO 

Sgry~)rpjs 
Sg~gg~gls 

S-Sf 
S~g 

East Waikamoi Small stream intake 
West Waik moi small stream intake 

Mirrg~, 
Minor 

rio modiftcahon needed or planned. 
10 modification needed or planned. 

No Approvals Required 
No Ap~ronals Required 

~ ener c-i 228.6 Waikamoi M_9ISL._. Slui e gale has been adjusted to provide for both the nd connectivilv. IFS No Approvals Required 

Hanehol F 5 SI U PS beam of Low,f ~ 

O&M work on Category I diversions completed; SDWP application for formal abondonment 
of these dlnersions is pending with CWRM. 
CWRM has approved SDWP for aband cement of Category 3 dIversions, but the pennil has 
not yet been received. Once Issued, the permit will require development of a BMP Plan in consultation with DOH, submittal of conslnrction plans to CWRM, and consultation with the 

Flow and continuity have been restored to the extent 
feasible pending completion of mcdl requiring permits. All 
?lnersions to be abandoned. 

County of Maui Department of Planning and h USFWS. Additionally, revised abeam 
overpass plans for four dinersiona will require amending the SPA from DLNR-OCCL and 
‘econfirming ui~e Section 494 ~1rmlt eoemp’~n with USACE. 

(Tarn Stream) — W ‘I woa W-1 8 19-16 ‘lonehol IHuelo intake) M~jgL Work necessary Ia pennnanentty halt sorter diversion completed. Yes-Cat I Yes Confirmed SPA issued NA No 

New 
Hamukuo 
New 
Hamukua 

NH-17 
264.6 

NH-I 70 

Nanehoi )Huelo intake) 

West Hanehoi (Puolua) 

M~jpr. 

Minor 

Work necessary to permanently trait water diversion 
completed. 

Construct stream overpass over ditch 

Yes-Cal 1 

Yes-Cat 3 

Yes 

No 

Confirmed 
Need to 

reconfirm 

SPA issued 
SPA Issued 

‘iced to amen? 

NA 

NA 

No 

No 

L owrle L-5 345.6 ‘Iaoehoi (Huelo #1 intake) M_9j25 Work necessary to permanently hall water diversIon rmnrelatad. Yes-Cat I Yes Confirmed SPA issued NA No 

L owr,e L-6 242.6 ‘-lanehoi (Huelo #2 inlake) M_yjgfi Work necessary to permanently halt water diversion omrndeted. Yes-Cat 1 Yes Confirmed SPA issued NA No 

. t.owrie L-Oa PasI Hanehoi Minor Construct stream overpass over ditch Yes-Cot 3 No Need to reconfirm SPA Issued Nead to amend NA No 

. Lowrre i~5b ‘lanehol West #1 Minor Construct stream overpass over ditch Yes-Cut 3 No Need to reconfirm SPA issued ‘lead In amen? NA No 

L ownia L-5c Hanehoi small Minor Construct stream overpass over ditch Yes-Cat 3 No Need to reconfirm SPA issued Need 10 omen? NA No 

H k [1-3 East Hanehoi (Pancho intake) M~j5L, Work necessary to pomranerrfly hell water drversion completed Yes-Cat 1 Yes Confirmed NA SMA Exemption No 

Huelo )Puolae) Full rrla Downstream of Haiku Ditch 

O&M work on Category I diversions completed; SDWP application for formal abandonmeni 
of these diversions Is pending with CWRM. 
CWRM has approved SDWP for abandonment of Category 3 diversions, but Ihe permit hus 
not yet been received. Once Issued, the permit will require development of a BMP Plan in consultation with DON, submittal of construction plans to CWRM, and consultation with the 

(Tarn Stream) . Lowrie i.-7 155.6 ‘lanehoi (Hueto #3 intake) M~jgL 

Firm and continuity have been restored to the extent 
feasible pending comp)etlsn of work requIring permits. All 
‘Iversions to be abandoned. 

Work necdssaryto pensanentty halt water dweratorr omnpleied. 

County of Maui Deparhnent of Planning and with USFWS. Additionafy, revised stream 
overpass plans for two diversions wilt require reconfirming the Section 404 permit 

!~g(~gj~itt- USACE. 
Yes-Cull Yes Confirmed SPA issued NA No 

. Lownie .-7a Hanehol )Roseoyple intake) Minor Construct stream overpass 00cr ditch Yes-Cat 3 No Need to reconfirm NA NA No 

. Lowne L-7b Hanehol West #2 Minor Construct stream overpass over ditch Yes-Cat 3 No Need to reconfirm NA NA No 

H ‘k aiu 225.6 ‘Vest Hanehoi (School intake) MgjpL,_~ Work necessary to pennanentty trait water diversion saspleted. Yes.Call Yes Confirmed NA 5MA Exemption No 

Hsnopou Fall nla Below Hana Highway 

O&M work on Category I diversions completed; SDWP appficetion for formal abandonment 
of these diversions is pending with CWRM. 
CWRM has Issued SDWP for abandonment of Category 2 diversions; work is pending 
development of a BMP Plan in consultation with DOH and submittal of construction plans to 
CWRM (In progress). 
CWRM has sppmned SDWP for abandonment of Category 3 diversions, but the permit has 

Flow and continuity bane been restored to the extent 
feasible pending completion of work requiring permits. All 
linemions to be abandoned. 

not yet been received. Once Issued, the permit wilt require development of a BMP Plan in 
consultation with DOll, submittal of construction plans to CWRM, and consultation with the 
County of Maui Department of Planning and with USFWS. Additionally, revised stream 
overpass plans for two diversions will require reconfirming the Section 404 permit 

~g((og~ ‘t USACE. 
(Taro Stream) Wailoa 152.6 Honopou M~jpL Concrete over diversion grate, remove sluice gate Cat2issued No Confirmed SPA issued NA No 

V Wailoa W-22a Honopou - Lupi long intake Minor Work necessary to permanently hell ester diversion completed Yes-Cat 1 Yes Confirmed SPA issued NA No 

Wailoa W-22b Honopou - Wuiioie intake Minor Concrete over diversion grain Cat2issue 1 No Confirmed SPA issued NA No 

NH-22 
New Hamak- ‘147.6 

NH-23 
New [lamak ‘46.6 

L-15 
cowrie n66.6 

L-l6 
Lowrie 257.6 

L-1 7 
Lownie 210.6 

H-8 
Haiku 189.6 

Honopou 

‘1ast H000you Siream IWailole intake) 

East Nonopou (Honopou long strainer intake) 

Past Honop u )Hooopou siphon intahe( 

Hunopou) nopox side ditch intake) 

H000pou 

M915L, 

M~jgL, 

~,qJ2L 

M~jg~ 

M~jpL,, 

M,9I9L,,_, 

Work necessary Is permanently halt ester diversion 
.tcrnrptefed, Yes-Cat 1 
Work necessary to permanengyhaftwstendrnersion 
‘romnpleled, Yes-Call 

Construct stream overpass over ditch Yes-Cu13 

Construct stream overpass over ditch. Yes-Cut 3 
Permanently close control gate, permanently remove sluice 
gate Cat2issuer 
Concrete over stream grain and also concrete duwnslream 
windows. Also, nxlend west wingwall to prevent waler from 
‘Iowinx bach to the ditch Yes-Cat 3 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

No 

Confirmed 

Cunfinned 
Need to 

reconfirm 
Need 10 

reconfirm 

NA 

Confirmed 

SPA issued 

SPA issued 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

SMA 
Exemption 

N 

N 

N 

N 

N 

N 



Appmvals Required/Current Status uf Appruvuls 

Current Status uf the Streami Resturatiuu Status Diveruiuu Name Mudittuatiuns Cumpteted ur Preliminarily Prupuued tu 
Meet IFS 
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From: David Kimo Frankel davidkimofrankel@ 
Subject: Re: East Maui RP Renewal meeting 

Date: September 10, 2019 at 2:38 PM 
To: Weston, AmandaJ Amanda.J.Weston@I 
Cc: Chow, Linda L Linda L.Chow@I 

Unfortunately, not all the Sierra Club folks who would want to attend can attend on the 19th. 
Nevertheless, at least two of us will show up on September 9 at 2 p.m. Let us know where. 

To reiterate, I think it is unfair that you are willing to meet behind closed doors with 
representatives of A&B and Mahi Pono, but you refuse to extend the same courtesy to the 
Sierra Club. 

We would like to ask that you ask representatives from DOFAW and DAR to attend the meeting 
as well. There is far too little information sharing and coordination among DLNR’s divisions. 

Here are some of the topics we wish to address: 

1. Reasonable and beneficial uses. BLNR should incorporate into the permit a requirement that 
A&B/EMI submit monthly reports that show how water is being used on average daily. It should 
report monthly as to how the water is being used on average 
daily precisely, by whom, broken down into separate 
categories that include, but are not limited to: water taken 
from the east Maui RP area, water used by Maui County for 
domestic uses, Maui County’s agricultural park, diversified 
agriculture (identifying the location, crop/commodity and 
user), reservoirs, and seepage/leakage.The report would resemble the 
table that is part of A&B’s First Amended Response to Plaintiff’s Second Request for Answers 
to Interrogatories, but with more detail as how much water each of the “historical/industrial” 
uses are using and which crops are being watered. 

la. Reasonable and beneficial uses. BLNR/DLNR should investigate whether water taken from 
east Maui streams is being used in a reasonable and beneficial manner (consistent with 
CWRM’s and BLNR’s order) when it is being used by HC&D LLC and Maui Paving for concrete 
batching and restrooms. (Nothing in CWRM’s order suggests that using water for industrial 
purposes is a reasonable and beneficial use.) And DLNR should find out how much water taken 
from east Maui streams HC&D and Maui Paving are using. 

2. Invasive species. BLNR should incorporate into the permit a requirement that &ther A&B/EMI 
deposit $500,000 into the forest stewardship fund, HRS 1 95F-4, for the control of invasive 
species in the east Maui watershed, or contribute $500,000 to the East Maui Watershed 
Partnership to hire two additional staff members to reduce the spread of invasive species within 
the RP area. DOFAW staff can confirm what Sierra Club members have observed: the steady 
degradation of the watershed as invasive species take over. 

3. Garbag~ Before the next BLNR meeting on the RP, DLNR should send staff to inspect and 
document the degree to which unused man-made structure, equipment and debris are within. 
the RP area, including unused pipes, concrete, wood etc. 

4. Diversion structures. BLNR should incorporate into the permit a requirement that A&B/EMI 
nrnnnrn ,, e.+, irk, ,a,+kin I I n,nn+ke. +ke,+ nnonnnne +kn ,4nnrnn In ua,knk nnnk rl~,nreinn c.+r, mu mm 

mailto:L.Chow@I
mailto:Amanda.J.Weston@I
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impedes the migration of native aquatic species and/or entrains them. The study would rank the 
structures in the order that pose the greatest threat to native aquatic species. The study should 
also evaluate those structures that pose a safety risk, facilitate mosquito breeding, take water 
from a stream (even if not removed from the ahupua’a), and are aesthetically inappropriate in a 
natural setting. 

5. Restoration status. Before the next BLNR meeting on the RP, DLNR shall ask A&B to report 
on the degree to which the flow of each stream has been restored. In addition, the report shall 
describe in detail the degree to which artificial structures that impede or entrain native aquatic 
species have been removed. This question is separate and distinct from plans to remove 
structures in the future. 

6. Ho’olawa stream. BLNR shall ask A&B to prepare a report within 30 days that describe 
various means of stopping the diversion of water from Waipio and Hanehoi streams that is then 
dumped into Ho’olawa Stream. 

7. 12 streams. BLNR shall incorporate into the permit conditions that provide some level of 
protection to the 12 streams that are not part of the CWRM order. 

8. Deadlines. Given CWRM’s inability to issue orders to remove diversion structures from 
streams, BLNR needs to incorporate conditions mandating the removal of those structures that 
pose the greatest threat to native species within a specific deadline. 

9. Q~p~ BLNR should incorporate into the permit a limit as to how much water A&B/EMI can 
take out of the RP area for 2020. 

https://1.41V~IOII.JI
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Kaua’i Island 
Utility Cooperative 
Your Touchstone Energy Cooperative ~ 

September 30, 2019 

Ian Hirokawa, Special Projects Coordinator 
Land Division 
Department ofLand and Natural Resources 
P.O.Box621 
Honolulu, Hawai’i 96809 

RE: Updates on KIUC Activities per RP No. S 7340 and Water Lease Application — 

Dear Mr. Hirokawa: 

This letter provides a summary of Kaua’i Island Utility Cooperative’s (“KIUC”) activities at the diversion 
facilities located on the North Fork River and Waikoko Streams that it manages and operates through 
Revocable Permit No. S 7340, and KIUC’s progress on the Water Lease application for these same — 

diversions. We are also requesting an opportunity to present these updates directly to the Board of Land and 
Natural Resources (“BLNR”) at the October 2019 meeting. 

As you know, at the December 2018 BLNR meeting, the Department of Land and Natural Resources 
(“DLNR”) Land Division staff’ submittal recommended approval of a holdover for RP No. S-7340 with two 
conditions: 

I. An adjustment to the permit rent from $3,110.00 per month to $4,315.76 per month; and 
2. An imposed limitation on the amount of water that can be diverted under the RP based on the 

proposed amended UPS (“rnterim Instream Flow Standards”) developed by Commission on Water 
Resource Management (“CWRM”) staff. At median stream flow, the amount available to be 
diverted from North Fork Wailua River (Wai’ale’ale Stream) would be 8 million gallons a day (mgd) 
and the amount available to be diverted from Waikoko Stream would be 1.6 mgd. At times ofhigher 
stream flow more water could be diverted provided that a sufficient amount of water, as determined 
by the proposed amended JIFS, remains in the streams. 

At this same meeting, RP No. S-7340 was approved as staff recommended for holdover by the BLNR with 
an amendment as outlined below according to the BLNR meeting minutes approved on April 26,2019: 

1. The holdover of Revocable Permit No. S-7340 to Kauai Island Utility Cooperative (“KIUC”), as 
amended. The Board included a condition that KIUC is to invite Earthjustice, Kia’i Wai 0 
Wai’ale’ale, Sierra Club, Grove Farm and the Deparment of Hawaiian Home Lands (together, the 
“Working Group”), to participate in a facilitated discussion regarding their respective positions of 
KIUC’s request to use State water for its hydroelectric plants in the permit area, as well as any other 
relevant matters they choose to discuss. The Working Group may invitie other individuals or 
organizations to participate in the discussion. KIUC shall report back to the Board on the progress 
of the discussions in three months. 

The power of h.urnan connections• 
4463 Pahe ‘e Street, Suite I . Lihue, Kaua’1 HI96766-2000. (808)246-4300 www.kiuc.caop 

KIUC ~ an equaJoppo4un~ypm~d~andeffçIoye*~ 

www.kiuc.caop
https://4,315.76
https://3,110.00


KIUC update to BLNR 
September 30, 2019 
Page2of3 

KIUC has met all the conditions for the 2019 RP holdover through the actions described below: 

In January and February of 2019 KIUC made further modifications to the ditch structures, similar to 
the work performed in early 2018, to ensure diversion limitations of 8 mgd at North Fork Wailua and 
1.6 mgd at Waikoko at median stream flow. This work involved increasing the openings at the 
bottom of both sluice gates and reducing the ditch inlet openings at both headgates. Also, the steel 
pani boards at the Waikoko diversion was removed in order to lower the spillway crest. 

• On March 18, 2018 KIUC submitted a report on the Working Group meetings facilitated by Robbie 
Aim to DLNR and the report was presented to the BLNR. at the April 2019 meeting. 

Pursuant to the first bullet above and included with this letter is a chart that shows the daily average of the 
volume of water in the North Fork Wailua River at the CWRM gage and the daily average of the volume of 
water diverted at the North Fork Wailua River Diversion for the months of January through July 2019. 
August and September diversion data has not been collected because Loop Road is closed and alternate 
access has taken time to resolve. We anticipate being able to retrieve diversion data for August and 
September within the next few weeks. As indicated by this chart, there was only one period in January of 
2019 when the volume of water in the stream at the CWRM gage was below the CWRM staff proposed IIFS 
amount of 4 mgd (6.2 cfs). As noted above, in early 2019 KIIJC made adjustments at the sluice and head 
gates and since that time the volume of water left in the North Fork Wailua River at the CWRM gage has 
equaled or exceeded the proposed IIFS. 

In addition, on October 1, KIUC submitted a draft Environmental Assessment to the Office of Environmental 
Quality Control for publication on October 8. KIUC has provided all the requested information to DLNR 
regarding its Water Lease application and is continuing to work closely with Land Division and Department 
Of Fish And Wildlife (“DOFAW”) on next steps in the lease process. KIUC is also consulting with the 
associated regulatory agencies regarding plans and associated permitting requirements. 

Thank you for your consideration, 

~sj~ 
David J. Bissell 
President and Chief Executive Officer 
Kauai Island Utility Cooperative 

Cc: L. Loo Shiramizu, Loo, & Nakamura, LLP -

D. Huff— Joule Group 

The power of human connections. 
4463 Pahe ‘e Street, Suite 1 Lihue, Kaua’i, HI 96766-2000. (808)246-4300 www.kiuc.coop 
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North Fork Wailua at Blue Hole Diversion 
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The life of the land is perpetuated in righteousness 

USt,s, 

4 
2 

East Kauai 
Water Users’ Cooperative 
4334 Rice Street, Suite 202 
Lihue, Kauai Hawaii 96766 
Phone: 808-246-6962 
Fax: 808-245-3277 

To: Suzanne Case 

Septem er 18, 2019 

Chairperson, Department of Land and Natural Resources 

Re: Notice of Intention to Not Renew Revocable Permit #S-731 0 for the East 
Kauai Irrigation System 

Aloha, Chairperson Case: 
At a meeting of the members of the East Kauai Water Users Cooperative 
on September 3, 2019, a formal decision was made by majority vote to not 
renew RP #S-731 0 for the East Kauai irrigation system in the Wailua!Kapaa 
area. The Coop will cease to maintain the system as of December 31, 2019, 
at which time responsibility will revert to DLNR. 

It is with great regret that we do so. However; it has become clear that there 
simply is no viable way forward for the operation of the system after the 
legislature failed last session to pass SB223 transferring operation to the 
Department of Agriculture. It had always been the intent of the Coop since 
2001 to be an interim operator until such time as DOA could step in. It is 
unfortunate that a state-owned system capable of irrigating several thou 
sand acres of agricultural land will be lost. 

The system includes Wailua Reservoir, ted by a diversion on the North Fork 
of the Wailua River, Upper Kapahi Reservoir, fed by Kapaa Stream, and all 
related lateral ditches. It also includes the ditches on the ADC Kalepa lands 
which are fed by Hanamaulu Ditch under an agreement with Grove Farm for 
water delivery. 

East Kauai Water Users’ Cooperative 

JERRY ORNELLAS 
Its President 

cc: 
Robert Masuda, First Deputy, DLNR 
Russell Tsuji, Administrator, Land 
Division, DLNR 
Kevin Moore, Land Division, DLNR 
Ian Hirokawa, Land Division, DLNR 
Wesley Matsunaga, Kauai Land 
Agent, DLNR 
Sandi Kato-Klukte, Chair, ADC 

James Nakatani, Director; ADC 
Myra Kaichi, ADC 
Ron Kouchi, State Senate President 
Jimmy Tokioka, Representative, 
District 15 
Nadine Nakamura, Representative, 
District 14 
Members, East Kauai Water Users 
Cooperative 
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